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Abstract

Cesium is an outstanding candidate in the �eld of ultracold quantum gases as it provides

a very rich molecular energy structure. Various Feshbach resonances are available to

e�ciently produce ultracold molecules. Moreover, these resonances serve as �entrance

doors� into the complex molecular structure near threshold. In the context of this thesis,

we have thoroughly explored the molecular quantum states at low magnetic �elds using

various techniques.

In our experiment, we use several magnetically tunable Feshbach resonances to create

Cs2 molecules from ultracold 133Cs atoms. Up to 20000 molecules con�ned in a crossed

CO2-laser dipole trap can be prepared at temperatures of about 250 nK. We have de-

veloped elaborate methods to transfer molecules to various internal states, to clean the

population in the optical trap from remaining atoms and from molecules in unwanted

states, and to detect the molecular population via controlled dissociation. In particu-

lar, we have investigated states with high orbital angular momentum which so far have

been unexplored. For these states direct Feshbach association is not possible because of

negligible coupling to the atomic threshold.

We have explored ro-vibrational molecular quantum states using two di�erent tech-

niques. Magnetic moment spectroscopy is a versatile technique which has allowed to

map out the molecular spectrum up to binding energies of Eb = h × 10MHz in a mag-

netic �eld range from 5 to 55G. Using microwave spectroscopy, we have performed highly

precise measurements of the binding energy of a particularly important s-wave state in

an energy range Eb < h × 20MHz. The microwave results show the transition into a

weakly bound state with quantum-halo character. Precise knowledge about this s-wave

state is important for applications related to the research of universal few-body quantum

physics such as E�mov's e�ect.

As an example for coherent manipulations of the molecular states, we have realized

a time-domain molecular `Stückelberg interferometer'. A coherent superposition of two

internal molecular states is achieved by means of an appropriately chosen magnetic �eld

ramp over an avoided crossing. In a Ramsey-type interferometer scheme we observe

macroscopic matter-wave interference between the two dimer states. As a �rst applica-

tion, we have determined the precise position and the coupling strength of the avoided

crossing in good agreement with theory.
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1. Introduction

The development of laser cooling techniques for neutral atoms in the 1980's initiated the

research �eld of ultracold atomic gases. Rapid success such as atomic clocks with greatly

increased precision [Biz05, Hol05] came along with an enormous research interest in ul-

tracold matter. One of the major goals right from the beginning was the experimental

realization of a Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC), which allows the study of macroscopic

quantum states of weakly interacting particles. In 1995, about 70 years after the theoreti-

cal prediction of condensation by Bose and Einstein [Bos24, Ein25], the alkali atoms 87Rb,
23Na and 7Li were condensed for the �rst time in the lab [And95, Dav95, Bra95]. For this

milestone in atomic physics the Nobel prize was awarded in 2001 [Cor02, Ket02]. Since

then Bose-Einstein condensation has been in the focus of intensive research [Ing99]. The

fundamental properties of BECs have been demonstrated in various experiments. Striking

examples are the observation of matter-wave interference [And97] and quantized vortices

[Mat99, Mad00, AS01], the formation of matter-wave solitons [Den00, Str02, Kha02] or

the quantum phase transition from a super�uid to a Mott insulator [Gre02].

In view of these impressive achievements with atomic gases there has always been a

substantial interest in obtaining a similar level of control for molecular quantum gases.

One of the main research targets is Bose-Einstein condensation of molecular ensembles.

A molecular BEC represents a system with many internal degrees of freedom and allows

to study novel physical and chemical processes. A molecular BEC has been achieved for

the special case of dimers composed from fermions [Joc03a, Gre03, Zwi03] and has led to

an ongoing series of studies on the crossover regime between strongly and weakly bound

pairs [Ing06]. Another interest in molecular systems is because of their rich internal

structure, which greatly extends the application range for possible precision measure-

ments. For example, ultracold molecular samples could highly increase the sensitivity

in measurements of fundamental physical properties such as the existence of an elec-

tron dipole moment [Hud02] and a possible time variation of the �ne-structure constant

[Hud06, Chi06].

The reliability of preparing ultracold atomic ensembles in the lab as well as the afore-

mentioned perspectives have motivated expanded studies on the production of ultracold

molecules from atomic samples in the last few years. In general the preparation of
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1. Introduction

ultracold molecules is a great challenge. However, the use of so-called Feshbach reso-

nances has proven to be the most fruitful approach to associate atoms into weakly bound

dimers. Feshbach resonances arise as a result of resonant couplings between a two-atom

scattering state and bound molecular states [Fes58, Köh06] and can be induced by ap-

plying an external magnetic �eld. Pure samples of Feshbach molecules were created

from atomic Bose-Einstein condensates �rst in 2003 [Her03, Xu03, Dür04a]. Together

with various achievements within this time, such as the demonstration of coherent atom-

molecule coupling [Don02], the formation of ultracold molecules from atomic Fermi gases

[Joc03b, Reg03, Str03, Cub03] and the observation of molecular Bose-Einstein conden-

sation [Joc03a, Gre03, Zwi03], molecular quantum gases have come to the forefront of

research. Since then Feshbach molecules were exploited for various applications [Köh06].

Prominent examples are given by investigations on strongly interacting super�uids in

atomic Fermi gases [Ing06], experiments on few-body collision physics [Chi05b], the real-

ization of molecular matter-wave optics [AS05], and by the demonstration of exotic pairs

in optical lattices [Win06]. Recent experimental progress has shown that full control

over all degrees of freedom can be expected for such molecules [Tha06, Vol06, Win07].

The fast progress in preparing cold molecular samples promises further developments,

including fascinating perspectives for precision measurements.

Cesium, the heaviest stable alkali atom, features very unusual quantum-mechanical

scattering properties and is particularly rich for experiments with molecular quantum

gases. Cs o�ers a unique variety of di�erent Feshbach resonances and molecular states

[Chi04b]. Pronounced relativistic e�ects lead to strong higher-order coupling between

atom pairs and molecules and between di�erent molecular states. For the attainment

of Bose-Einstein condensation in cesium [Web03b], the understanding of the complex

molecular structure was a crucial factor. The interaction properties of cesium atoms

were characterized by a series of atom scattering experiments where many Feshbach res-

onances were observed [Vul99, Chi00, Chi04b]. These experiments allowed for theoretical

conclusions on the molecular energy structure [Leo00, Chi04b], obtained at the National

Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). Throughout this thesis, we will refer to

the cesium molecular structure as presented in Ref. [Chi04b] as the �NIST model�. It

represents the theoretical basis for the experiments discussed in the following chapters.

In the context of this thesis, we report on a thorough investigation of the energy

structure of weakly bound Cs2 Feshbach molecules. These experiments are performed on

ultracold molecular samples con�ned in a CO2-laser trap [Tak98, Chi05b, Sta06, Zah06]

and extend previous work [Chi04b] in three important ways. First, we show how all of

the weakly bound molecular states can be populated based on elaborate time-dependent

magnetic �eld control. Spectroscopy performed on various molecular states con�rms
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the main predictions of the NIST model and provides input for further re�nements of

the model. Second, we demonstrate how one can indirectly populate states with high

rotational angular momentum, so-called l-wave states, by taking advantage of avoided

level crossings. For these l-wave states, direct Feshbach association is not feasible because

of negligible coupling with the atomic scattering continuum. Third, spectroscopy on

avoided crossings between bound states yields precise information about the coupling

strengths between molecular states.

In addition, we present the realization of a time-domain `Stückelberg interferometer'

based on the energy structure of the Feshbach molecules. Two subsequent passages

through a weak avoided crossing between two molecular states in combination with a

variable hold time lead to high-contrast population oscillations. This allows for a precise

determination of the energy di�erence between the two molecular states. We demonstrate

a high degree of control over the interferometer dynamics. The interferometric scheme

provides new possibilities for precision measurements with ultracold molecules.

This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 gives an overview on weakly bound Fesh-

bach molecules. After a brief historical introduction into the �eld, the basics related

to atomic interactions and the occurrence of Feshbach resonances are discussed. The

energy structure of weakly bound Cs2 molecules is also described in detail therein. In

Chap. 3 we then present the experimental methods used for atomic sample preparation

and subsequent molecule experiments. The following three chapters 4, 5 and 6 refer to

our experimental �ndings. Chapter 4 addresses the preparation of Cs2 molecules in var-

ious internal states. We detail our techniques for transfers between di�erent molecular

states and show how to detect the dimers. In Chap. 5 we report on spectroscopic mea-

surements using magnetic moment and microwave techniques. We present our results on

the molecular energy structure and on coupling strengths of various avoided crossings.

Chapter 6 shows the realization of the time-domain internal state interferometer. Finally,

Chap. 7 gives an outlook on the thesis. We present measurements on meta-stable Fesh-

bach molecules that exist in the atomic continuum and report on recent investigations

related to atom-dimer and dimer-dimer collisions.
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2. Feshbach molecules

This chapter gives an introduction on weakly bound molecules associated via Feshbach

resonances. Section 2.1 gives an overview on the research �eld of translationally cold

molecular samples. Section 2.2 introduces then the various interactions between two

colliding atoms together with basics of atom scattering, Feshbach resonances, and the

description of weakly bound diatomic states. Finally in Sec. 2.3 the particular energy

structure of Cs2 molecules near threshold is presented.

2.1. An overview

The most e�cient approach for the production of high-phase space density molecular

samples is the association of ultracold atoms by using Feshbach resonances [Köh06]. Fesh-

bach resonances are scattering resonances in binary collisions of ultracold atoms where

the two-atom scattering state couples to weakly bound molecular states. Originally Fesh-

bach resonances have been introduced in nucleon scattering physics by Feshbach [Fes58].

In the context of atom physics such scattering resonances were predicted by Stwalley

[Stw76], and later by Tiesinga, Verhaar and Stoof in connection with laser-cooled atomic

gases [Tie93]. During the last few years, the Feshbach resonance technique has been

exploited with great success to produce large, ultracold ensembles of diatomic molecules.

Prominent examples for spectacular achievements are the observation of molecular Bose-

Einstein condensation [Joc03a, Gre03, Zwi03] and the creation of strongly interacting

super�uids in atomic Fermi gases [Ing06].

Strategies for ultracold molecule production

In general, the creation of translationally cold molecular ensembles is quite di�cult. In

the research �eld of atomic quantum gases, laser cooling was the key technique that

led to great achievements such as Bose-Einstein condensation. However, molecules have

typically a complex internal energy-level structure, which makes the implementation of

a simple closed cooling cycle very di�cult. Thus molecules have not been accessible to

direct laser cooling techniques so far. There are two basic strategies to produce ultracold
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2. Feshbach molecules

molecules, the direct cooling of molecules and the association of molecules from pre-cooled

atoms.

The �rst strategy relies on the direct cooling of molecules coming from molecular beams

or molecular vapors by means other than laser cooling. The most established technique

here is sympathetic cooling of molecules with helium bu�er gas [Wei98] or Coulomb

crystals [Bly05]. Further examples are the slowing of polar molecules in supersonic jets

with pulsed electric �elds in Stark decelerators [Bet00], the formation of cold dimers on

helium nano-droplets [Mud04], and the application of a velocity �lter for electrostatic

trapping of polar molecules [Rie05]. So far these methods have achieved temperatures

in the mK range and the phase-space densities of the molecular samples are orders of

magnitudes below quantum degeneracy. However, the advantage of these methods is the

large variety of molecular species that can be addressed and even complex molecules can

be cooled and trapped.

Another strategy is the association of molecules from atomic samples that are pre-

cooled to ultralow temperatures by laser or evaporative cooling techniques. In view of

the possibilities o�ered by ultracold atoms, this soon became a very promising route

for producing ultracold molecules, which may also be quantum degenerate. The for-

mation of bound molecules from a gas of trapped Cs atoms was demonstrated �rst by

using photo-association techniques [Fio98]. In photo-association, two colliding atoms

absorb a photon while they are transferred to an electronically excited molecular state.

These molecules can then form weakly bound ground state molecules by spontaneous

de-excitation [Wei99]. Although photo-association can lead to µK temperatures [Fio98,

MS01, Van02], the resulting molecular phase-space densities are still far from quantum

degeneracy.

Not long after the achievements via photo-association, evidence for molecules created

by a Feshbach resonance was reported [Don02]. In these experiments atomic condensates

of 85Rb were exposed to time-dependent magnetic �elds in the vicinity of a Feshbach

resonance. The formation of molecules was indicated by the observation of coherent

oscillations between the atomic and molecular states [Don02]. The oscillation frequency

of the atom number was a measure of the binding energy of the molecules. However, up

to that point the molecular ensembles could not be observed directly.

Feshbach molecules

In a series of experiments conducted in 2003, the production e�ciency of molecules was

increased dramatically by using magnetic �eld sweeps across Feshbach resonances. The

group of Jin and co-workers in Boulder was able to create ultracold molecules from

6



2.1. An overview

a degenerate Fermi gas of 40K atoms. The molecule formation was probed by radio-

frequency spectroscopy [Reg03]. Shortly thereafter, our group in Innsbruck realized a

pure, high phase-space density molecular sample of Cs2 from an atomic BEC [Her03].

In this experiment molecule formation was observed by spatially separating atoms and

molecules via the Stern-Gerlach technique [Her03]. Similar achievements were obtained

using atomic condensates of 23Na and 87Rb [Xu03, Dür04a].

Around the same time this Feshbach association technique was applied to spin mix-

tures of ultracold fermionic atoms [Joc03b, Cub03, Str03]. With respect to inelastic

collisions the molecules formed from fermionic constituents showed a remarkable stabil-

ity near Feshbach resonances, which is associated with a Pauli-blocking e�ect [Pet04].

The lifetimes of such dimers, ranging up to seconds in 6Li2 gases, allowed for the ob-

servation of molecular Bose-Einstein condensation [Joc03a, Gre03, Zwi03]. Thus the

way was opened for an ongoing series of studies on the crossover between molecular

condensation and super�uid Cooper pairing, also called BEC-to-BCS crossover regime

[Bar04, Bar05, Chi04a, Reg04, Zwi05].

In the case of Feshbach dimers created from cold bosonic atom gases it was possible

to prepare molecular ensembles near quantum degeneracy [Her03]. It was found that

both, atom-molecule and molecule-molecule inelastic collisions lead to strong quenching

of the `bosonic molecules'. As a result rapid loss from the trap is observed, thus limiting

the lifetime of the molecules. In atom-molecule mixtures lifetimes up to a few ten mil-

liseconds are observed [Muk04, Kno08a]. For pure molecular samples increased lifetimes

were reported only at very low densities [Chi05b] or in a lattice environment [Tha06],

where the lattice prevents collisional quenching of the molecules. Hence, for dimers from

bosonic atoms it is still a challenging quest for evaporative cooling towards molecular

samples at high phase-space densities or even the observation of molecular Bose-Einstein

condensation [Rom04].

Most of the Feshbach molecule experiments have addressed association [Mar05, Hod05,

Tho05b] and dissociation processes [Muk04, Dür04b, Tho05a, Kno08b], precision spec-

troscopy [Cla03, Mar07a], and single molecule physics [AS05, Mar07b]. Of great research

interest are also collisional properties of the weakly bound molecules for both dimer-

dimer and for atom-dimer interactions [Muk04, Chi05b, Sya06, Smi07, Fer08, Kno08a].

Thus, new ways have opened up to study few-body physics with ultracold atoms [Chi05b]

and to further explore universal E�mov physics [Kra06b, Kno08a]. Recently, controlled

molecule formation in optical lattices [Stö06, Tha06, Osp06] has allowed the creation

of novel correlated states in a crystal-like environment [Win06, Vol06]. Finally, recent

approaches for transferring dimers to deeply bound molecular states [Win07] promise the

realization of a molecular BEC from bosonic atoms [Kok01, Jak02].
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2. Feshbach molecules

2.2. Interactions of ultracold atoms

The properties of ultracold quantum gases are to a large extent the result of particle

interactions. For example, atomic interactions lead to elastic and inelastic collisions and

to higher-order scattering processes such as three-body recombination [Web03c]. In case

of Bose-Einstein condensates, particle interactions are responsible for e. g. the BEC

dynamics or for super�uid e�ects [Pit03]. Finally, scattering processes can be strongly

suppressed for fermionic atoms [Ing06], while near Feshbach resonances they can be

resonantly enhanced [Chi00]. Therefore, the understanding of atomic interactions is

crucial.

The following section gives an overview of the basic scienti�c background to understand

the physics of weakly bound Feshbach molecules. Section 2.2.1 describes the di�erent

interaction mechanisms between neutral ground state atoms. We then brie�y introduce

in Sec. 2.2.2 substantial de�nitions in the context of binary collisions between atoms.

In Sec. 2.2.3 the scenario of a Feshbach resonance is discussed. Finally in Sec. 2.2.4

the association of molecules through Feshbach resonances is described. An extensive

discussion on the physics of weakly bound Feshbach molecules can be found in the review

article by Köhler [Köh06].

2.2.1. Long-range interactions

The interaction potential of two scattering atoms is determined by various interaction

mechanisms between the two particles and depends on the inter-particle distance r. In

the case of two neutral atoms in their ground state, the dominant interactions are the

van der Waals interaction, the exchange interaction, and the dipolar interaction. At very

large inter-atomic distances, the asymptotic energy of the two-particle system is given

by the energy of the individual atoms, i. e. the kinetic energy, hyper�ne interaction, and

Zeeman energy.

Van der Waals and exchange interaction

The van der Waals interaction represents several induced electric multipole interactions,

all of which are attractive. The largest contributing part of these electric interactions

comes from the induced electric dipoles of the atoms. At large inter-atomic distances the

van der Waals interaction scales as −C6 r−6, with C6 being the van der Waals coe�cient.

The exchange interaction arises when the two colliding atoms are close enough so that

the wave functions of their electrons can overlap. As this overlap decreases exponentially

with increasing r, the exchange interaction scales similarly [Wei85]. This makes the van

8



2.2. Interactions of ultracold atoms

der Waals interaction dominant at large distances.

The coupling of the electronic spins of the individual atoms via the exchange interaction

results in the well known singlet and triplet interaction potential. The singlet potential

is lower as the electronic spatial wave function is symmetric.

In the process of atomic collisions, a spin-dependent interaction is required to induce

transitions between the singlet and triplet states. While the van der Waals interac-

tion only depends on the inter-atomic distance, the exchange interaction can couple

singlet and triplet contributions. Consequently, this can lead in general to inelastic spin-

exchange collisions. However, by spin polarizing the atoms into a stretched state this

coupling is suppressed. Atoms being in their absolute ground state are also immune

against exothermic inelastic processes.

Dipolar interactions

Although dipolar interactions are much weaker than the previously discussed interac-

tions they have to be considered. Together with the atomic hyper�ne structure, these

weaker interactions are crucial for understanding the characteristic scattering properties

of cesium and its molecular energy structure [Leo00, Chi04b].

The dipolar interactions stem from the spin-spin interactions between two atoms. To

these interactions belongs a direct magnetic dipole-dipole interaction and a second-order

spin-orbit interaction. The latter one is also called indirect spin-spin coupling1 and

exceptionally large for Cs atoms. Regarding the spatial dependence of the two dipolar

interactions, the direct dipole-dipole coupling scales as r−3. The indirect coupling drops

exponentially with inter-nuclear distance, since this interaction is again proportional to

the overlap of the electronic wave functions [Wei85].

The dipolar interactions couple the spins to the inter-nuclear axis [Tie93, Chi01]. As

a consequence, these interactions allow an exchange of angular momentum between the

internal and relative orbital angular momentum degrees of freedom. As discussed later,

this corresponds to a coupling of di�erent partial waves. Dipolar interaction is even

responsible for allowing two polarized atoms to relax into other internal states and lead

to inelastic processes. This is also termed inelastic spin-dipolar relaxation.

2.2.2. Scattering at low temperatures

The atomic interaction potential as discussed in the previous section determines the

framework for binary scattering processes at low temperatures. In the stationary scattering-

1The second-order spin-orbit interaction is mediated through electronically excited states and mimics

the e�ect of the direct spin-spin interaction [Tie93], leading to the name indirect spin-spin coupling.
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2. Feshbach molecules

picture, the collision results in a scattering wave function that contains both, the incident

and the outgoing waves [Dal99, Wei99]. A convenient description of the wave function

is given by a partial wave expansion, where the rotational quantum number ` plays a

central role. For two identical bosons (fermions) the wave function is symmetric (an-

tisymmetric) and consequently only waves with even (odd) ` exist. For bosonic atoms

such as Cs, partial waves associated with ` = 0, 2, or 4 are commonly denoted s-, d- or

g- waves [Rus29]. A speci�c atomic interaction potential, de�ned by the internal state

of each atom, represents a so-called scattering channel. Due to atomic hyper�ne inter-

actions, various scattering channels with di�erent internal energies, i. e. the asymptotic

potential energy at large distances, are provided. If the channel energy is less than the

total energy of the system, the incident scattering channel is said to be `open'. Channels

with an internal energy larger than the total energy of the incident wave are no longer

possible outgoing channels, and are referred to as `closed'. For Cs atoms, the ground

state hyper�ne splitting is ∼ h× 9.2 GHz (h is Planck's constant) and thus much larger

than the typical thermal collision energy of the atoms.

s-wave scattering length

At su�ciently low temperatures the relative kinetic energy of the scattering atoms Ec is

small and the collision is solely reduced to scattering of incident s-waves, which greatly

simpli�es the scattering problem. Atoms with orbital angular momentum ` 6= 0 are

screened from the interaction range by the repulsive centrifugal potential. The collision

energy Ec = ~2k2/2m∗ is determined by the reduced mass m∗ and the relative momentum

~k with ~ being Planck's constant divided by 2π. In the limit of zero collision energy,

where the relative momentum of the colliding atoms approaches zero, all information

about the collision is contained in a phase shift δ0(k) between the incident and the

outgoing wave function. Equivalently, this phase shift can be represented by the so-

called s-wave scattering length a according to a = − limk→0 tan(δ0(k))/k [Dal99]. The

sign of the scattering length describes an e�ective repulsive (a > 0) or attractive (a < 0)
interaction between the atoms. Therefore, in the context of ultracold gases, the scattering

length is very useful since the intrinsically complex e�ects of a collision between two atoms

are characterized by this single quantity2. The scattering length also fully determines the

elastic scattering cross section in the zero-energy limit and scales as a2 [Dal99]. At higher

collision energies, the elastic cross section is well described by σel(k) = 8πa2/(1 + k2a2)
for bosons. While the condition ka � 1 recovers the zero-energy limit σel = 8πa2, the

2Note that for the singlet and triplet interaction potentials the scattering problem leads to a singlet

and a triplet scattering length aS and aT , respectively.
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2.2. Interactions of ultracold atoms

condition ka � 1 yields the so-called unitarity limit σel = 8π/k2 leading to a maximum

possible elastic cross-section for s-wave collisions. Throughout this thesis the scattering

length is given in units of Bohr's radius, a0 ' 0.53× 10−10 m.

The scattering length depends very sensitively on the presence of the last, most weakly

bound molecular state. If the potential depth is su�cient to support a new bound

molecular state that is located just below the zero-energy threshold, the scattering length

is large and positive. By contrast, if a molecular state is located slightly above the

threshold it becomes virtual and the scattering length is large and negative. If the last

bound state coincides with the zero-energy threshold, the scattering length diverges and

is called zero-energy resonance.

Universal regime and halo molecules

In the limit of large positive scattering lengths a, the properties of the last bound molec-

ular state are fully determined by the scattering length. In particular, the binding energy

Eb of such a molecular state can be described by the well-known formula [Lan77, Köh06]

Eb =
~2

ma2
(2.1)

where m is the atom mass. The respective wave function of the bound state assumes the

general form [Köh06]

Φ(r) =
1√
2πa

e−r/a

r
. (2.2)

The condition for such a simple description is that the scattering length must be much

larger than the characteristic range of the interaction potential. For the van der Waals

potential this range is given by the van der Waals length

LvdW =
1
2

(
mC6

~2

)1/4

. (2.3)

Consequently, the condition can be expressed as a � LvdW. This regime of large scatter-

ing length is also called �universal regime� because properties such as the binding energy

or the bound state wave function only depend on the scattering length but not on details

of the interaction potential3 [Köh06].

3For Cs atoms, the van der Waals length LvdW = 101 a0. This value corresponds to a binding energy

of Eb ∼ h × 2.7 MHz.
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2. Feshbach molecules

In accordance with Eq. (2.2), the scattering length gives a direct measure for the mean

distance between the two atoms, i. e.mean molecular bond length, to be

〈r〉 = a/2. (2.4)

This length very much exceeds the intuitive force range associated with the potential well

that can be represented by the so-called outer classical turning point of the molecular

bound state. Using the condition C6 r−6 = Eb, the turning point of the bound state can

be expressed by [Köh06]

rcl =
[
a(2LvdW)2

]1/3
, (2.5)

where C6 is substituted according to Eq. (2.3). Because the wave function of such a

loosely bound state has most of its weight outside the classical turning point (〈r〉 � rcl),
this kind of molecules is often called halo molecules. The large spatial extent of the

bound state obscures details of the binary interaction.

It is important to note that up to now we have considered the scattering problem of

two particles with no internal structure. In this scenario of a single interaction potential

(single channel), we have considered only one molecular state slightly below threshold.

As an example, the system of two 4He ground state atoms provides such a weakly bound

state that ful�lls the requirements of a halo molecule [Sch94].

In experiments with ultracold atoms usually more than one scattering channel is

available4 and various molecular states are present. As we will see in the following

sections, many of these bound states can be addressed experimentally and the regime

〈r〉 � rcl > LvdW can easily be entered in the experiments. However, for most of the

bound states the simple halo-state description can not be applied without restrictions.

The above theory is most suitable for molecular states which are associated with the ini-

tial scattering channel (s-wave molecular states) and which are slightly below threshold.

2.2.3. Feshbach resonances

In ultracold collisions the hyper�ne interaction of the atoms provide various interaction

potentials, i. e. scattering channels. As shown in Fig. 2.1(a), the occurrence of a Feshbach

resonance can be described by considering an entrance channel and a closed channel

supporting a single molecular bound state, also called bare Feshbach resonance state. A

Feshbach resonance arises when the scattering state of two free atoms associated with

the entrance channel can couple to the molecular bound state [Fes58, Köh06]. If the

4For example, channels belonging to di�erent hyper�ne states of the atoms.
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Figure 2.1.:

Feshbach resonances occur when the scattering state of two free atoms couples to a bound

molecular state. (a) Assuming the scattering state associated with the entrance-channel

potential and the bound state supported by a closed-channel potential have di�erent mag-

netic moments, an external magnetic �eld can be used to tune the two states into energetic

degeneracy. The vertical arrow indicates the magnetic �eld dependence of the bound state

energy Eres(B). (b) In the vicinity of the state crossing the scattering length a diverges.

scattering and bound state have di�erent magnetic moments, the two states can be

brought into energetic degeneracy by applying an external magnetic �eld. The degeneracy

allows for a resonant Feshbach coupling between both states. The Feshbach coupling is

mediated through electronic interactions such as the exchange interaction and weaker

dipolar interactions (cf. Sec. 2.2.1). The exchange interaction preserves the relative orbital

angular momentum of the scattering and the bound state and leads to broad Feshbach

resonances. The weaker interactions allow an exchange of the internal and relative orbital

angular momentum of the coupling states and lead to narrow resonances.

In the vicinity of a Feshbach resonance all scattering observables such as elastic and

inelastic cross sections are greatly modi�ed [Dal99, Chi01]. In particular, the s-wave

scattering length a is strongly enhanced in comparison to its o�-resonance background

value abg near the resonance. As illustrated in Fig. 2.1(b), the scattering length shows a

dispersive divergence as a function of the magnetic �eld strength B. It can be expressed

by [Köh06]

a(B) = abg

(
1− ∆B

B −B0

)
, (2.6)
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2. Feshbach molecules

where B0 denotes the resonance position. The width of the resonance ∆B characterizes

the distance in magnetic �elds between B0 and the zero of the scattering length and is

determined by [Köh06]

∆B =
m (2π~)3

4π~2 abg ∆µ
|M |2. (2.7)

∆B depends mainly on the di�erence in magnetic moments ∆µ and the coupling strength

|M |2 [Köh06] between the scattering state and the bare Feshbach resonance state5. While

∆µ is typically on the order of 2 Bohr magneton, µB, for alkali atoms, the coupling

strength |M |2 can vary over a large range. Therefore Feshbach resonances can have

widths ranging from µG up to hundreds of Gauss.

Feshbach molecule state

The Feshbach coupling between the two-atom scattering state and the bare molecule

state leads to a dressed state, the so-called Feshbach molecule state, see Fig. 2.2. The

coupling between the two states shifts the position of the Feshbach resonance from Bres,

where the bare Feshbach state would intersect with threshold, to B0. In the region of

magnetic �elds outside B0 the admixture of the closed channel to the Feshbach molecule

state dominates and the bare resonance state Eres determines the slope of the linear

magnetic �eld dependence of the molecule binding energy. By contrast, in the vicinity

of B0 the scattering length becomes very large and the admixture to the dressed state is

negligible and vanishes at the resonance position.

Within a limited range of magnetic �eld strength about B0, the Feshbach molecule

state can therefore be described in terms of just its entrance-channel component (single-

channel approach). This range, which corresponds to the universal regime (cf. Sec. 2.2.2),

is usually far inside the resonance width. As a consequence, the binding energy of the

Feshbach molecule state can be expressed by

Eb =
~2

ma2
bg∆B2

(B −B0)2, (2.8)

which recovers Eq. (2.1) in the limit B → B0. The corresponding molecular state repre-

sents a proper molecular halo state with universal properties as described previously. In

general, a limited range of magnetic �eld strengths in which the universal regime applies

and a single-channel description is possible can be associated to any Feshbach resonance.

5M is the coupling matrix element between the entrance-channel zero-momentum wave function and

the bare Feshbach resonance state as de�ned in Ref. [Köh06].
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Figure 2.2.:

Feshbach coupling between a two-atom scattering state (line at threshold) and a bare Fesh-

bach resonance state Eres (dashed line) as a function of magnetic �eld. Bres is the position

of the zero-energy resonance where the two states intersect. Because of the coupling be-

tween the states the Feshbach resonance position is shifted to B0. In the vicinity of B0 the

binding energy of the bound sate can be described by a formula ∝ (B−B0)2, for details see
text. The range of validity of this binding energy dependence is mainly determined by the

coupling strength and typically well within the width of the resonance.

The range of validity of such a description gives rise to classify Feshbach resonances

according to whether they are entrance-channel dominated or closed-channel dominated

Feshbach resonances.

Classi�cation of resonances

The principal question of the applicability of single channel approaches outside the uni-

versal regime of magnetic �eld strengths can be answered by considering the amount

of closed channel admixtures near the resonance. The criterion for an entrance-channel

dominated Feshbach resonance can be expressed by [Köh06]

ā

abg

~2/mā2

∆µ∆B
� 1 (2.9)

where ā is the so-called Gribakin-Flambaum mean scattering length introduced by a semi-

classical treatment of the entrance-channel wave functions at large separations [Gri93].

The mean scattering length ā depends only on the van der Waals length and is given
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2. Feshbach molecules

by ā ≈ 0.96 × LvdW. ā represents the average range of the interaction potential. The

coe�cient can be used as a �rst order correction to the assumption of the simple square

well plus hard core interaction potential for alkali atoms. One can show that in the

limit of a � ā the energy of the highest excited vibrational state associated with an

entrance-channel dominated Feshbach resonance is well approximated by [Köh06]

Eb ≈
~2

m(a− ā)2
. (2.10)

In the opposite limit, a closed-channel dominated Feshbach resonance requires the

description within at least a two-channel model [Köh06]. The properties of the Feshbach

molecules associated with this type of resonance are not universal as they depend on

the precise nature of the closed channel. In practice, closed-channel dominated Feshbach

resonances are narrow and their universal range of magnetic �eld strength is di�cult to

control experimentally. In contrast, entrance-channel dominated resonances are broad

and easily controllable. Thus such resonances are prime candidates for the search for

e�ects in the universal regime such as E�mov physics [Kra06b].

Feshbach resonance notation

In this thesis Feshbach resonances are labelled according to the relative orbital angular

momentum quantum number ` of the associated molecular state. By following the con-

vention of spectroscopic notation, Feshbach resonances that arise from molecular states

with quantum number ` = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, . . . are labelled as s, p, d, f, g, h, i, k, l, . . .

-wave Feshbach resonances [Rus29].

2.2.4. Feshbach association

As described above, at a magnetic Feshbach resonance the resonantly enhanced atom-

molecule coupling can be used to produce molecules [Köh06]. In particular, by sweeping

the magnetic �eld across a resonance the atoms can be transferred into the correspond-

ing Feshbach molecule state. As illustrated in Fig. 2.3, for an adiabatic sweep of the

magnetic �eld the system remains in the energetically lowest state. Therefore an atom

pair in the scattering state changes into the bound Feshbach molecule state. Such an

association scenario of two atoms via a linear magnetic �eld sweep can be described

within the two-level Landau-Zener model [Lan32, Zen32]. According to this model, the

probability for an asymptotic transition between the two states is given by 1− e−ε, with

ε = 2π|M |2/(~ |∆µ| |Ḃ|) [Köh06]. Here, Ḃ is the ramp speed of the magnetic �eld sweep.

The validity of this approach has been demonstrated for an ensemble of atom pairs bound
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Figure 2.3.:

Feshbach molecule association scheme. Two free atoms can form a bound Feshbach molecule

by sweeping the magnetic �eld adiabatically across the Feshbach resonance at B0.

to the individual sites of an optical lattice [Tha06]. For atomic clouds in which the atom

pairs are not shielded from each other by an optical lattice, the Landau-Zener model

remains valid but loss processes have to be taken into account. Therefore the relevant

number is the conversion e�ciency, de�ned as the number of atoms transferred to the

molecular state divided by the initial atom number. It was found that the conversion

e�ciency directly depends on the phase-space density of the atoms and in principal 100%
transfer e�ciency could be achieved using Bose-Einstein condensates as a starting point

[Hod05].

However, in molecule experiments involving condensates the conversion e�ciencies

are typically 10% and mainly limited by inelastic atom-molecule and molecule-molecule

collision processes that lead to rapid loss of the dimers [Muk04, Sya06, Smi07, Fer08,

Kno08a]. Moreover, spontaneous dissociation of molecules caused by optical pumping

from the trapping laser light [Mar05] or simply the presence of lower lying open channels

[Tho05a] can strongly contribute to the molecule losses from the trap.

A detailed discussion on the association of molecules using magnetically tunable Fesh-

bach resonances is given in Ref. [Köh06].
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2. Feshbach molecules

2.3. Energy structure of Cesium dimers

Weakly bound Cs dimers exhibit a highly complex energy structure. Current knowledge

of the molecular spectrum near threshold is based on theoretical calculations of the molec-

ular energy structure in combination with a series of cesium atom scattering experiments

performed at Stanford University [Vul99, Chi00, Chi04b]. In these scattering experi-

ments the magnetic �eld positions of many Feshbach resonances up to g-wave character

were measured for various scattering channels. This provided the necessary experimental

input for theoretical calculations of the molecular energy structure [Leo00, Chi04b], per-

formed at the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). In the following,

we will refer to the cesium molecular structure as presented in Ref. [Chi04b] as the �NIST

model�. It constitutes the theoretical basis for the experiments discussed in this work.

Cs molecular states near threshold are for the most part su�ciently well characterized

by the quantum numbers |f , mf ; `, m`〉 [Köh06]. Here, f represents the sum of the

total atomic spins F1,2 of the individual atoms according to f = F1 + F2. The quantum

number ` is the nuclear mechanical angular momentum quantum number. The respective

projection quantum numbers are given by mf and m`. We follow the convention of

labelling states with ` = 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, . . . as s, d, g, i, l, . . . -wave states [Rus29] and the

associated Feshbach resonances as s, d, g, i, l, . . . -wave resonances as mentioned before.

As a consequence of the bosonic nature of Cs atoms, only even values of ` occur. The

quantum numbers F1 and F2 determine the closed channel to which the molecular state

belongs. In special cases these quantum numbers also have to be speci�ed.

To account for the molecular structure below threshold, not only the exchange and van

der Waals interaction, the atomic hyper�ne structure, and the Zeeman energy, but also

the weaker relativistic spin-spin dipole and second-order spin-orbit interactions have to be

considered [Mie96, Chi04b]. The exchange and van der Waals interactions conserve ` and

f , whereas the two relativistic interactions weakly mix states with di�erent ` and f . The

complete interaction Hamiltonian conserves the total angular momentum f + ` at zero

magnetic �eld. More importantly, it always conserves the projection of the total angular

momentum mf + m`. In our experiments, we start with an ultracold, spin-polarized

atomic sample of Cs atoms in their absolute hyper�ne ground state |F =3,mF =3〉. At
ultralow scattering energies only incoming s-waves (` = 0) need to be considered. The

atomic scattering state is hence |f =6,mf =6; `=0,m` =0〉. Consequently all molecular

states relevant to the present work obey mf + m` = 6.
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2.3. Energy structure of Cesium dimers

Figure 2.4.:

Overview of Cs s-wave molecular states below the threshold of two free atoms in the absolute

ground state |F = 3,mF = 3〉 as a function of the magnetic �eld. The labels of the states

indicate the corresponding closed channel quantum numbers F1F2(f,−ν), where ν is the

vibrational quantum number as counted from threshold at zero magnetic �eld. The �gure

barely resolves the state 44(6,−7) which turns over at about 20G into the weakly bound

state 33(6,−1) (see Fig. 2.7). This state is not resolved. Together with the states 34(7,−6)
and 34(6,−6) this weakly bound state 33(6,−1) leads to broad Feshbach resonances at 550G
and 800G as indicated in Fig. 2.5. Figure adapted from E.Tiesinga [Tie07].

2.3.1. Overview of s-wave molecular states

Figure 2.4 gives an overview of s-wave molecular states in the magnetic �eld range from

0 to 1000G. The threshold energy is given by two Cs atoms in the absolute hyper�ne

ground state sublevel |F = 3,mF = 3〉. The states are labelled using the notation

F1F2(f,−ν). The quantum number ν is the vibrational quantum number as counted

from threshold of the corresponding F1F2 scattering channel. States belonging to the

channel with F1F2 = 33 and with f = 6 appear horizontal in the plot with quantum

number ν = −2,−3, and −4. The last bound state 33(6,−1) is only slightly below

threshold (binding energy ∼ h × 10 kHz) and not resolved in the �gure. However, this

state is responsible for the large background scattering length of about 2000 a0 of Cs

atoms. The 33(6,−1) state can be regarded as a universal dimer state. States belonging

to other channels with either F1F2 = 34 or F1F2 = 44 are inclined in the plot. They
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2. Feshbach molecules

lead to strong avoided level crossings and to the occurrence of Feshbach resonances when

intersecting threshold. The positions of the Feshbach resonances are shifted to lower

magnetic �elds as one would infer from Fig. 2.4. The shift is because of strong coupling

between the molecular state 33(6,−1) with any one of the inclined states.
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Figure 2.5.:

The Cs s-wave scattering length a for atoms in the |F = 3,mF = 3〉 state as a function

of magnetic �eld B. The broad Feshbach resonances are caused by the states 44(6,−7),
34(7,−6) and 34(6,−6) as indicated in Fig. 2.4. For the resonance in the region from 0 -

150G only the right-hand �shoulder� can be seen. Figure by courtesy of E.Tiesinga.

The avoided crossing between the 33(6,−1) and 44(6,−7) leads to a Feshbach reso-

nance position corresponding to about −12G and determines the behavior of the s-wave

scattering length for magnetic �elds below 150G. In a similar way couplings of the state

33(6,−1) with 34(7,−6) and 34(6,−6) result in broad Feshbach resonances arising at

magnetic �eld values of 550G and 800G, respectively. Figure 2.5 shows the resulting

s-wave scattering length of Cs atoms in the state |F = 3,mF = 3〉 for magnetic �elds

up to 1000G. Three s-wave Feshbach resonances can be identi�ed corresponding to the

molecular states 44(6,−7), 34(7,−6) and 34(6,−6). For the lowest resonance only a part
of the right-hand �shoulder� can be seen. All of these resonances are mediated by the

exchange interaction that allows for a large coupling to the scattering state. As a result,

the resonance widths are on the order of several tens of Gauss. For magnetic �elds of up

to 1000G only these three Feshbach resonances are clearly open-channel dominated.

In the following we focus on the scattering properties of Cs atoms at low magnetic �eld.
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Figure 2.6.:

Scattering length at low magnetic �elds for atoms in the |F =3,mF =3〉 state. The smooth

variation of the scattering length from −2500 a0 at zero Gauss to 1600 a0 at 150G with a zero

crossing at 17G is caused by a universal dimer state. Several narrow g- and d-wave Feshbach

resonances are visible, characterized by the quantum numbers according to (f, `,mf ). The
inset shows the region where the scattering length crosses zero. The 20.1G resonance is

actually located at 19.8G [Mar05]. Figure by courtesy of E.Tiesinga and P. Julienne, NIST.

Note that in the current experimental setup magnetic �eld strengths of up to 250G can

be produced.

2.3.2. Molecular states at low magnetic �eld

Figure 2.6 shows the scattering length in more detail in the magnetic �eld range up to

150G. In this case also molecular states with non-zero relative orbital angular momentum

(` 6= 0) have been included in the NIST calculations. As a result several narrow Feshbach

resonances appear. The smooth variation of the scattering length arises from the right

hand branch of the broad s-wave Feshbach resonance located at −12G. The scattering

length varies from about −2500 a0 at zero magnetic �eld and +1600 a0 at about 150G
with a zero-crossing at ∼ 17G. On top of this smooth variation narrow d-wave and g-wave

Feshbach resonances can be seen.

The narrow resonances are caused by the relatively weak dipolar interactions. For Cs

atoms these weaker relativistic interactions allow even g-wave states to couple su�ciently
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2. Feshbach molecules

to the atomic threshold and to produce experimentally observable Feshbach resonances.

The widths of d-wave resonances is typically a few hundred mG as the magnetic dipole-

dipole coupling is the main contribution. For g-wave resonances the leading term is the

second-order spin-orbit interaction. Therefore these resonances are much narrower and

usually only a few mG broad. Note that higher-order molecular states with e. g. ` = 6, 8
do not su�ciently couple to the atomic threshold and no Feshbach resonances occur.

Molecular energy structure near threshold

Figure 2.7 gives an overview of the molecular states relevant to the present work, covering

the magnetic �eld region up to 55G and binding energies up to h×10MHz. The �gure is a

zoom-in of Fig. 2.4, where besides s-wave states also d-, g-, and l-wave states are included.

The solid lines in Fig. 2.7 represent states resulting from the NIST model [Chi04b], in-

cluding s-, d- and g-wave states. One can identify the s-wave state 44(6,−7) as shown
in Fig. 2.4 which turns over into the state 33(6,−1) around 20G as a result of strong

coupling. For two interacting Cs atoms relativistic spin-spin dipole and second-order

spin-orbit interactions are particularly important [Leo00]. Therefore, in Cs not only s-

and d-wave states but also g-wave states couple su�ciently to the atomic threshold to

produce experimentally observable Feshbach resonances. In the �gure, each intersection

of the atomic threshold with a molecular state corresponds to a Feshbach resonance.

As discussed previously, the magnetic �eld positions of these Feshbach resonances were

determined experimentally in an optically con�ned atomic Cs gas and then used as in-

put parameters for the NIST model [Vul99, Chi00, Chi04b]. The dashed lines illustrate

molecular l-wave states, which will be discussed later.

To label the molecular states, we use the three quantum numbers f`(mf ). For states
with mf = f and m` = `, we only use f and ` for brevity. Table 2.1 gives the full set

of angular momentum quantum numbers for all molecular states relevant to the present

work.

Coupling between molecular states

Coupling between two molecular states with the same f and ` in general leads to very

broad avoided crossings between the states as mentioned above. The strong curvature of

the 6s state in Fig. 2.7 is a result of such a crossing. Narrow avoided crossings arise when

molecular states of di�erent f and ` intersect. These narrow crossings are mediated by

the weaker spin-spin dipole and second-order spin-orbit interactions. In the NIST model

weaker couplings were only taken into account for special cases where it was necessary

to assign the experimentally observed Feshbach resonances. Consequently, the molecular
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Figure 2.7.:

Molecular energy structure below the threshold of two free Cs atoms in the absolute ground

state |F =3,mF =3〉. Molecular state labeling is according to the quantum numbers f`(mf ),
m` = 6 − mf . The quantum number mf is omitted for states with mf = f and m` = `.

The solid lines represent the s, d and g-wave states included in the NIST model [Chi04b].

The intersections of the d- and g-wave states with the threshold cause narrow Feshbach

resonances that can be used for molecule production. The curvature of the 6s state arises

from a large avoided crossing between two states of the same f` quantum numbers. The

NIST model does not take into account weak avoided crossings between bound molecular

states mediated by the relativistic spin-spin dipole and second order spin-orbit interactions.

If these interactions are taken into account, the crossings between bound molecular states

become avoided as illustrated in the inset for the example of the 4g(4)/6g(6) crossing. The
dashed lines represent l-wave states (` = 8) obtained from extended calculations based on

the NIST model.
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label of 6s 4d 2g 4g(3) 4g(4) 6g(6) 6l(3) 6l(4) 6l(5)

state

f,mf 6,6 4,4 2,2 4,3 4,4 6,6 6,3 6,4 6,5
`,m` 0,0 2,2 4,4 4,3 4,2 4,0 8,3 8,2 8,1

Table 2.1.:

List of angular momentum quantum numbers for the relevant molecular states. Each state

is represented by four quantum numbers: the total internal angular momentum f and the

rotational angular momentum ` with mf and m` as the respective projections along the

quantization axis.

states in Fig. 2.7 are shown as intersecting lines. Nevertheless, the existence of avoided

crossings between molecular states of di�erent f` is crucial for the present work as it

allows the transfer of molecules from one state to another. As an example, the inset in

Fig. 2.7 schematically illustrates the avoided crossing between the 4g(4) state and the

6g(6) state at ∼ 13.5G.

l-wave molecules

The dashed lines in Fig. 2.7 represent l-wave states. As states with higher angular mo-

mentum (` > 4) do not su�ciently couple to the s-wave scattering continuum, the l-wave

states cannot be observed by Feshbach spectroscopy in an ultracold atomic gas. Con-

sequently, no experimental input for higher angular momentum states was available for

the NIST model. It is not a surprise, however, that for Cs l-wave states exist in the

low magnetic �eld region. This follows from a general property of the asymptotic van

der Waals potential [Gao00]. In the case of an s-state being close to threshold, angular

momentum states with ` = 4, 8, . . . should also occur near threshold. The observation of

both g- and l-wave states in a system with near-resonant s-wave background scattering

properties nicely illustrates this general property. When the NIST model is extended to

states with higher angular momentum it indeed predicts l-wave states in the low-�eld re-

gion [Tie07]. The calculations are expected to accurately predict the magnetic moments,

i. e. the slopes, of these states but they leave some uncertainty concerning the exact bind-

ing energies [Tie07]. The l-wave states shown in Fig. 2.7 result from the extended NIST

model, but they are energetically adjusted to the experimental observations (Chap. 5)

by equally down-shifting all three states by about h× 2MHz.
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3. Overview of experimental methods

In this chapter we give a brief overview of the experimental methods used to pre-

pare atomic samples, which are the starting point for experiments involving Feshbach

molecules. Most of the applied experimental techniques have not or only marginally

been modi�ed since 2002, when the experiment was operational for the �rst time. We

therefore discuss the basic experimental concepts and concentrate on up-to-date devel-

opments and setups. An extensive description of the apparatus and vacuum-system, the

laser setups for optical pre-cooling, magnetic �eld control and other experimental tech-

niques is given in the PhD theses of my former colleagues, Tino Weber, Jens Herbig and

Tobias Kraemer [Web03a, Her05, Kra06a].

In Sec. 3.1 the preparation of ultracold Cs atoms is summarized. Section 3.2 and 3.3

brie�y describe the central vacuum chamber and the setup for magnetic �eld control. In

Sec. 3.4 we discuss the setup to produce microwave radiation at 9.2GHz, which we also

use for magnetic �eld calibration. In Sec. 3.5 we then brie�y explain the procedure for

optical pre-cooling of the atoms which are then loaded into optical dipole traps. The

various setups of dipole traps are described in Sec. 3.6. Finally in Sec. 3.7 the optical

technique to obtain information from the atoms is brie�y given.

3.1. Atomic sample preparation

For our experiments we use a steel chamber providing ultra-high vacuum conditions to

isolate the atoms from the lab environment. A typical experimental sequence to prepare

an atomic sample looks as follows: A thermal beam of Cs atoms coming from an oven

[Web03a] is initially slowed by using the Zeeman-slowing technique [Met99]. The atoms

are then captured in a magneto-optical trap (MOT) [Met99] in the central section of the

chamber. For pre-cooling the atoms, the MOT is brie�y compressed and a short molasses

phase is applied [Met99]. To further cool the sample we use degenerate Raman-sideband

cooling [Ker00]. Simultaneously this technique polarizes the Cs atoms into their lowest

hyper�ne ground state |F = 3,mF = 3〉. The atoms are then transferred into far-o�

resonance optical dipole traps [Gri00]. The employment of several stages of dipole traps

allows for the �nal preparation of the atoms.
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3. Overview of experimental methods

For the molecule experiments presented in this work we use as a starting point atomic

samples near degeneracy (Chap. 5) or a Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) of Cs atoms

(Chap. 6). In both cases, our key strategy for the atomic sample preparation is to employ

a sequence of optical dipole traps [Web03a, Kra04]. As shown in Fig. 3.5, we use two

di�erent setups of dipole traps, resulting in two preparation sequences. While setup 1
in Fig. 3.5 is optimized for producing BECs, setup 2 is optimized for molecule trapping

and molecular state manipulation, and not for BEC production. For both setups the

experimental strategy is similar.

In particular, we �rst use a shallow, large-volume crossed laser trap as a �reservoir� to

collect as many atoms as possible before forced evaporative cooling is implemented in a

tighter optical trap. The relatively weak optical potential of the reservoir trap requires

magnetic �levitation� where a magnetic �eld gradient compensates for the gravitational

force [Web03a, Kra04]. The reservoir trap is e�ciently loaded with atoms that are pre-

cooled by degenerate Raman-sideband cooling [Ker00]. We then load the atoms into a

small-volume �dimple� trap, which allows for forced evaporative cooling [Met99, Web03a].

The remaining atoms are removed by turning o� the reservoir trap and evaporative

cooling is proceeded by lowering the potential depth of the dimple trap. We therefore

achieve atomic samples near degeneracy or BECs, which are then a good starting point

to produce and study Feshbach molecules.

The ability to levitate the atoms and molecules against gravity by using a magnetic

�eld gradient is one of the important features in our experiments on Cs BEC and the

production of Feshbach molecules [Web03b, Chi05b]. Magnetic levitation turns out to

be very useful in two ways: First of all, in the limit of very weak optical trapping only

one spin state is held in the trap which assures perfect spin polarization of the sample.

Further, e�cient evaporation can be performed without the e�ect of gravitational sag

in the trap. The dc magnetic-�eld o�set remains a free parameter for �exible tuning of

the scattering length. However, we will see later in Chap. 4 that for the preparation of

molecular samples in various states the use of magnetic �eld gradients is problematic.

This is because molecules can have widely di�erent magnetic moments and thus require

di�erent levitation gradients. By using a tightly focused laser beam in the �nal prepa-

ration phase, we can hold the molecules against gravity without the levitation gradient

�eld.

For an optimized production of atomic condensates we use a dipole trap sequence as

illustrated in Fig. 3.5 by setup 1. We realize the large-volume reservoir trap by crossing

two CO2-laser beams. The reservoir is then crossed with the tightly focused dimple

trap, generated by a broad-band �ber-laser at a wavelength of 1064 nm. After loading

the dimple trap, the surrounding reservoir is removed and forced evaporative cooling
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3.2. Central experimental chamber

can proceed towards condensation. To optimize the evaporation the scattering length is

magnetically tuned during the evaporation process [Web03a, Kra04].

The atomic BEC turned out to be an excellent starting point to produce Feshbach

molecules [Her03]. Unfortunately we observed strong light-induced trap losses for the

molecules when using the near-infrared laser light at 1064 nm. The losses are presumably

a result of excitation of molecular bound-bound transitions. However, the experiments

and measurements presented in Chap. 6 are based on this BEC preparation scheme. The

experiments have been performed in free space and the trapping light of the �nal stage

was switched o�.

To overcome the problem of light-induced molecule losses we use an alternative method

of atomic sample preparation which is illustrated by setup 2 in Fig. 3.5. The main

di�erence here is the �nally obtained dipole trap, realized by crossing two CO2-laser

beams. The far-infrared CO2-laser trap avoids the use of near-infrared radiation. The

CO2-light is su�ciently o� resonance. Thus the light allows for long molecule trapping

times [Chi05b, Sta06, Zah06] and facilitates e�cient in-trap production of molecules.

Using setup 2, we produce an atomic sample near degeneracy, from which we obtain

su�cient e�ciencies for molecule formation. The central part of this work presented in

Chap. 4 and 5 has been carried out by using this preparation scheme.

3.2. Central experimental chamber

The experiments with ultracold Cs atoms and molecules are performed in a twelve-

sided polygonal stainless-steel vacuum chamber as shown in Fig. 3.1. The pressure in

the chamber is well below 10−12 mbar. On two of the twelve sides of the polgygon the

central chamber is connected to other sections of the vacuum apparatus, which features

an oven as source for the Cs atoms, a Zeeman-slowing range and pumping sections to

maintain the ultra-high vacuum conditions. In total four pairwise opposite viewports of

the central chamber are sealed with special ZnSe-viewports (22mm clear view diameter),

which are transparent for the wavelength of 10.6µm of CO2-laser light
1. The remaining

six pairwise opposite viewports are made of quartz-glass (35mm clear view diameter) for

the near-infrared laser cooling and trapping light and for imaging.

For maximum optical access along the vertical axis the central experimental chamber

features large re-entrant viewports on top and bottom as illustrated by the side view of

Fig. 3.1. The viewports have a clear view diameter of 95mm and are made of quartz-glass

1Providing optical access for CO2-laser light is the reason for using a steel vacuum chamber. At the

beginning of the experiment, no high-power near-infrared lasers have been available for an alternative

glass-cell vacuum setup to prevent magnetically induced eddy currents.
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3. Overview of experimental methods
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Figure 3.1.:

The central experimental chamber: The vacuum chamber has the shape of a twelve-sided

polygon with two re-entrant viewports on top and bottom. Four viewports of the twelve

sides of the experimental chamber are sealed with special ZnSe-windows, which are necessary

for CO2-laser light transmission. In total six pairwise opposite viewports are for the near-

infrared laser-cooling and trapping light and for imaging. The two remaining opposite

openings are reserved for the atomic beam, the Zeeman slowing laser beam, and the vacuum

pumps.
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3.3. Magnetic �eld control

with anti-re�ection coating for 852− 1064 nm. The distance of the inner surfaces of the

two re-entrant viewports is 34mm.

3.3. Magnetic �eld control

In the experiment, the magnetic �eld has to ful�ll several requirements: A homogenous

magnetic �eld is necessary to tune the atomic interaction and to produce molecules. Also,

small o�set �elds have to be applied to cancel residual stray �elds such as the earth's

magnetic �eld. Finally, to operate the magneto-optical trap and to levitate atoms or

molecules against gravity, a magnetic quadrupole �eld is needed.

The required magnetic �eld is produced by several sets of coils, mounted on the steel

chamber or placed on top of the re-entrant viewports closer to the trap center. The

presence of the metal limits the magnetic �eld switching times as a result of eddy currents.

Nevertheless we achieve a maximum of experimental �exibility by combining the larger

�elds of the bigger coils with the more rapidly switchable �elds of the smaller coils

inside the viewports. Figure 3.2 shows a cut through the main chamber including the

arrangement of the various coil setups. The description here is focused on the most

important components and technical features, for further information see App.A and

Ref. [Her05].

Bias �eld

The vertical o�set �eld for molecule production and manipulation is created by a pair of

water cooled coils with a mean radius of 66mm approximately in Helmholtz con�guration.

The coils are integrated in setup (B) as shown in Fig. 3.2 and placed inside the re-entrant

viewports along the rim of the windows. They allow magnetic �elds up to 60G for dc-

operation with a typical 1/e-switching time of 1.5ms. The current from a programmable

power supply is servo-loop controlled, for details see Ref. [Kra06a]. A second pair of

large coils is attached to the outside of the �anges that hold the re-entrant viewports,

see setup (A) in Fig. 3.2. These coils with a mean radius of 112.5mm can provide an

additional dc-�eld of up to 190G. The dissipated electrical power of coil setup (A) and

(B) is heat-dumped by water cooling.

For the molecule transfer schemes described later in Sec. 4.2, one further set of coils

and a single �booster� coil are used. Both coil setups are mounted on plastic holders

inside the re-entrant viewports as illustrated in Fig. 3.2 by (C) and (D). Setup (C) is a

pair of coils in approximate Helmholtz con�guration with a radius of 44mm and placed

near the vaccum window as close to the trap center as possible. The coils with a servo-
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3. Overview of experimental methods

225mm

132mm

Figure 3.2.:

Cut through the main chamber with the con�guration of various coil setups. (A) The outer

coils produce two separately controllable homogenous magnetic �elds, one setup is for large

magnetic �eld strengths up to 190G and one features the vertical o�set compensation �eld.

(B) The inner coils provide two con�gurations, the creation of a homogeneous magnetic �eld

up to 60G and the generation of the magnetic gradient �eld. While the gradient �eld is used

to levitate the atoms or molecules against gravity, the homogenous �eld here is the standard

�eld used for molecule production. The aluminium housings of the setups (A) and (B) are

water cooled to heat-dump the dissipated electrical power of the coils. (C) This coil-pair

provides a much faster homogenous �eld of up to 10G due to its mounting on plastic holders

and its distance to the metallic chamber. (D) A single coil is used to produce steps of the

magnetic �eld of up to 7G at switching times of below 1 µs.
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3.3. Magnetic �eld control

loop controlled current produce a magnetic �eld of up to 10G, while the 1/e switching

time is ∼ 300µs. As a result, ramp speeds in the range of 30G/ms can be achieved.

The fastest magnetic �eld changes are realized by a small, single booster coil placed

inside the top re-entrant viewport, setup (D) of Fig. 3.2. The booster coil has only 4

windings with a radius of about 24mm and is mounted at a distance of 34mm to the

trap center. Using a capacitor bench and servo-loop control for the current we achieve

magnetic �eld pulses with amplitudes of up to 7G, for details see App.A. The maximum

pulse duration of 1ms is su�ciently long to adjust the o�set �eld of the other coils

within this time. With a typical switching time of 400 ns we achieve ramp speeds of

up to 17000G/ms. To change the ramp speed we vary the pulse amplitude as the rise-

time cannot be adjusted. The coupling of ramp speed and pulse amplitude is somewhat

problematic. It limits the possible ramp speeds at certain avoided level crossings, because

too large pulse amplitudes can produce uncontrolled ramps over other avoided crossings

nearby. Note that the booster coil also produces a magnetic �eld gradient. As we will

see later in Chap. 6, this small gradient bears limitations for the molecular interferometer

experiments. However, for most of the experiments presented in this thesis this gradient

is irrelevant.

The relative stability of the servo-loop controllers is about 10−5 and thus well below

the ambient magnetic line noise (∼ 10mG).

Gradient �eld

The magnetic gradient �eld is produced by a pair of water cooled coils in approximate

anti-Helmholtz con�guration. These coils, with a mean radius of 66mm, are also inte-

grated in setup (B) as shown in Fig. 3.2. They allow a dc-gradient �eld of up to 80G/cm.

Large �eld gradients can be switched within ∼ 3ms, limited only by eddy currents. For

small gradients such as 13G/cm, as used in the magnetic moment spectroscopy measure-

ments of Chap. 5, we measure somewhat lower magnetic switching times of ∼ 1ms. Note

that the superposition of the gradient �eld with a homogeneous �eld results in a force

on atoms (or molecules) which is outward directed from the trap center [Her05].

The position of the optical traps �nally used in the experiments (Sec. 3.6) is below the

zero position of the gradient �eld. As a consequence of this spatial displacement, the

magnetic gradient �eld introduces a negative shift of the applied magnetic o�set �eld.

We �nd a value of −0.033G/A, for the levitation condition of the atoms this corresponds

already to a shift of about −1.2G.
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Figure 3.3.:

Schematic of the microwave setup. A phase locked dielectric resonator oscillator (PLDRO),

referenced to a commercial 10MHz Rb-clock, provides the carrier frequency at 9.15GHz.
To generate the required frequency around 9.2GHz, we mix the carrier with the signal of

a function generator. After an ampli�er stage, we use a microwave-horn to couple out the

signal and irradiate the atoms or molecules. Two digital switches ensure the precise control

of the microwave pulse duration during the experiment.

3.4. Microwave setup and magnetic �eld calibration

In experiments with ultracold atoms or molecules, microwave radiation provides a power-

ful technique for various applications. A prominent example is the calibration of magnetic

�eld as described in Sec. 3.4.2. But also a more sophisticated use of this technique is pos-

sible such as removing atoms from the trap for molecule preparation [Tha06]. Further,

spectroscopy of the molecular energy structure is possible by driving transitions between

a bound molecular and a free atomic state [Reg03, Bar05] or between two bound states.

The latter case was used for the measurements presented in Chap. 5.

3.4.1. Microwave setup

For Cs atoms, the two hyper�ne levels F = 3 and F = 4 of the 62S1/2 ground state

are separated by roughly 9.2GHz. Figure 3.3 shows a schematic of our setup to generate

microwave radiation in this frequency range. We use a phase locked dielectric resonator

oscillator (PLDRO) from Amplus Communication (AM-4000-0910) to provide a carrier

frequency at 9.15GHz. The oscillator is phase locked to a 10MHz reference signal pro-

vided by a commercial Rb-clock (Stanford Research Systems) from a neighboring lab.

To attain the 9.2GHz range we sum the carrier frequency with the MHz-signal of a pro-

grammable function generator (HP 8657A) by using a frequency mixer (Mini-Circuits,
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3.4. Microwave setup and magnetic �eld calibration

ZMX-10G). Thus we generate tunable sidebands which are used as a probe signal. After

the signal generator we use a digitally controlled switch (Mini-Circuits, ZMSW-1211) to

drive the duration of the microwave in the experimental sequence. The output signal

of the mixer is then pre-ampli�ed (Mini-Circuits, ZJL-7G) to optimize the performance

of the �nal ampli�er (Quinstar, QPJ-08103036-JO). Although the carrier frequency is

su�ciently o�-resonant and does not perturb the atoms or molecules, we switch the am-

pli�ers using a second digital logic control to ensure full control of the microwave. Finally

a microwave-horn is used as an out-coupler and to irradiate the microwave into free space.

The horn is mounted on top of the central chamber, slightly tilted with respect to the

vertical axis. The distance of the horn to the trapping position is about 4 cm.

The output power of the microwave radiation is controlled by adjusting the amplitude

of the signal generator. Figure 3.4(a) illustrates the available power for the microwave

horn as a function of the amplitude from the signal generator. The data are taken at a

signal generator frequency of 100MHz, which is a typical value used in the experiment.

Usually we operate the horn with powers of around 10 dBm (10mW), at most 25 dBm
(316mW) are available. Often in the experiment the frequency of the signal generator

is scanned such as for magnetic �eld calibrations. Figure 3.4(b) shows the dependence

of the available microwave power on the frequency of the signal generator. Here a �xed

signal generator amplitude of −26 dBm was used. We observe a continuous decrease of

the microwave power with increasing frequency. For large frequencies around 1000MHz

the power is by a factor of ∼ 10 lower. However, as we work in a magnetic �eld range

of below 150G the required frequency from the signal generator is < 200MHz. In this

range the microwave power stays nearly constant, see inset of Fig. 3.4(b).

3.4.2. Magnetic �eld calibration

To measure the magnetic �eld strength we use directly the atoms. They represent excel-

lent magnetic �eld sensors because of their Zeeman shift of their internal energy levels.

For calibration we prepare an optically trapped atomic sample in the hyper�ne ground

state |F =3,mF =3〉 at a magnetic �eld B. We then apply a microwave pulse for typically

5ms with a signal generator amplitude smaller than −25 dBm. The microwave drives

the hyper�ne transition |F = 3,mF = 3〉 → |F = 4,mF = 4〉 and a mixture of the two

atomic states in equal shares is produced. Note that for such magnetic dipole transitions

only ∆mF = 0 and ∆mF = ±1 is allowed. In our case the ∆mF = +1 transition is

preferred due to the tilting of the microwave horn with respect to the vertical magnetic

�eld axis. After the pulse the atoms are kept in the trap for ∼ 100ms. The microwave

excitation results in resonant loss from the atomic sample because of increased inelastic
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Figure 3.4.:

Dependence of the power feed to the microwave horn with respect to the amplitude and

frequency of the signal generator for typical parameters. (a) We scan the amplitude of

the signal generator at a �xed frequency of 100 MHz. Within the typically used amplitudes

between −30 to −15 dBm the microwave power increases linearly. The maximum microwave

power is ∼ 25 dBm (316 mW). (b) The frequency of the signal generator is scanned at a

�xed amplitude of −26 dBm. We observe a strong decrease of the microwave power with

increasing frequency. In a magnetic �eld range of < 150 G corresponding to a frequency

range for the signal generator of < 200 MHz we observe a nearly constant power, see inset.

collisions between the mixed atomic states2. By detecting the remaining atom number

of the initially prepared sample in dependence on the microwave frequency, we obtain a

loss resonance. From this measurement the atomic hyper�ne transition frequency νat(B)
is extracted. Using the Breit-Rabi formula we determine the magnetic �eld value B, for

details see App.B.

For calibration measurements we usually use atomic samples where no magnetic �eld

gradient is applied for levitation. There, the measured line-width (FWHM) of a typical

calibration resonance is on the order of 30 kHz. The width is a consequence of the

relatively long storage time of the atomic mixture after the microwave pulse, which

introduces a slight broadening of the resonance. For an optimized calibration procedure

we measure line-widths of ∼ 10 kHz, corresponding to a magnetic �eld width of 10mG.

This value is essentially limited by line noise and represents the absolute stability of our

magnetic �eld in the experiment. When using magnetically levitated atoms, the typical

line-width of a resonance is about 200 kHz. The width is dominated by the magnetic

2The loss process is due to hyper�ne spin relaxation. The released energy in a collision (0.44K) is

orders of magnitudes larger than typical trap depth (∼µK) and atoms can escape from the trap

[Söd98].
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3.5. Optical pre-cooling

�eld spread across the atomic sample resulting from the gradient �eld.

3.5. Optical pre-cooling

The initial collection and cooling of Cs atoms is achieved by conventional techniques

of laser cooling and trapping [Met99]. The required technologies such as the various

diode-laser setups and control are described in detail in Refs. [Mar03, Web03a]. Here, we

brie�y summarize the typical procedure to prepare atomic samples before transferring

them into optical dipole traps.

The Cs atoms are loaded into a magneto-optical trap (MOT) from a Zeeman slowed

atomic beam until up to 3×108 atoms have accumulated after about 6 s. The MOT load-

ing is followed by a short optical molasses phase to compress and further cool the atomic

sample. Using the technique of Raman sideband cooling in an optical lattice [Tre01], the

atoms are then cooled and simultaneously polarized into the desired state |F =3,mF =3〉.
After typically 6ms of cooling time the ensemble is adiabatically released from the lat-

tice. When releasing the ensemble into free space, we obtain up to 3 × 107 atoms at a

temperature of ∼ 700 nK.

3.6. Optical dipole traps

Optical dipole traps created by far-detuned laser light represent versatile tools to con�ne

and manipulate ultracold atomic and molecular gases. A detailed review on this trapping

method is given in Ref. [Gri00].

Dipole traps are based on the electric polarizability of particles in the light �eld. In

our experiment we use laser light near 1064 nm and 1070 nm wavelength delivered from

Ytterbium �ber lasers, but also high-power CO2-lasers operating at a wavelength of

10.6µm are employed. As a consequence of the near- and far-infrared laser light, the

generated trap potentials are attractive potentials for Cs atoms and molecules [Gri00].

Note that for typical experimental parameters for these large detunings of the laser

frequency the photon scattering rate is e�ectively suppressed or completely negligible

such as for CO2-laser light.

3.6.1. Large volume reservoir trap(s)

After the pre-cooling phase, the polarized atomic sample is adiabatically released from

the optical lattice for Raman-sideband cooling into a large volume dipole trap. We

generate this �reservoir� trap by horizontally crossing two laser beams, each with a beam
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Figure 3.5.:

Two setups of dipole traps as seen from above: Setup 1 is optimized to produce atomic

Bose-Einstein condensates. (a1) The large volume �reservoir� trap is generated by crossing

CO2-laser beam #1 and #2 at right angle. (b1) From the reservoir trap we load a crossed

1064nm laser trap which is rotated by 30◦ with respect to the CO2 beam paths. This trap

allows for e�cient forced evaporative cooling and the production of BECs. Unfortunately,

this trap is not appropriate to trap molecules, as we observe strong light induced molecule

losses. Setup 2 is optimized for molecule trapping and molecular state manipulation and

not for BEC production. (a2) Here, the reservoir trap is realized by crossing CO2-laser

beam #1 and the 1070nm �ber-laser beam at an angle of 60◦. (b2) From the reservoir a

tightly focused CO2-laser beam #2 is loaded. By switching o� the 1070nm beam a crossed

CO2-laser trap is obtained which allows for trapping without a magnetic levitation �eld.
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3.6. Optical dipole traps

waist of around 650µm. As illustrated in Fig. 3.5 (a1), we realize the reservoir in setup 1
by crossing two far-infrared CO2-laser beams at right angles. Alternatively, in setup 2
we use for the reservoir one CO2-laser beam and one near-infrared 1070 nm laser beam

which cross at an angle of 60◦, see Fig. 3.5 (a2). However, the resulting optical potential

of the reservoir laser beams is very shallow and has to be complemented by applying a

magnetic �eld gradient to hold the atoms against gravity.

The CO2-laser light has a wavelength of 10.6µm and comes from two separate, linearly

polarized single-frequency lasers, each delivering about 100W optical output power. The

power and frequency of the lasers is not stabilized actively. To avoid mode-hops we

stabilize the cooling water for the lasers within ±0.02 ◦C [Web03a]. For the light of

the 1070 nm beam we use a broad-band, single mode Ytterbium �ber laser (IPG-Laser,

Mod.YLR-50) with a maximum optical output power of about 50W. Also this laser runs

freely and the power is not servo-loop controlled. All laser beams are switched by using

external acousto-optical modulators.

The use of di�erent laser light for the reservoir in setup 1 and setup 2 is for technical

reasons. In the experiment two CO2-lasers are available. Historically, they have been used

as reservoir lasers. As discussed in Sec. 3.1, for trapping molecules a CO2-laser dimple

trap is required. Changing the focus of one CO2-laser beam during the experiment cycle

from a large to a small beam waist would be great technical e�ort. It is much easier to

use another laser beam such as the 1070 nm laser to complete the reservoir trap. Thus

the remaining CO2-laser can be used for the required dimple beam.

The applied magnetic �eld gradient to levitate the atoms against gravity is produced

by combining a magnetic quadrupole �eld with a homogeneous bias �eld (Sec. 3.3). A

magnetic �eld gradient of about 31.3 G/cm is necessary to levitate Cs atoms in the

|F = 3,mF = 3〉 state. The combination with the bias �eld leads to a �eld curvature in

the horizontal plane, causing an anti-trapping force which depends on the strength of the

bias �eld [Web03a]. This magnetic anti-trapping e�ect reduces the e�ective trap depth

in the horizontal direction. For magnetic �elds above 20 G the trap depth of the reservoir

is about 7 µK and the anti-trapping e�ect is less than 5% and negligible. Consequently,

the e�ect on the horizontal trap frequencies is also minor. The typical geometrically

averaged trap frequency for the reservoir is around 2π× 13 Hz. The magnetic levitation

also a�ects the horizontal motion of free atoms when the optical trap is switched o�. The

atom expansion follows then hyperbolic functions [Web03a] while the vertical motion is

not a�ected3.

3For this work, the anti-trapping e�ect is not important as magnetic levitation is not applied for the

experiments discussed in Chap. 4 or 6. In the spectroscopy experiments as presented in Chap. 5, the

molecule cloud expands while a small gradient �eld is applied. For the typical expansion times in
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3. Overview of experimental methods

After releasing the atoms from the Raman-lattice into the reservoir trap, 2 s of plain
evaporation are necessary to thermalize the sample in the trap. The thermalization

is performed at a magnetic �eld of 75G, corresponding to a scattering length of about

1200 a0. We measure typically 5×106 atoms at a temperature of ∼1µK. The phase-space

density is a few 10−3 and the atomic peak density about 5× 1011 cm−3.

3.6.2. 1064nm laser trap: Bose-Einstein condensation

To obtain a Bose-Einstein condensate, we use setup 1 as illustrated in Fig. 3.5. In par-

ticular, we load atoms from the reservoir trap in a small-volume dimple trap allowing

for e�cient forced evaporative cooling [Met99, Web03a]. As shown in Fig. 3.5 (b1), we

generate the dimple trap by crossing in the horizontal plane one tightly focused laser

beam with waist 34 µm (1064nm laser #1) and another less focused beam with waist

260 µm (1064nm laser #2) at right angles, rotated by 30◦ with respect to the CO2-laser

reservoir beams. The two beams have a wavelength of 1064 nm and are derived from

a single-mode, broad-band Yb �ber-laser (IPG-Laser, Mod.YLR-2). The power of the

laser beams is ramped up linearly within 1.5 s to a maximum power of 130 mW for laser

#1 and 350mW for #2. During the ramping up phase of the two laser beams, we reduce

the magnetic �eld o�set to about 23G, corresponding to a scattering length of 300 a0.

This procedure ensures e�cient collisional loading of the dimple from the reservoir while

with increasing number and phase-space density losses from three-body recombination

are reduced [Web03c, Kra04]. After the dimple loading, the remaining atoms from the

reservoir are released by switching o� CO2-laser beam #2. At this stage, the trap con-

tains about 1.5 × 106 atoms at a temperature of ∼ 1µK, the density and phase space

density is approximately 4× 1013 cm−3 and 0.15, respectively.
We start forced evaporative cooling by ramping down the power in all three remaining

laser beams. For the dimple beam we approximately follow an exponential ramp over a

time of 5.5 s to a �nal power of 0.5mW. Simultaneously we linearly lower the power of

the 1064nm laser beam #2 to 280mW, the CO2-laser #1 is ramped to zero within this

time. At the end of the evaporation the 1064nm laser beam #2 exclusively assures the

longitudinal con�nement of the atoms. We �nd that a magnetic �eld value of 21G with

scattering length a = 210 a0 is optimal during the forced evaporation phase. The phase

transition to Bose-Einstein condensation occurs after 2 s of forced evaporative cooling

with about 5 × 105 atoms at a temperature of about 200nK. After the evaporation is

completed, we obtain an almost pure BEC which contains typically 2 × 105 atoms. We

these measurements the in�uence of this e�ect on the cloud is on the order of a few percent and not

relevant.
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Figure 3.6.:

Loading of the CO2 dimple beam (a) and evaporation procedure (b) to prepare an atomic

sample in the crossed CO2-laser trap without magnetic levitation. The time t = 0 corre-

sponds the end of 2 s plain evaporation in the reservoir trap. Within 2.8 s we ramp up the

CO2 dimple power to 2.5W to load atoms from the reservoir. The remaining atoms are

released from the reservoir trap by switching o� the 1070nm beam, indicated by the arrow.

Simultaneously forced evaporative cooling is started by lowering the magnetic �eld gradient

to zero within 6.3 s. During the evaporation also the CO2 dimple power is slightly reduced.

measure for the trap frequencies 2π × 21Hz in the radial direction and 2π × 4.5Hz in

axial direction of the dimple beam. For the Thomas-Fermi radii [Pit03] we infer about

9 and 43µm along the radial and axial directions, respectively. The peak density of the

condensate is about 2.5× 1013 cm−3.

3.6.3. CO2-laser trap without levitation

We use setup 2 of Fig. 3.5 to produce an atomic sample near degeneracy in a pure CO2-

laser trap where magnetic levitation is not required. The trap is realized by using a tightly

focused CO2-laser beam as indicated by CO2-laser #2 in Fig. 3.5 (b2). The waist of this

�CO2 dimple� is about 80µm. This value is di�raction-limited by the aperture of the

window of the vacuum chamber. Note that a smaller beam waist of the dimple trap would

be advantageous for forced evaporative cooling at high e�ciency [Met99]. Nevertheless,

with this beam waist a laser power of only a few watt is needed to generate a potential

which is deep enough to con�ne atoms (or molecules) without magnetic leviation. The

axial con�nement is provided by CO2-laser #1, also used for the reservoir trap.

The CO2 dimple is loaded with atoms as we cross it with the reservoir trap. For the
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3. Overview of experimental methods

loading we linearly ramp up the power of the beam within 2.8 s to ∼ 2.5W, see Fig. 3.6(a).

The loading power corresponds to a trap depth of about 17µK. Simultaneously the

magnetic �eld is ramped down to 35G, corresponding to a scattering length of 700 a0.

This procedure provides e�cient collisional loading of the CO2 dimple [Kra04]. The

remaining atoms in the reservoir trap are released by switching o� the 1070 nm laser

beam. In the �nally obtained crossed CO2 trap we measure at this point typically

1× 106 atoms at a temperature of 1µK.

As illustrated in Fig. 3.6(b), we then apply forced evaporative cooling by lowering the

magnetic �eld gradient within 6.3 s to zero. Atoms thus mainly escape from the trap along

the vertical direction. Simultaneously we adjust the scattering length by decreasing the

magnetic �eld to a �nal value of ∼ 22G to minimize three-body losses [Web03c]. We

also slightly decrease the power of the CO2 dimple to 2W resulting in an e�ective trap

depth without levitation of ∼ 2µK.

We �nally obtain ∼ 4× 105 Cs atoms at a temperature of about 200 nK in the crossed

CO2-laser trap. The trap frequencies of the �nal con�guration without magnetic �eld

gradient are measured to be 84(1)Hz and 10(1)Hz in the horizontal plane, and 80(1)Hz

in the vertical direction. The resulting peak density of the atoms is ∼1× 1013 cm−3, and

the phase-space density is about 0.4.

3.7. Diagnostics

Any information about the atomic ensemble is obtained optically. In particular we mea-

sure the spatial density distribution of the sample using absorption imaging [Ket99],

where the atomic cloud is illuminated by a laser beam and the shadow is then imaged

on a CCD camera. This well-established technique is simple and robust, but destructive

and after each image a new sample has to be prepared.

For taking an absorption picture at zero magnetic �eld, at �rst the atoms are pumped

from the ground state to the F = 4 state. To do so we illuminate the atoms for about

500µs using the re-pumper light from the MOT, resonant to the F = 3 → F ′ = 3
transition. We then turn on the imaging light for typically 200µs, which is resonant on

the closed F = 4 → F ′ = 5 optical transition. By taking a second picture without atoms,

residual imaging noise is canceled in the subsequent analysis procedure.

In the experiments, it is often convenient to take absorption images at some `�nal'

magnetic �eld such as for molecule detection. Currently we are able to take images in

a magnetic �eld range of up to 55 G. The re-pumping light of the MOT is not adjusted

in frequency as it is su�ciently close to the F = 3 → F ′ = 3 transition within this

magnetic �eld range. Using a re-pumping time of about 1 ms we su�ciently transfer
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3.7. Diagnostics

the atoms into the |F = 4,mF = 4〉 state. For the imaging light we have adapted the

setup to take the Zeeman-shift of the states into account. The imaging light is tuned

to the |F = 4,mF = 4〉 → |F ′ = 5,mF ′ = 5〉 optical transition. As the absorption cross

section di�ers at non-zero magnetic �elds from the usual one [Kra06a], the measured

atom number is about 77% to low.

The imaging beam propagates in the horizontal plane in transverse direction to the

atomic beam line, see top view of Fig. 3.1. Using a lens-system we obtain the vertical

and horizontal extension of the atom cloud on the CCD-camera (Theta Systems). The

spatial resolution is on the order of 8µm. The computer read-out of the images and

subsequent analysis provides experimental information such as particle number and cloud

size. By monitoring the expansion of atomic clouds in a series of images with increasing

delay times after release from the trap, the temperature of a thermal gas can also be

determined. Similarly, by measuring the position or size of the cloud as a function of

the holding time after an excitation of the sample in the trap, we can determine trap

frequencies and characterize the trapping potentials [Web03a, Her05].

A detailed description of the imaging techniques and the analysis procedure is given

in Ref. [Web03a], for absorption imaging at small magnetic �elds see Ref. [Kra06a].
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4. Preparation of Cs2 Molecules in various

internal states

In this chapter, we present our methods to prepare Cs2 Feshbach molecules in various

internal states. The starting point for the molecule preparation is an optically trapped

ensemble of ultracold Cs atoms. In particular the atoms are prepared in the crossed

CO2-laser dipole trap without magnetic levitation as described in Sec. 3.6.3. In Sec. 4.1

the creation of optically trapped Cs2 molecules based on di�erent Feshbach resonances is

presented. These resonances serve as �entrance doors� into the rich molecular structure

near threshold. We then discuss in Sec. 4.2 our techniques to transfer molecules to

various internal states by application of elaborate time-variations of the magnetic �eld.

We make use of the possibility of adiabatic or diabatic passages through avoided crossings.

In Sec. 4.3 �nally the detection of the molecular samples through controlled dissociation

is discussed.

4.1. Molecule production through Feshbach resonances

We magnetically associate ultracold cesium atoms to dimers on Feshbach resonances

[Her03, Xu03, Dür04a, Köh06]. We use three di�erent resonances, the two g-wave res-

onances at B = 19.8G and 53.4G and the d-wave resonance at 47.9G, see Fig. 4.1.

The width of the g-wave resonances is only a few mG, the d-wave resonance is about

200mG wide. While the molecule formation at the 19.8G g-wave resonance results in

g-wave molecules, the association at the 47.9G d-wave resonance leads in practice to

s-wave molecules. This is a consequence of an avoided level crossing close to threshold

between the states 4d and 6s, see Fig. 4.1. Similarly, the association at the 53.4G g-wave

resonance results in d-wave molecules.

For the association of molecules at the Feshbach resonances two di�erent schemes are

used. Depending on the character of the Feshbach resonance, we apply a ramping or a

switching scheme to produce dimers [Mar05]. The switching scheme works particularly

well at the narrow g-wave Feshbach resonances. We set the magnetic �eld typically 0.5G
above the resonance. The �eld is then suddenly changed to the resonance position and
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Figure 4.1.:

The molecular energy structure for very small binding energies in the region of the 19.8G,
47.9G and 53.4G Feshbach resonances. Above 45G two avoided crossings are present in the

energy structure. We use all three Feshbach resonances to associate molecules by ramping

or switching the magnetic �eld. The arrows indicate the pathway after molecule association

as the magnetic �eld is ramped down to allow for the optical removal of the atoms from the

molecules.

kept there for ∼ 5ms. In contrast, at the much broader 47.9G d-wave Feshbach resonance

we �nd superior e�ciency by applying a linear magnetic �eld ramp (ramping scheme). We

start typically 350mG above the resonance and linearly ramp the magnetic �eld within

5ms to about 350mG below the resonance. The e�ciencies for molecule production

range from a few percent up to 20%. Starting from 4 × 105 atoms we typically obtain

15000 molecules, see Table 4.1.

To prepare a maximum number of molecules in the trap, it is necessary to separate

atoms and molecules as fast as possible, since atom-dimer collisions dramatically reduce

the lifetime of the molecular sample [Muk04]. Figure 4.2 shows two loss measurements

of 6s molecules in the trap. When atoms are present, 50% of the molecules are lost

within 5ms. In contrast, for a pure molecular sample we observe the same loss fraction

after a time of about 150ms. For that reason we remove the atoms from the dipole

trap using a `blast' technique similar to Ref. [Xu03]. First, the atoms are pumped out

of the |3, 3〉 state by light close to the F = 3 → F ′ = 3 transition. The blast pulse is

tuned to the closed optical transition |F = 4,mF = 4〉 → |F ′ = 5,mF ′ = 5〉, which we

also use for imaging (see Sec. 3.7). The optical cleaning process causes some unwanted

loss and heating of the molecules. Particularly if the molecules are very weakly bound
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4.1. Molecule production through Feshbach resonances
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Figure 4.2.:

Example of collisional decay curves of 6s molecules in a pure molecular sample (open circles)

or in a mixture of atoms and dimers (�lled circles). The samples are prepared in the crossed

CO2 dimple trap at a magnetic �eld of about 40 G. The timescale for 50% loss of molecules

is for the atom-dimer mixture typically 30 times smaller than for the pure molecular sample.

(. h× 1MHz) or the blast duration is too long (& 1ms) these e�ects are not negligible.

Therefore immediately after the association we rapidly ramp the magnetic �eld further

down. When the binding energy of the molecular state is on the order of h× 5MHz the

molecules are much less a�ected by the blast light. When using the 19.8G resonance

the magnetic �eld has to be ramped down only a few Gauss to reach such a binding

energy. In case of the 47.9G resonance (53.4G resonance) the lowering of the magnetic

�eld transfers the molecules into the 6s-state (4d-state) through the present avoided

crossings, see Fig. 4.1. Therefore, to reach a su�ciently large binding energy a larger

change in the magnetic �eld is required, resulting in a longer time to reach the �eld.

However, with a typical blast duration of 400µs we achieve a su�cient removal of the

atoms from the trap while keeping the blast-induced molecule losses small (∼ 10−15%).

The precise timing for molecule production, the magnetic �eld for the puri�cation, and

the obtained number of molecules strongly depend on the particular Feshbach resonance.

Table 4.1 summarizes the relevant experimental parameters of our molecule production.

We measure a typical temperature of 250 nK for the molecular samples. This is slightly

higher than the temperature of the atoms, presumably because of the e�ects of the

blast cleaning technique. The corresponding peak density of the molecules is about

7× 1011 cm−3.
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4. Preparation of Cs2 Molecules in various internal states

Feshbach resonance position (G) 19.8 47.9 53.4
entrance state 4g(4) 4d 2g

ramp speed (G/s) - 140 -

state at Br 4g(4) 6s 4d

Br (G) 14.5 19.7 45

time to reach Br (ms) 0.4 3 1
number of molecules 19000 9000 15000

Table 4.1.:

Parameters for molecule production using three di�erent Feshbach resonances. Br is the

�eld value at which the atoms are removed with the blast technique.

4.2. Transfer between di�erent molecular states

Other molecular states than the ones that we can directly access through the Feshbach

creation schemes can be populated by controlled state transfer. The experimental key

is the precise control of Landau-Zener tunneling at avoided crossings through elaborate

magnetic �eld ramps. By means of the ramp speed we can choose whether a crossing

is followed adiabatically (slow ramp) or jumped diabatically (fast ramp). An important

application of controlled ramps through avoided crossings is the coherent splitting of the

molecular wave function for intermediate ramp speeds, as discussed later in Chap. 6.

Within the Landau-Zener model [Lan32, Zen32] an avoided level crossing is charac-

terized by two parameters, the coupling strength and the di�erential slope of the states.

For the coupling strength we introduce the parameter V as one-half the energy splitting

between the two states at the crossing point. To characterize the slope we use ∆µ as

the magnetic moment di�erence between the two states. With these two parameters one

commonly de�nes a critical ramp speed

rc =
2πV 2

~∆µ
. (4.1)

For fast ramps with ramp speed Ḃ � rc, the passage through the crossing is diabatic

and the molecules stay in the same bare state. For slow ramps (Ḃ � rc), an adiabatic

transfer into the other molecular state takes place. For Cs Feshbach dimers the typical

coupling strengths for crossings between states of di�erent f` (see Sec. 2.3) are such that

the critical ramps speeds are found in a range convenient for experiments. Full control

ranging from completely diabatic Landau-Zener tunneling to full adiabatic transfer can

be achieved for most crossings (see Sec. 5.1.2).
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Figure 4.3.:

Illustration of the experimental toolbox for the preparation of molecules in various internal

states. As an example the production of molecules in the 6l(4) state is shown. (a) First,

we produce 4g(4) molecules at the g-wave Feshbach resonance at 19.8G and remove the

remaining atoms by a short blast pulse, indicated by the rippled arrow. (b) The 4g(4)

state is transferred into state 6g(6) by slowly lowering the magnetic �eld. (c) To overcome

the avoided level crossing between state 4g(4) and 6g(6) a very fast magnetic �eld ramp is

applied. The target state 6l(4) is then accessed by using a second adiabatic ramp. (d) To

remove the residual 4g(4) from the 6l(4) molecules we ramp the magnetic �eld slightly above

20G, dissociating the 4g(4) molecules into atoms while not a�ecting the l-wave molecules.

(e) The magnetic �eld is lowered again to increase the binding energy of the target state

molecules. A second blast pulse removes the remaining atoms and a pure sample of 6l(4)

molecules is obtained.
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4. Preparation of Cs2 Molecules in various internal states

To illustrate the experimental procedure for transferring molecules into di�erent states,

we now consider the preparation of a molecular sample in a selected �target� state. As an

example we discuss the population of the target state 6l(4) in detail. The state transfer

strongly relies on the technical performance of the set-up for magnetic �eld control, a

detailed description of which is given in Sec. 3.3.

As shown in Fig. 4.3(a), we �rst create 4g(4) molecules at the 19.8G Feshbach res-

onance. We then lower the magnetic �eld to about 14.5G and remove the remaining

atoms with the blast pulse. In a second step, see Fig. 4.3(b), we lower the magnetic �eld

to ∼ 12G within a few ms. Consequently, we pass the avoided crossing between the two

states 4g(4) and 6g(6) at about 13.5G. For this crossing the critical ramp speed, given

by Eq. 4.1, is rc ∼ 1100G/ms as the coupling strength is V ' h × 150 kHz [Chi05b].

With the applied ramp speed of ∼ 2G/ms the transfer into state 6g(6) is therefore fully

adiabatic. Fig. 4.3(c) illustrates the transfer of the 6g(6) molecules to the target state

6l(4). First we apply a fast magnetic �eld ramp to overcome the 4g(4)/6g(6) crossing,

indicated by the straight arrow. The high ramp speed required is accomplished by a

specially designed �booster� coil, described in Sec. 3.3. With a maximum possible ramp

speed of 7500G/ms we achieve a transfer e�ciency of typically 70%. After the jump we

enter the target state 6l(4) by adiabatically following the next avoided crossing between

state 6g(6) and 6l(4) at ∼ 15.5G. For this crossing we �nd a fully adiabatic transfer

when ramping the magnetic �eld from 15G to ∼ 17G within a few ms. In the fourth

step, illustrated in Fig. 4.3(d), we prepare the cleaning of the sample from the residual

4g(4) molecules. The magnetic �eld is ramped up to ∼ 20G and kept constant for a

few ms. While the remaining 4g(4) molecules break up into atoms, the 6l(4) molecules

are not a�ected as their dissociation threshold is at a higher magnetic �eld. Finally, we

ramp down the magnetic �eld to B ' 16G where the target molecules are well below

threshold, see Fig. 4.3(e). Again we remove the residual atoms using a blast pulse. As a

result, we obtain a pure molecular sample in the state 6l(4).

In analogous ways, we apply these techniques to populate any of the states shown in

Fig. 2.7 of Sec. 2.3. The time to prepare the molecular sample together with the dura-

tion of all subsequent measurements is about 20 to 25ms. Molecule-molecule collisions

[Chi05b, Zah06] are not relevant on this timescale for the given molecular densities.

4.3. Molecule detection

The standard detection scheme for Feshbach molecules relies on the controlled disso-

ciation by reverse magnetic �eld ramps [Her03, Dür04b]. When ramping the magnetic

�eld above the dissociation theshold, the molecules become quasi-bound and decay into
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(color online) Example of a detection scheme for l-wave molecules. (a) First the 6l(4)

molecules are adiabatically transferred into the state 4g(4) via the state 6g(6) by ramping

down the magnetic �eld. (b) The avoided crossing at 13.6G is passed by using a fast

magnetic �eld ramp. When ramping up to a �eld of ∼ 21G, the molecules are brought

above threshold and dissociate. The resulting atom cloud is detected using the standard

absorption imaging technique.

the atomic scattering continuum. The resulting atom cloud can then be detected using

standard absorption imaging.

Magnetic dissociation by inverse magnetic �eld ramps is straightforward for states with

large coupling to the scattering continuum, and hence any of the Feshbach resonances

up to g-wave can be used. We ramp the magnetic �eld typically 2G above threshold and

wait a few ms at the dissociation �eld before the image is taken. l-wave molecules do

not su�ciently couple to the atomic continuum and signi�cant dissociation is prevented.

One way to detect l-wave dimers is to transfer these molecules into one of the s-, d- or

g-wave states which allow for dissociation and hence for detection.

To illustrate the detection by controlled dissociation, we resume our previous example

of Sec. 4.2, where we have described the preparation of a molecular sample in the 6l(4)

state. Fig. 4.4 shows the detection scheme that we use for this state. First the molecular

sample is adiabatically transferred to the state 4g(4) via the state 6g(6) by lowering the

magnetic �eld to about 12.5G, see Fig. 4.4(a). We then perform a diabatic state transfer

over the avoided crossing at ∼14G as indicated in Fig. 4.4(b). Finally, we ramp the

magnetic �eld up to ∼21G, which is well above the dissociation threshold of the 4g(4)

state.

An alternative method for the detection of l-wave molecules relies on the particular

energy structure of Cs atoms above the dissociation threshold. We �nd that the decay of
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4. Preparation of Cs2 Molecules in various internal states

metastable l-wave dimers can be mediated by coupling to a quasi-bound g-wave molecular

state above threshold. Such a coupling with ∆` = 4 is su�ciently strong. For example

the detection of l-wave molecules in the 6l(3) state relies on this dissociation process. As

discussed later in Chap. 6, the 6l(3) state is used to realize a molecular interferometer.

A more detailed analysis of this dissociation mechanism will be presented elsewhere

[Kno08b].

For imaging of the resulting atomic cloud, the atoms are �rst pumped to the |4, 4〉
state using light close to the F =3 → F ′=3 transition. The imaging light is resonantly

tuned to the closed |F = 4,mF = 4〉 → |F ′ = 5,mF ′ = 5〉 optical transition, taking the

Zeeman shift at the imaging magnetic �eld into account.
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5. Spectroscopy of the molecular energy

structure

The rich energy structure of Cs2 Feshbach molecules requires �exible methods to de-

termine the molecular energy spectrum. Previous studies on Feshbach molecules have

mostly addressed the last, most weakly bound state responsible for the respective Fesh-

bach resonance. Molecular binding energies have been measured by applying vari-

ous methods either to atomic [Don02, Cla03, Tho05b, Osp06] or to molecular samples

[Reg03, Bar05, Chi05b, Mar07b].

In this Chapter, we present our results on spectroscopy of weakly bound molecules.

For all measurements the molecules are prepared in the crossed CO2-laser trap using the

techniques as described in Chap. 4. To measure the binding energies of the molecular

states we apply two di�erent techniques. Both techniques are suitable for probing weakly

as well as deeply bound molecular states.

The �rst method (Sec. 5.1) is based on a measurement of the molecular magnetic mo-

ment [Chi05b]. Magnetic moment spectroscopy is a very general method, independent

of selection rules and wave function overlap requirements. It can be applied to any

molecular state and thus it is an important tool to identify molecular states. In partic-

ular this method allows us to follow and investigate the avoided level crossings between

di�erent molecular states. Transfers between di�erent molecular states are observed as

sudden changes of the magnetic moment. In this way, we are able to completely map out

the molecular spectrum below the atomic scattering continuum, including three l-wave

states, two of which had so far not been discovered.

The second method (Sec. 5.2) uses microwave radiation to measure binding energies

of trapped molecules with very high precision. We use a microwave pulse to drive a

hyper�ne transition from a molecular bound state to a higher molecular bound state

that is associated with another channel of the electronic ground-state manifold. Rapid

spontaneous dissociation loss [Tho05a] provides the spectroscopic signal. In contrast to

the magnetic-moment technique the microwave technique can not induce a change of

the molecular orbital angular momentum quantum number (∆` = 0) which restricts the

applicability of this method. In our experiment we apply the microwave spectroscopy on
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5. Spectroscopy of the molecular energy structure

a molecular s-wave state.

5.1. Magnetic moment spectroscopy

5.1.1. Bare energy levels

We measure the molecular magnetic moment using the Stern-Gerlach e�ect. Optically

trapped molecules are initially prepared in a single quantum state at a certain magnetic

�eld B by following the procedure described in Chap. 4. The molecular sample is then

released from the trap. It starts to expand while simultaneously a vertical magnetic �eld

gradient B′ = ∂B/∂z of typically 13G/cm is turned on. During the time of �ight, both

the gravitational force and the magnetic force displace the center-of-mass position of the

molecular cloud along the vertical direction. The magnetic force acting on the molecules

is given by

Fz = µmolB
′, (5.1)

where µmol is the molecular magnetic moment. The vertical relative displacement ∆zmol

of the molecular cloud with respect to the position after expansion at zero magnetic

gradient is proportional to µmol,

∆zmol =
1
2

µmolB
′

mmol
t2SG, (5.2)

where mmol = 2mat is the molecular mass and equal to the mass of two atoms. tSG is

the time spent by the molecules in the magnetic �eld gradient during the Stern-Gerlach

procedure.

To minimize uncertainties resulting from B′, tSG, and the spatial calibration of the

imaging system, it is convenient to measure µmol relative to the well-known magnetic

moment µat of the atoms. Consequently, µmol can be written as

µmol =
∆zmol

∆zat
2µat, (5.3)

where ∆zat is the measured displacement of atoms for the same B
′
and tSG.

In previous experiments, we have determined µmol by measuring the magnetic �eld

gradient needed to levitate the molecules against gravity [Her03, Chi05b]. For each

magnetic �eld value B, the value of B′ was adjusted to maintain the levitation condition.

This method is not practical when B is changed over a wide range. In the present

experiments, we measure the displacement of the molecular gas for a �xed B′ and for

B′ = 0.
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5.1. Magnetic moment spectroscopy

Once the magnetic moment µmol is known as a function of B, the molecular binding

energy Eb is calculated by integrating

∂Eb

∂B
= 2µat − µmol. (5.4)

The integration constant is �xed by the atomic scattering threshold where Eb = 0. Eq. 5.4
establishes a one-to-one correspondence between µmol and Eb at each magnetic �eld.

An example of a magnetic moment measurement is shown in Fig. 5.1. We produce 6s

molecules from the 47.9G resonance as discussed in Sec. 4.1. We then follow the path

indicated by the arrow in Fig. 5.1(b) and measure the molecular magnetic moment at

di�erent values of B. We observe a strong magnetic �eld dependence of the magnetic

moment of the 6s molecules. Above 30G, where the 6s level runs almost parallel to

the atomic threshold (see Fig. 5.1(b)), µmol is nearly constant with a value close to 2µat

(=1.5µB, with Bohr's magneton µB, for which µB/h ≈ 1.400MHz/G). When lowering

B below 30G, we start to observe a decrease of µmol, which drops to one tenth of the

initial value within a magnetic �eld range of about 10G. This behavior is explained by

the strong coupling between two di�erent 6s states. When further lowering the magnetic

�eld, µmol suddenly changes from 0.19µB to 1.5µB as the molecules are transferred

to the 6g(6) state via the 6s/6g(6) avoided crossing. The 6g(6) state has a nearly

constant magnetic moment, slightly less than 1.5µB. Upon further lowering of B the

next avoided crossing (to the state 4g(4), see Fig. 2.7) would be expected at ∼ 13.5G
[Chi05b, Mar07b]. However, µmol undergoes a rapid change to a value of about 1µB at

∼ 16G. This indicates the presence of a new avoided crossing and hence the presence of a

new state. The existence of this state cannot be explained within the original NIST model

[Leo00, Chi04b], which includes molecular states only up to g-waves. The extension of

the model to higher order molecular states (Sec. 2.3) identi�es this state as a 6l(4) state

[Tie07].

Our method generally works well when the magnetic moment is constant. The typ-

ical error resulting from the determination of the cloud position is less than 0.03µB.

Systematic errors are the result of some magnetic-�eld curvature. For non-constant mag-

netic moment, e. g. near avoided crossings, systematic errors are introduced as a result of

the cloud expansion and fall in the magnetic gradient �eld. The limitations are brie�y

discussed below.

Similar measurements have been performed for most of the molecular states in the

magnetic �eld range from 5 to 55G. The results of our magnetic moment spectroscopy

are summarized in Table 5.1 and the molecular energy spectrum derived using Eq. (5.4)

is shown in Fig. 5.2 (open circles) along with the results of the extended NIST model

(solid lines). We detect all the s-, d-, g- and l-wave states in the range of interest. Note
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Figure 5.1.:

Magnetic moment of Cs dimers across the 6s - 6g(6) - 6l(4) molecular path. (a) The measured

magnetic moments (open squares) are compared to the NIST calculations (dashed lines).

The fast changes of the magnetic moment at 18.5G and 16G result from the 6l(4)/6g(6) and

6s/6g(6) avoided crossings, respectively. (b) Molecular binding energies of the 6s, 6g(6) and

6l(4) levels calculated from the NIST model, see also Fig. 2.7. The molecular path followed

in the measurement is indicated by the black arrow.
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5.1. Magnetic moment spectroscopy

Molecular B (G) µmol/µB

state measured NIST model

6l(3) 4 - 9 0.75(4) 0.702

12 - 16 0.75(2) 0.702

4g(4) 5.5 - 12 0.95(4) 0.912

15.5 - 20 0.949(6) 0.932

6l(4) 11 - 15 0.98(3) 0.931

16 - 24 0.96(1) 0.931

6s 19 0.192 0.191

45 1.519 1.515

6l(5) 15.5 - 23.5 1.15(3) 1.155

26 - 37 1.15(2) 1.155

4d 41 - 43.2 0.39(1) 0.310

45.5 - 47.1 0.36(2) 0.310

2g 51.7 - 52.2 0.05(3) 0.001

6g(6) 19 - 24 1.49(1) 1.503

26 - 40 1.5(1) 1.503

Table 5.1.:

Measured magnetic moment µmol of Cs2 molecules in di�erent internal states with the cor-

responding magnetic �eld range. Assuming a constant magnetic moment µmol in each range

considered, the error of µmol accounts for the statistical error and a slight change of µmol.

For each state the theoretical magnetic moment from the NIST model is also listed.
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Figure 5.2.:

Energy spectrum of weakly bound Cs molecules as a function of the magnetic �eld. The

binding energies for the di�erent molecular states are derived from magnetic moment spec-

troscopy (open circles). The solid lines are the molecular binding energies resulting from

the extended NIST model (for details see Sec. 2.3).

that there are no i-wave states in this range. All d-, g- and l-wave states exhibit a rather

constant magnetic moment. Consequently, we �nd a nearly linear dependence of the

binding energy on B, as shown in Fig. 5.2.

In Table 5.1 and Fig. 5.2 we compare our results with the NIST model. In general,

we �nd good agreement with the theoretical predictions for the binding energies and

magnetic moments of the s-, d- and g-wave states. The small discrepancies observed

for the lower branch of the 4g(4) state and for the 4d state are probably the result of

the more complicated production schemes introducing larger systematic errors in the

measurements.

An important result of the magnetic moment spectroscopy is the detection and char-

acterization of three l-wave states, the states 6l(3), 6l(4) and 6l(5). Signatures of the

6l(3) state have been observed earlier [Chi05b] and triggered the interferometric mea-

surements shown in Chap. 6. The other two l-wave states had so far not been discovered.

In contrast to the s-, d- and g-wave states, the l-wave states do not reveal themselves via

Feshbach resonances in atomic scattering as the coupling to the atomic scattering state
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5.1. Magnetic moment spectroscopy

is too weak. Therefore these states had previously not been included in the NIST model.

The extended NIST model shows the existence of these three l-wave states and predicts

their magnetic moments. Despite the accuracy of these predictions, the model is not able

to precisely determine the binding energies. Our measurements now completely charac-

terize the three l-wave states and in particular give a value for the binding energy at zero

magnetic �eld where all three states are degenerate. We �nd the binding energy of the

6l manifold of states at zero magnetic �eld to be 17.61(9)MHz. In Fig. 2.7 and Fig. 5.2

we have down-shifted the NIST prediction of the 6l states by ∼ 2.25MHz to match the

experimentally obtained binding energies. The measurements also locate the magnetic

�eld positions where the three 6l states intersect the atomic scattering continuum. We

�nd the crossing positions for the 6l(3), 6l(4), and 6l(5) states at 16.1(2)G, 22.0(2)G,
and 35.0(2)G, respectively.

5.1.2. Avoided crossings

Magnetic moment spectroscopy also allows a direct observation of the avoided crossings

between di�erent molecular states. As is well known, the coupling V between two generic

molecular states, state 1 and state 2, modi�es the bare energies E1 and E2 by opening

an energy gap 2V at the crossing position. In the limit of a coupling strength V that

is small compared to the energy separation to all other states, the avoided crossings can

be studied within a simple two-state model. This model takes the two interacting bound

states into account while both the couplings with the scattering continuum and with

other molecular states are neglected. The coupled energy levels are given by

E± =
(E1 + E2)±

√
(E1 − E2)2 + 4V 2

2
. (5.5)

The energies E+ and E− refer to the upper and lower adiabatic levels of the avoided

crossing. The derivatives −∂E±/∂B correspond to the magnetic moments µ+ and µ− of

the coupled states with

µ± =
1
2
(µ1 + µ2)∓

1
2

(µ2 − µ1)2(B −B0)√
(µ2 − µ1)2(B −B0)2 + 4V 2

. (5.6)

Here, B0 is the magnetic �eld at the avoided-crossing position, and µ1 and µ2 are the

magnetic moments of the two bare molecular states.

In the following we focus on the avoided crossings between the 6g(6) state and the other
f`(mf ) states. Figure 5.3 shows the magnetic moments µ+ (circles) and µ− (triangles)

across the 6g(6)/4g(4) avoided crossing. To derive the coupling strength between these

two states, we �t our data using Eq. (5.6) by leaving µ1, µ2, B0, and V as free parameters.
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Figure 5.3.:

Magnetic moments of Cs dimers across the 6g(6)/4g(4) avoided crossing. Both the change

in magnetic moment from the 6g(6) to the 4g(4) state (circles) and the one from the 4g(4)

to the 6g(6) state (triangles) are shown. The measured magnetic moments are �tted using

Eq. (5.6) (solid lines).

f`(mf ) B0 (G) V/h (kHz)

6l(3) 11.22(2) 16(3) a, 14(1) b

4g(4) 13.29(4) 164(30) 150(10) c

6l(4) 15.50(3) 64(13) d

6l(5) 25.3(1) 63(22) d

4d 45.15(4) 120(21)

Table 5.2.:

Avoided crossing positions B0 and coupling strengths V/h between the 6g(6) state and the

intersecting f`(mf ) molecular states obtained by �tting the measured magnetic moments

with Eq. (5.6). The errors are the one-sigma statistical uncertainties. V/h measured with

di�erent techniques are also reported (see notes).

a Landau-Zener method.
b Interferometric method (Chap. 6).
c Magnetic levitation method [Chi05b].
d These values should be considered as upper limits.
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Figure 5.4.:

Coupling strengths V/h between the 6g(6) state and the intersecting f`(mf ) molecular states

as a function of the di�erence between their orbital angular momentum quantum numbers,

|∆`|. The data refer to the values obtained via the magnetic moment spectroscopy (�lled

circles), a magnetic levitation method (empty circle) [Chi05b], an interferometer method

(square) as discussed in Chap. 6, and the Landau-Zener method (triangle).

The same procedure is adopted to analyze the other crossings. The coupling strengths

and the avoided crossing positions are listed in Table 5.2. For comparison, we include

in Table 5.2 measurements of V obtained with other techniques, such as the Landau-

Zener method discussed below, an interferometric method as presented in Chap. 6, and

a magnetic levitation method [Chi05b].

In Fig. 5.4 we plot the measured coupling strengths V between the 6g(6) state and

the other intersecting states as a function of the di�erence in orbital angular momentum

|∆`|. While the 6g(6)/4g(4) and the 6g(6)/4d crossings are the result of the �rst order

spin-spin dipole interaction, the crossings with the l-wave states are second order. As a

general trend, crossings with larger |∆`| tend to have a weaker coupling.

Systematic errors in our avoided crossing measurements stem from the �nite size of the

molecular cloud and the change of µmol during the free fall and expansion in the presence

of the magnetic-�eld gradient. This e�ect causes a smoothening of the rapid magnetic

moment changes (see Fig. 5.1) and hence an apparent broadening of the avoided crossings

leading to an overestimation of the coupling strengths, in particular for the narrower

crossings. We �nd a limit on the minimum coupling strength that can be extracted

with reasonable precision. We estimate from simulations that coupling strengths below

h× 50 kHz can no longer be sensitively measured with our present method.
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Figure 5.5.:

Conversion e�ciency on the 6g(6)/6l(3) avoided crossing as a function of the ramp speed.

A pure sample of 6l(3) molecules is partially transferred into the 6g(6) state at di�erent

ramp speeds. We measure either the fraction of transferred 6g(6) molecules (open circles)

or the fraction of non-converted 6l(3) molecules (�lled circles). The solid line refers to the

Landau-Zener formula for the transfer probability p given by Eq. (5.7), while the dashed line

is 1− p.

An alternative method to determine the coupling strengths of avoided crossings is

based on the Landau-Zener tunneling model [Lan32, Zen32, Jul04], already discussed in

Sec. 4.2. Equation (4.1) shows a quadratic dependence of the critical ramp speed rc on

the coupling strength V . The probability to transfer molecules from one bare state to

the next in a single passage through the avoided crossing is given by the well-known

Landau-Zener formula [Lan32, Zen32]

p = 1− exp
(
−rc/Ḃ

)
, (5.7)

where Ḃ is the ramp speed of the magnetic �eld.

As an example, we apply this method to the 6g(6)/6l(3) avoided crossing. We measure

the conversion e�ciency of molecules from the 6l(3) state below the crossing to the 6g(6)

state by sweeping the magnetic �eld across the 6g(6)/6l(3) crossing at various ramp

speeds Ḃ. The results are shown in Fig. 5.5. For Ḃ � rc, the molecules are adiabatically

transferred to the 6g(6) state (open circles) whereas, for Ḃ � rc, they end up in the

6l(3) state above the crossing. The conversion e�ciency is measured by detecting the
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5.2. Microwave spectroscopy

6g(6) molecules (open circles) and also by detecting the 6l(3) molecules (�lled circles).

By �tting our data with Eq. (5.7), we estimate the coupling strength of the 6l(3)/6g(6)

crossing to be V = h × 16(3) kHz. This value is consistent with the result of 14(1) kHz

obtained in Sec. 6.4 using the more precise interferometric technique.

5.2. Microwave spectroscopy

Molecules in the 6s state (see Fig. 2.7) are of particular interest as quantum halo states

[Jen04]. As described in Sec. 2.2.2, halo states are extremely weakly bound dimers char-

acterized by a large interatomic separation that greatly exceeds the van der Waals length

LvdW and by a binding energy much smaller than the van der Waals energy (for Cs,

~2/mL2
vdW ≈ h× 2.708MHz) [Köh06]. These states are universal in the sense that they

are fully characterized by a large atomic s-wave scattering length a. In particular, the

wave function does not depend on the microscopic details of the scattering potential.

The precise knowledge of the 6s state is crucial for understanding universal two-body

physics and for studying universal three-body E�mov-type states [Kra06b].

Basic concept

We detect molecular transitions induced by microwave radiation to probe the binding

energy of the 6s molecules. The relevant atomic states are the lowest hyper�ne state

|F =3,mF =3〉 and the doubly-polarized state |F =4,mF =4〉. Figure 5.6(a) shows the
energy level structure of the two scattering channels |F = 3,mF = 3〉 + |F = 3,mF = 3〉
and |F = 3,mF = 3〉 + |F = 4,mF = 4〉. The bound states involved in the molecular

transition are the 6s state and a 7s state that lies slightly below the atomic scattering

channel |F =3,mF =3〉+ |F =4,mF =4〉.
The weakly bound 7s state is directly related to the large triplet scattering length aT

that dominates the |F =3,mF =3〉+ |F =4,mF =4〉 scattering channel. The Cs triplet

scattering length, predicted by the NIST model, is (2400± 100)a0, and consequently the

7s state has a small binding energy of E′
b = ~2/ma2

T ≈ h× 5 kHz.

Measurement procedure

We map out the binding energy of the 6s molecules by measuring the transition frequency

νmol from the 6s to the 7s state as a function of B. The binding energy is then given by

Eb(B) = h× [νmol(B)− νat(B)] + E′
b, (5.8)
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Figure 5.6.:

Microwave spectroscopy of Cs dimers. (a) A bound-bound transition is driven from the 6s

state to a 7s state slightly below the |F =3,mF =3〉+ |F =4,mF =4〉 scattering channel, as
illustrated by the longer arrow. The 7s state is o�set from the scattering channel for clarity.

The frequency corresponding to the |F =3,mF =3〉→ |F =4,mF =4〉 atomic transition at

zero-�eld is νat ≈ 9.193GHz. (b) Microwave spectrum of atoms (triangles) and 6s molecules

(dots) at B ∼ 18.7G as a function of the frequency o�set ν − νat. The molecular transition

corresponds to a sharp loss resonance. We determine the center position to be 4.9545(3)MHz

and the resonance width to 12(3) kHz from a gaussian �t (solid line).
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where νat(B) is the |F = 3,mF = 3〉→ |F = 4,mF = 4〉 atomic transition, which follows

the Breit-Rabi formula and is used here as frequency reference. In our experiment, we

again start with optically trapped 6s molecules at some magnetic �eld B. A microwave

pulse of typically 5ms duration drives the bound-bound transition, and partially transfers

molecules from the 6s state to the 7s state. We then hold the sample in the trap for 10ms

and we detect the total number of remaining molecules using the techniques described

in Sec. 4.3. We perform similar measurements at di�erent magnetic �elds to recover Eb

within the magnetic �eld range of investigation.

As a frequency reference, we measure νat(B) in analogy to a magnetic �eld calibration

measurement as described in Sec. 3.4.2. In brief, we prepare a trapped sample of typically

4× 105 Cs atoms at T ∼ 200 nK, initially in the hyper�ne ground state |F =3,mF =3〉.
For each B, we apply a microwave pulse resonant to the |F =3,mF =3〉 → |F =4,mF =4〉
hyper�ne transition. The atoms are then detected after a holding time in the trap of

typically 100ms. The microwave excitation results in resonant loss from the atomic

sample.

The particle losses observed in both the atomic and the molecular sample are the result

of hyper�ne spin relaxation [Tho05a, Köh05]. In the atomic case, the relaxation is driven

by the binary collision of two free atoms, while in the molecular case it can be considered

as being driven by a collision within the molecule [Köh05], leading to spontaneous dis-

sociation. In any case, one of the atoms is subject to a spin �ip, releasing the hyper�ne

energy that greatly exceeds the trap depth and leading to trap loss. According to the

NIST model, the 7s state is coupled to several possible decay channels, causing a decay

width of the state of ∼ 2π×70Hz [Tie07]. We in fact observe a decay of 7s molecules on

a timescale of a few ms. In the case of Cs atoms in the |F =3,mF =3〉+ |F =4,mF =4〉
scattering channel, we measure a lifetime of ∼ 50ms consistent with the predicted two-

body loss coe�cient of 5× 10−12 cm3/s [Tie07].

Results

A typical microwave spectrum for both atoms and molecules is shown in Fig. 5.6(b). The

resonant frequencies and the line widths are determined by �tting the data with gaus-

sian pro�les. The molecular transition shows a narrow and symmetric loss resonance.

From the �t, we �nd a line width of 12(3) kHz. This value is close to our experimen-

tal resolution of ∼ 10 kHz, essentially resulting from magnetic �eld �uctuations. As

demonstrated in Refs. [Bar05, Chi05a], the symmetry of the line shape indicates that a

bound-bound transition occurs, even in the presence of magnetic �eld broadening. We

cannot distinguish bound-bound from possible bound-free transitions due to the small
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Figure 5.7.:

Binding energy of the 6s molecules as a function of the magnetic �eld (triangles). The

binding energies correspond to the measured frequency shift from the expected |F =3,mF =
3〉 → |F = 4,mF = 4〉 atomic transition (see Eq. (5.8)). The statistical errors are about

1 kHz, i.e. much smaller than the data symbol size. The solid line is the result of the NIST

model. The inset is an expanded view of the binding energy close to the 6s/6g(6) avoided

crossing.

energy di�erence between the |F = 3,mF = 3〉 + |F = 4,mF = 4〉 scattering channel and

the 7s state. However, we believe that the bound-bound transition dominates since the

transition probability for a bound-free transition is expected to be much weaker due to

the smaller Franck-Condon overlap between the initial and �nal state [Chi05a].

Figure 5.7 shows the binding energies of 6s molecules in a magnetic �eld range from 12
to 45G together with the predictions from the NIST model. The inset shows an expanded

view of the binding energy in the proximity of the 6s/6g(6) avoided crossing around

18.5G. We observe an increase of the microwave power needed to drive the bound-bound

transition when the avoided crossing is approached. The 6s and 6g(6) state couple and

the molecules are in a dressed state. A microwave pulse can drive molecular transitions

that change the total angular momentum f and its projection mf , while the orbital

momentum ` has to be conserved. The bound-bound transition between the 6g(6) and

the 7s state with ∆` = 4 is hence forbidden.
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The microwave measurements on the 6s state provide precise binding energies of up

to about h × 20MHz. Higher binding energies can in principle be accessed by further

lowering the magnetic �eld. The comparison between our results and the NIST model

generally shows very good agreement. We have observed small deviations between theory

and experiment when the 6s state starts to bend towards larger binding energies (see

inset of Fig. 5.7). This deviation suggests that the 6s state is perturbed by the coupling

to other molecular states. Our data provide high precision input for further re�nements

of the NIST model.
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6. Molecular `Stückelberg interferometer'

In this chapter we present the realization of an internal-state interferometer with Cs2
molecules. A brief introduction on our interferometer is given in Sec. 6.1. In Sec. 6.2

we then discuss the preparation and detection of the involved molecular states for the

experiments. The interferometric scheme with full control over its dynamics is presented

in Sec. 6.3. The interferometer allows precise measurements of binding energy di�erences

of molecular states. As a �rst application of the interferometer we map the position of

the avoided crossing as presented in Sec. 6.4.

6.1. Introduction

In contrast to the previous chapters the starting point for these molecular interferometer

experiments is an atomic Bose-Einstein condensate. We prepare the atomic condensate

in the crossed 1064nm dipole trap, i. e. setup 1 according to Sec. 3.6.2. Unfortunately the

1064nm laser light induces strong molecular losses from the trap (cf. Sec. 3.1). Therefore

all molecule experiments of this chapter are performed in free space.

We realize a 'beam splitter' for molecular states by ramping the magnetic �eld through

a weak avoided crossing. This is a result of partial Landau-Zener tunneling through the

crossing. Using the avoided crossing twice, �rst for splitting, and then for recombination

of molecular states, leads to the well-known `Stückelberg oscillations' [Stü32]. We thus

call our scheme a `Stückelberg interferometer'.

Our realization of this interferometer allows full control over the interferometer dynam-

ics. In particular, the hold time between splitting and recombination can be freely chosen.

In analogy to the well-known Ramsey interferometer [Ram56] the acquired interferome-

ter phase is mapped onto the relative populations of the two output states that can be

well discriminated upon molecular dissociation. To demonstrate the performance of the

Stückelberg interferometer we use it for precision molecular spectroscopy to determine

the position and coupling strength of the avoided crossing.
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Figure 6.1.:

(a) Part of the molecular energy structure of Fig. 2.7 below the dissociation threshold. The

relevant states for the present experiment are the two g-wave states 4g(4) and 6g(6) and the

l-wave state 6l(3). For simplicity these states are labeled within this chapter by |g〉, |g′〉,
and |l〉. Molecules in state |g〉 or |l〉 are detected upon dissociation as shown in (b) and (c).

The crossing used for the interferometer is the one between |g′〉 and |l〉 near 11.4G. Initially,
the molecules are produced in state |g〉 on the Feshbach resonance at 19.8G.

6.2. Interferometer playground

The energy structure of weakly bound Cs2 dimers in the relevant magnetic �eld range

is shown in Fig. 6.1 and represents a zoom-in of Fig. 2.7. As described in Sec. 2.3, zero

binding energy corresponds to the threshold of dissociation into two free Cs atoms in the

|F = 3,mF = 3〉 state. The molecular states relevant for this work are the two g-wave

states 4g(4) and 6g(6) and the l-wave state 6l(3). For the notation of the molecular

states see Sec. 2.3. In the following we rename the involved states for simpli�cation and

label them |g〉, |g′〉, and |l〉, respectively. The avoided crossing between the states |g′〉
and |l〉 at about 11G plays the central role in the present interferometer experiment.

Although in principal other avoided crossings (particularly crossings involving l-wave

states) are available in the molecular energy spectrum (cf. Sec. 2.3), it is crucial to be able

to discriminate the interfering states when dissociating and imaging the molecules. This

ability strongly depends on how the energy structure looks in detail. As discussed later,

the molecular states used here can nicely be discriminated upon dissociation allowing for

full control over the interferometer dynamics.
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Molecule production

The starting point for the interferometer experiments is a Bose-Einstein condensate with

∼ 2 × 105 Cs atoms. As described in Sec. 3.6 we use for the preparation of the atomic

condensate the dipole trap setup 1. In particular the BEC is magnetically levitated and

con�ned in the crossed-beam dipole trap generated by the 1064nm �ber laser beams (see

Sec. 3.6.2). The BEC allows us to e�ciently produce molecules on the narrow Feshbach

resonance at 19.84 G using an optimized switching scheme [Mar05] similar to the one

described in Sec. 4.1. With an e�ciency of typically 25% we produce a pure molecular

ensemble with up to 2.5×104 ultracold molecules all in state |g〉, initially close to quantum
degeneracy [Her03].

Because of the problem of increased molecule losses induced by the 1064nm trapping

light (cf. Sec. 3.1) the following experiments are performed on the molecular ensemble

in free fall. We release the atomic sample from the trap when starting the molecule

production at the Feshbach resonance. Simultaneously the magnetic leviation �eld is

switched o� to cancel the magnetic �eld spread across the sample. This is crucial for

the performance and precision of the molecule interferometer experiments as we will see

later. During the initial expansion to a 1/e-diameter of about 28 µm along the radial

and about 46 µm along the axial direction the peak density is reduced to 1× 1011 cm−3

so that molecule-molecule interactions [Chi05b] can be neglected on the timescale of the

experiment.

Molecule transfer

As described in Sec. 4.2, after production the molecules can be transferred to any one of

the molecular states shown in Fig. 6.1 with near 100% e�ciency by controlled `jumping'

or adiabatic following at the various crossings. When the magnetic �eld strength is

decreased, the molecules �rst encounter the crossing at 13.6G. At all ramp rates used in

this experiment the passage through this crossing takes place in a fully adiabatic way.

The molecules are thus transferred from |g〉 to |g′〉 along the upper branch of the crossing.

They then encounter the next crossing at a magnetic �eld of Bc ≈ 11.4G 1.

This crossing between |g′〉 and |l〉 is the central piece of the present experiment. It can

be used as a tunable `beam splitter', which allows adiabatic transfer, coherent splitting

(as will be shown below), or diabatic transfer for the molecular states involved, depending

on the chosen magnetic ramp rate near the crossing. As shown in Fig. 5.5 of Sec. 5.1.2

we �nd that a critical ramp speed of rc ≈ 14G/ms leads to a 50/50-splitting into |g′〉
1We accidentally found this weak crossing in our previous magnetic moment measurements [Chi05b].

This allowed the identi�cation of the l-wave state |l〉 [Tie07].
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and |l〉. Using the Landau-Zener formula and an estimate for the di�erence in magnetic

moments for states |g′〉 and |l〉 [Tie07], we determine the coupling strength V between

|g′〉 and |l〉 to be ∼h×16(3) kHz.

Molecule detection

We state-selectively detect the molecules by ramping up the magnetic �eld to bring the

molecules above the threshold for dissociation (see Sec. 4.3). For state |g〉 dissociation is

observed for magnetic �elds above the 19.84G position of the corresponding Feshbach

resonance. Fig. 6.1 (b) shows a typical absorption image of the resulting atom cloud

[Her03]. For state |l〉 dissociation is observed above 16.5G.
The molecular states can thus be easily discriminated by the di�erent magnetic �eld

values needed for dissociation. Moreover, the expansion pattern is qualitatively di�er-

ent from the one connected to state |g〉. The absorption image in Fig. 6.1 (c) shows an

expanding `bubble' of atoms with a relatively large kinetic energy of about kB×20 µK

per atom. We �nd that signi�cant dissociation occurs only when the state |l〉 couples to
a quasi-bound g-wave state about h×0.7MHz above threshold [Kno08b]. The resulting

bubble is not fully spherically symmetric, which indicates higher partial-wave contribu-

tions [Dür04b]. The di�erent absorption patterns allow us to clearly distinguish between

the two di�erent dissociation channels in a single absorption picture when the magnetic

�eld is ramped up to ∼ 22G. These dissociation channels serve as the interferometer

`output ports'.

6.3. Internal-state interferometry

The interferometer is based on two subsequent passages through the crossing following the

scheme illustrated in Fig. 6.2. For an initial magnetic �eld above the crossing a downward

magnetic-�eld ramp brings the initial molecular state into a coherent superposition of

|g′〉 and |l〉. After the ramp the �eld is kept constant at a hold �eld B0 below the crossing

for a variable hold time τ . The total molecule wave function evolves in time according

to

Ψ(τ) ∝ Cg′ |g′〉+ Cle
− i

~ (El−Eg′ ) τ |l〉, (6.1)

where Cg′ and Cl are the amplitudes and Eg′ and El are the binding energies of the

molecular states |g′〉 and |l〉, respectively. With increasing time τ a di�erential phase

φ =
El−Eg′

~ τ is accumulated between the two components of Eq. (6.1) which linearly
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Figure 6.2.:

(a) Scheme of the `Stückelberg interferometer'. By ramping the magnetic �eld over the

avoided crossing at Bc at a rate near the critical ramp rate rc the population in the initial

molecular state is coherently split. ∆E is the binding energy di�erence at the given hold

�eld B0. After the hold time τ a reverse ramp coherently recombines the two populations.

The populations in the two `output ports' are then determined as a function of acquired

phase di�erence φ ∝ ∆E × τ . (b) Corresponding magnetic �eld ramp.
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increases with the product of the binding energy di�erence ∆E = El −Eg′ and the hold

time τ .

After a variable hold time the magnetic �eld is ramped back up, and the second passage

through the avoided crossing creates a new superposition state depending on φ. For a

50/50-splitting ratio, this can lead to complete destructive or constructive interference

in the two output ports and thus to high-contrast fringes as a function of τ or ∆E.

These fringes, resulting from two passages through the same crossing, are analogous

to the well-known Stückelberg oscillations in collision physics [Stü32, Nik84] or in the

physics with Rydberg atoms [Bar92, Yoa92]. Note that our realization of a `Stückelberg

interferometer' gives full control over the interferometer dynamics by appropriate choice

of ramp rates and magnetic o�set �elds2.

A typical ramp sequence, as shown in Fig. 6.2 (b), starts with a sample of |g′〉 molecules

at a magnetic �eld of 11.6G, about 250mG above the crossing. At the critical ramp rate

rc we ramp the magnetic �eld within about 50 µs to a hold �eld B0 below the crossing.

After the variable hold time τ we reverse the ramp and transverse the crossing a second

time at the critical ramp rate. The output of the interferometer is detected by rapidly

ramping the magnetic �eld up to 22G and by imaging the pattern of dissociating |l〉 and
|g〉 molecules.

The molecule preparation close to the avoided crossing and the detection of the molecules

via reverse magnetic �eld ramps is performed by using our standard magnetic �eld coils.

For the interferometer ramp sequence we use the single booster coil which is described

in Sec. 3.3. The ramping is controlled by a frequency generator programmed for a sin-

gle ramp sequence and externally triggered. The duration τ between the forward and

backward ramp can be adjusted within nanosecond precision.

Interferometer performance

The series of absorption images shown in Fig. 6.3 demonstrates the dependence of the

dissociation pattern of the molecules on the hold time τ for one oscillation period. The

hold time is increased in steps of 1µs while the entire preparation, ramping, and detection

procedure is repeated for each experimental cycle, lasting about 20 s. The molecular

population oscillates from being predominantly l-wave to predominantly g-wave and back.

For a quantitative analysis of the molecular population in each output port we �t the

images with a simple model function (see App.C) and extract the fraction of molecules

in each of the two output ports.

2For precise interferometer oscillations it is crucial that the magnetic o�set �eld is precise and the

same for all molecules. Magnetic �eld noise or an inhomogeneous magnetic �eld across the molecular

sample limits the interferometer performance.
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Figure 6.3.:

Series of dissociation patterns of molecules showing about one oscillation period with

∆E/h = 155 kHz at a hold �eld of B0 = 11.19G. From one picture to the next the hold

time τ is increased by 1 µs. The �rst and the last of the absorption images mainly show

dissociation of l-wave molecules, whereas the central image shows predominant dissociation

of g-wave molecules.

Figure 6.4 shows the g-wave molecular population as a function of hold time τ for

various hold �elds B0 corresponding to di�erent ∆E. The existence of these Stückelberg

oscillations con�rms that coherence is preserved by the molecular beam splitter. Note

that the peak-to-peak amplitude for the oscillations shown in Fig. 6.4 (a) is nearly unity

while it is reduced to about 0.75 in Fig. 6.4 (b) and (c). This reduction is the result of

forward and backward ramp rates being slightly di�erent from rc, preventing an exact

50/50 splitting. However, sinusoidal �ts to the data allow for an accurate determination

of the oscillation frequency and hence of ∆E.

6.4. New tool for precision measurements

As a �rst application of our molecular interferometer we mapped the position of the

avoided crossing and measured the coupling strength at the crossing. Figure 6.5 shows

∆E as a function of magnetic �eld strength near the avoided crossing. For magnetic

�elds below the crossing we obtain ∆E as described before. For magnetic �elds above

the crossing, we invert the interferometric scheme. Molecules are �rst transferred from

|g′〉 into |l〉 using a slow adiabatic ramp. The �eld is then ramped up above the crossing

with a rate near rc, kept constant for the variable time τ at the hold �eld B0 and then

ramped down to close the interferometer. An adiabatic ramp through the crossing maps

population in |g′〉 onto |l〉 and vice versa. Detection then proceeds as before.

For both realizations of the interferometer we obtain high-contrast fringes even when

it is not operated in the Landau-Zener regime and the fast ramps are stopped right at the

crossing as shown in the inset of Fig. 6.5. This allows us to measure ∆E in the crossing

region. A �t to the data with the hyperbolic �t function

∆E =
√

(∆µ)2(B −Bc)2 + 4V 2 (6.2)
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Figure 6.4.:

Interferometer fringes for magnetic hold �elds B0 below the crossing of |g′〉 and |l〉. The

g-wave molecular fraction is plotted as a function of the hold time τ . Sinusoidal �ts give the

oscillation frequency as indicated.

according to the standard Landau-Zener model (cf. Sec. 5.1.2) yields Bc = 11.339(1)G
for the position of the crossing, ∆µ = 0.730(6) µB for the di�erence in magnetic moment

of the two states |g′〉 and |l〉, and V = h×14(1) kHz for the coupling strength. While

the measured ∆µ agrees reasonably well with the result from an advanced theoretical

model of the Cs2 dimer [Tie07], Bc and V cannot be obtained from these calculations

with su�cient accuracy.

Current limitations

The present interferometer allows us to observe up to 100 oscillations at a frequency of

200 kHz. Shot-to-shot �uctuations increasingly scramble the phase of the oscillations for

longer hold times (> 200µs) until the phase appears to be fully randomized, although

large amplitude variations for the molecular populations persist. The peak-to-peak am-

plitude of these �uctuations decays slowly and is still 50% of the initial contrast after

1ms. We attribute this phase scrambling to magnetic �eld noise that causes shot-to-shot

variations of ∆E, which are however the same for each molecule. The large amplitude

of these �uctuations indicates that phase coherence is preserved within the molecular

sample. We attribute the gradual loss of peak-to-peak amplitude to spatial magnetic

�eld inhomogeneities. The single booster coil used for fast magnetic ramping produces
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Figure 6.5.:

Interferometrically measured binding energy di�erence ∆E in the region of the crossing

between states |g′〉 and |l〉 as a function of magnetic �eld. Solid circles: Standard ramp

sequence of the interferometer. Open circles: Inverted scheme for �eld values above the

crossing. The one-sigma statistical error from the sinusoidal �t is less than the size of the

symbols. The solid curve is a hyperbolic �t to the experimental data. Inset: Oscillation at

26.6(3) kHz for a hold �eld B0 = 11.34G right on the crossing.
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a vertical magnetic �eld gradient of 1.04G/cm at the position of the molecular cloud.

The spatial distribution of the molecular ensemble is converted into an inhomogeneous

distribution for ∆E and hence for the oscillation frequencies. Our observations agree

well with simulations of the interferometer.

Improvements and perspectives

The interferometer can be used as a spectroscopic tool as it allows precise measurements

of di�erential binding energies of molecular states. We expect that applying the interfer-

ometer to trapped molecular samples together with straightforward technical improve-

ments regarding the magnetic �eld stability and homogeneity will allow us to extend the

hold times far into the millisecond range. It will then be possible to measure ultraweak

crossings with coupling strengths well below h×1 kHz.
In the future, this interferometer technique might be employed to measure feeble in-

teractions between molecular states, e. g. parity non-conserving interactions [Com99].

In view of the rapid progress in experiments with cold molecular samples, new tools for

precision measurements, such as our Stückelberg interferometer, will open up exciting

avenues for future research.
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7.1. Metastable Feshbach molecules

As described earlier in Sec. 5.1, we have mapped out the molecular energy structure below

threshold using the magnetic moment spectroscopy technique. With the same technique

we have been able to extend our spectroscopy above threshold for molecular l-wave states.

In particular, the spectroscopy measurements have been applied on the states 6l(4) and

6l(5). As an example, Fig. 7.1 shows our results from the measurements for the 6l(4)

state.

The observed metastable character of the l-wave states is a result of their high angu-

lar momentum of ` = 8. Their associated centrifugal barrier (h × 150 MHz) suppresses
tunneling to the l-wave scattering continuum. Moreover, coupling of these molecules to

low angular momentum scattering waves is extremely weak. Subsequent lifetime mea-

surements of the 6l(4) state have shown dissociation rates on the order of 1 Hz up to an

energy of h× 3 MHz above the atomic scattering continuum, thereby con�rming the ex-

tremely weak coupling. For su�ciently large magnetic �elds we have found a sharp onset

of dissociation of the dimers into outgoing s- and d-wave states. This abrupt onset can

be explained by the presence of the avoided crossing between the 6l(4) and 6g(5) states

at about 28G, see Fig. 7.1. Similar to the case of the 6l(3) state used for internal state

interferometry as reported in Chap. 6, the avoided crossing above the threshold mediates

a coupling from the l-wave to the s-wave continuum via the g-wave state. In this case the

crossing is above the d-wave centrifugal barrier (h×3.7 MHz) and also d-wave scattering

partial waves are populated. For a detailed report on our observations see Ref. [Kno08b].

One of the current research interests is focused on the producion of deeply bound

molecules, aiming for possibly ground state molecular samples. However, investigations

on molecules that exist above their threshold have so far attracted very few attention.

In view of the rapid progress on Feshbach molecule studies, new applications arising

from the meta-stable character of molecules might be advantageous. As an example, the

dissociation of molecules triggered in a controlled way through a well-de�ned magnetic

�eld could be used.
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Figure 7.1.:

Energy structure of the Cs2 dimer states in the magnetic �eld range 15 - 30 G, concentrating

on the 6l(4) state above the s-wave scattering threshold (E = 0). The height of the d-wave

centrifugal barrier at 3.7MHz is also indicated. The open squares represent data obtained

from magnetic moment spectroscopy measurements of the 6l(4) state. The thin arrows

indicate the population pathway (see Sec. 4.2).

7.2. Few-body scattering phenomena

When we produced Feshbach molecules in our lab for the �rst time, one of the immediate

questions has been related to the collisional stability of the weakly bound dimers. In

general, very little is known on the collisional properties of bosonic Feshbach molecules

and on a possible dependence on the scattering length. Both, atom-dimer and dimer-

dimer collisions are theoretically very di�cult to address as they represent three- and

four-body scattering problems, respectively. However, few-body scattering phenomena

such as dimer-dimer resonances have been observed experimentally [Chi05b] and make the

creation of more complex objects feasible. In this context, one of the long standing goals

is the experimental con�rmation of predictions associated with three-body E�mov physics

[E�71]. The E�mov scenario is directly related to the long-range nature of weakly bound

diatomic halo states. Therefore Feshbach molecules are good candidates to serve for a
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deeper understanding of E�mov's e�ect. In addition, the �nding of inelastic scattering

resonances among cold atom-dimer mixtures may allow for a direct association of bound

trimer states, similar to the production of dimers via Feshbach resonances [Kra06a].

As a consequence, collisional studies on molecules have become our main research topic.

Experimentally the door for extensive collision measurements was opened the �rst time

by the setup of the non-levitated CO2-laser trap (cf. Sec. 3.1). Hence preliminary results

on molecule-molecule and atom-molecule interactions could be obtained. Yet, limited

by the attainable temperature of the molecules and possible corrugations in the optical

trap, we have recently set up a new optical trapping scheme. The new scheme features

our current requirements for the designated studies on Cs molecules [Sch07].

Our latest results from measurements on dimer-dimer and atom-dimer collisions are

brie�y presented in the following. In current studies we concentrate on investigations of

the 6s molecules that are prepared via the 48G Feshbach resonance. This state features to

some extend `halo-molecule' character. Within the magnetic �eld of 17 - 48G, collision
measurements are possible in a scattering length range from 0 to almost 1000 a0. A

detailed discussion on our �ndings related to dimer-dimer interactions will be given in

Ref. [Fer08], measurements on interactions between atoms and dimers will be presented

in Ref. [Kno08a].

7.2.1. Dimer-Dimer interactions

In the new optical dipole trap as introduced above a pure ensemble of 6s molecules

is prepared similarly to the description given in Sec. 4.1 [Sch07]. We have measured

the lifetime of the molecular sample for di�erent magnetic �eld values and for various

molecule temperatures. From each decay curve we obtain a loss rate due to the inelastic

molecule collisions. Figure 7.2 shows the resulting loss rates for several sets of molecule

temperatures as a function of the magnetic �eld and the scattering length, respectively.

The loss rates are clearly depending on the scattering length and show a minimum

around 500 a0. For comparison we have measured loss rates for higher order molecules

such as 4g(4) or 6g(6) dimers, but constant rates have been observed. The reason for

the minimum is yet not fully understood. A possible interpretation in the context of

universal behavior of the s-wave dimers is very di�cult since the region of scattering

lengths does not strictly ful�ll a � a (cf. Sec.2.2). Thus also the connection to E�mov

physics is challenging.

In addition to the rate measurements we have found several narrow collision resonances

at di�erent magnetic �eld values for both the s-wave and g-wave molecular states. Al-

though the analysis is di�cult, these resonances could indicate the existence of bound
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Figure 7.2.:

Loss rates of 6s dimers as a function of the two-body scattering length for di�erent tem-

peratures, (triangles) 190 nK, (squares) 80 nK, and (circles) 40 nK. Each temperature-set

reveals a similar shape with a minimum around 500 a0. The minimum tends to shift from

larger to lower scattering length with decreasing temperature.

four-body molecular states [Chi05b]. Nevertheless it was not possible so far to observe

the appearance of tetramer molecules directly.

7.2.2. Atom-dimer collision resonances

The preparation of trapped mixtures of ultracold molecules and atoms is rather easy

as the preparation procedure can be operated without the blast pulse that removes

the atoms. A simultaneous trapping of atoms and molecules in thermal equilibrium

is possible for various molecular states and in a large magnetic �eld range if no magnetic

�eld gradient is present. Conversely, for detection and analysis a spatial separation of

atoms and molecules is required. This can be achieved by applying a small magnetic

�eld gradient shortly before imaging. Therefore collisions between dimers and atoms can

be investigated, independent on the molecular (or atomic) state and the magnetic �eld

position.

Similar to the dimer-dimer research, we have performed lifetime measurements of the
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Figure 7.3.:

Loss rates of 6s molecules in mixtures with atoms in various hyper�ne states |F,mF 〉 as
a function of the magnetic �eld. We �nd a broad loss resonance at about 25G for the

molecules in combination with |3, 3〉 atoms. The position of this resonance corresponds to

a scattering length value of ∼ 400 a0. In addition we �nd for the mixture with |4, 4〉 atoms

a smaller resonance at ∼ 38 G. No magnetic �eld dependence is found for the mixture with

atoms in the |4, 3〉 state.

trapped 6s molecules in mixtures with atomic samples from which we obtain the corre-

sponding loss rates. Initially our collision studies were focused on mixtures with atoms

prepared in their �original� hyper�ne states |F = 3,mF = 3〉. Recently the collision

studies could be extended by developing a technique that changes the atomic hyper�ne

state into |F = 4,mF = 4〉 or |F = 4,mF = 3〉 while the initial molecular state is

una�ected. The loss rates from our investigations are presented in Fig. 7.3. We �nd two

loss resonances, a prominent resonance for the mixture of 6s dimers and |3, 3〉 atoms

(squares) and a smaller one for a mixture with |4, 3〉 atoms (diamonds). The magnetic

�eld position of the two resonances is about 25G and 38G, respectively. By contrast

there is no resonance found for the 6s - |4, 4〉 mixture (circles).

The atom-dimer resonances might be a signature for the existence of bound trimer

states. At the resonance positions, a weakly bound trimer state could couple to its

threshold. This scenario would be an analog to the appearance of the Feshbach resonance

between a bound dimer state and an atomic scattering state.

To further investigate both, the atom-dimer and the dimer-dimer loss resonances, the
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experiment has now been equipped to allow driving magnetic �eld oscillations in the few-

hundred kHz-range. As reported in Ref. [Don02], this technique was successfully used to

populate dimer states from trapped atomic samples. Applying this method to a trapped

molecular sample seems to be a promising route to prove the existence of a trimer state.

Maybe the identi�cation of an E�mov trimer state is possible. Similarly, in the vicinity

of loss resonances in pure dimer samples, the existence of weakly bound tetramer states

could be observed.
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A. Magnetic �eld: setup and parameters

Overview and summary of coil parameters

225mm

132mm

Figure A.1.:

Cut through the main experimental chamber. The various coil setups are labelled by A and

B for the water-cooled ones and by C and D for the air-cooled coils. TableA.1 provides the

detailed con�gurations and corresponding parameters.

FigureA.1 shows an overview of the main coil-setups mounted on the central exper-

imental chamber. The coils are used to produce various magnetic �elds. A summary

how the individual coils are used is presented in TableA.1. In addition, the technical

parameters are listed in the table for each magnetic �eld setup.

A elaborate description of the complete magnetic �eld setup including the compen-

sation �eld along the horizontal directions is given in the thesis of Jens Herbig [Her05].

For further information, particularly for the home-made servo-loop controllers, we refer

to Tobias Kraemer's thesis [Kra06a].
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Electronic diagrams for booster coil control

FigureA.2 shows a block diagram of the control circuit for the booster coil. The circuit

produces servo-loop controlled current pulses which drives the booster coil. For a current

pulse, an amplitude of up to 30A and a duration well below 1µs can be achieved.

Controller Amplifier

Feedback

High V

Source V

Switch

+

booster
coil

Output I
Input U

+

-

Figure A.2.:

Block diagram of the electronic circuit to control the booster coil. The maximum input

voltage is 3V which corresponds to a maximum available output current of 30A. The longest
pulse-durations are about 1ms. The electronic diagrams of the individual blocks are shown

in Fig.A.3 and Fig.A.4.

To achieve fast rise times of a current pulse, i. e. the output signal, generally high

voltage is needed. This is a result of the inductive load from the coil which counteracts

the rise time of the pulse. The high-voltage source `High V' is realized by loading a high-

voltage capacitor bench with constant current. The capacitors store the energy required

for the fast rise times. After the switching-on process, the additional source-voltage

`Source V' is responsible to keep the adjusted current until the end of the pulse. In the

experiment `Source V' is a standard high-current supply. The switch-block manages the

use of the two di�erent sources when the pulse runs through the circuit. The controller

block represents a PI-controller to counteract the di�erential action of the coil in the

circuit. The controller allows to optimize the control deviation and the �nally attainable

rise time of the pulse. The ampli�er uses the controlled signal and generates the current

for the coil. Finally, the feedback closes the controlling loop.

The electronic diagrams of the complete controller circuit for the booster coil is illus-

trated in Fig.A.3 and Fig.A.4 where the dashed boxes indicate the corresponding circuit

block.
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Figure A.3.:

Electronic diagram to realize the high-voltage source to achieve the fast rise time for the

booster coil.
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Figure A.4.:

Main Electronic diagram including the controller, the ampli�er, the feedback and the switch

circuit for the booster coil.
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B. Analysis for magnetic �eld calibration

For the Zeeman shifts of state |F = 4,mF = 4〉 with the g-factor for the total angular

momentum gF = +1
4 and of state |F = 3,mF = 3〉 with gF = −1

4 the Breit-Rabi formula

reads:

E44 = − Ehfs

2(2I + 1)
+ gIµB4B +

Ehfs

2

√
1 + 4

4x

2I + 1
+ x2 (B.1)

E33 = − Ehfs

2(2I + 1)
+ gIµB3B − Ehfs

2

√
1 + 4

3x

2I + 1
+ x2 (B.2)

where

Ehfs = Ahfs(I + 1/2) and x = (gJ − gI)µB
B

Ehfs
.

Ehfs is the hyper�ne splitting between the states F = 3 and F = 4 at zero magnetic �eld.

With the nuclear spin of Cs of I = 7/2 and Ahfs = h× 2.2981579425GHz the splitting is
h× 9.192631770GHz. The g-factors gI = −0.00039885395 and gJ = 2.00254032 are the

values of the nuclear spin and e�ectively of the electron spin (orbital angular momentum

L = 0), respectively. Finally, µB = 1.399624624MHz/G is the value used for Bohr's

magneton.

The measured frequency νa from the microwave spectrum corresponds to

νa = (E44 − E33 − Ehfs)/h + ν0 (B.3)

from which the magnetic �eld value can be derived. In the formula, ν0 = 42.629735MHz

is the frequency o�set which has to be mixed with the PLDRO frequency of 9.150002GHz
to generate the transition frequency Ehfs/h at zero magnetic �eld.
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C. Model functions to analyze

interferometer images

The central cloud of the dissociation pictures shows the dissociation of the g-wave

molecules which decay into the s-wave continuum. Due to the fast decay we observe

small clouds which are �tted best by a simple Gauss-function.

In contrast, we analyze the images of the l-wave molecules by treating the dissociation

pattern as a superposition of the two lowest possible spherical harmonics, i. e.Y00 for

the s-wave and Y20 for the d-wave contribution. The resulting model function reads in

spherical coordinates

f(θ, φ) = cos2(α)Y00(θ, φ) + sin2(α)eiδY20(θ, φ) (C.1)

where

Y00(θ, φ) =
1

2
√

π
and Y20(θ, φ) =

1
4

√
5
π

(
3 cos2(θ)− 1

)
In Eq. (C.1) the parameter α is used to adjust the relative amplitudes of the spherical

harmonics and δ represents the phase relation between the two spherical harmonics. Note

that the spherical harmonics are rotationally symmetric as they do not depend on φ.

The conversion of Eq. (C.1) to Cartesian coordinates according to θ = arccos(z/r) and
r =

√
x2 + y2 + z2 leads to

f(x, y, z) =
cos2(α)
2
√

π
+

1
4
eiδ

√
5
π

(
3z2

x2 + y2 + z2
− 1
)

sin2(α). (C.2)

To exclude the inner part of our typical dissociation patterns, i. e. the g-wave molecules,

we use a simple Heaviside function to describe a constant radial dependence between an

inner radius ri and an outer radius ra.

g(r) = Θ(r − ri) Θ(ra − r) (C.3)
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C. Model functions to analyze interferometer images

Imaging integrates the x-axis and yields a 2-dimensional absorption image as

I(y, z) =
∫ +∞

−∞
gg∗ · ff∗ dx = 2

∫ √r2
a−y2−z2

√
r2
i−y2−z2

ff∗dx (C.4)

The result of the integration in Eq. (C.4) gives

I(y, z) =
1

32π

{
−

[
−3z2A · C · arctan

(√
r2
a − y2 − z2√
y2 + z2

)
+

√
r2
a − y2 − z2

(
B − 5 sin4 α

(
2 +

9z4

r2
a(y2 + z2)

))]
(r2

a − y2 − z2) +−3z2A · C · arctan


√

r2
i − y2 − z2√
y2 + z2

+

√
r2
i − y2 − z2

(
B − 5 sin4 α

(
2 +

9z4

r2
i (y2 + z2)

))]
(r2

i − y2 − z2)
}

where

A = sin2 α
(
4
√

5(1 + e2iδ)(y2 + z2) cos2 α− 5eiδ(4y2 + z2) sin2 α
)

B = −8 cos4 α +
4
√

5(1 + e2iδ) cos2 α sin2 α

eiδ

C =
1

eiδ(y2 + z2)3/2

This expression is used to �t the �outer� part of the absorption images representing

the l-wave molecules.

For the analysis of the pictures we manually de�ne the region of g-wave molecules and l-

wave molecules, respectively. By applying the corresponding �tting functions the fraction

of particles in each state is obtained.

The used matlab �les fitpic.m, harmonics_fit.m and Y0020_xint.m can be found

on the Q-disk of the group, see Q:\Cs_LEVT\PRL_interferometer.
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We experimentally demonstrate Cs2 Feshbach molecules well above the dissociation threshold, which
are stable against spontaneous decay on the time scale of 1 s. An optically trapped sample of ultracold
dimers is prepared in a high rotational state and magnetically tuned into a region with a negative binding
energy. The metastable character of these molecules arises from the large centrifugal barrier in
combination with negligible coupling to states with low rotational angular momentum. A sharp onset
of dissociation with increasing magnetic field is mediated by a crossing with a lower rotational dimer state
and facilitates dissociation on demand with a well-defined energy.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.100.083002 PACS numbers: 33.15.Fm, 33.20.Sn, 33.80.Be, 37.10.Pq

Metastability is at the heart of many phenomena in
physics. Energy barriers or conservation laws can effi-
ciently prevent a system from decaying into lower-lying
states. In the field of ultracold quantum gases, metastability
is ubiquitous. Bose-Einstein condensates in dilute alkali
vapors are intrinsically metastable, as the absolute ground
state of the system is just a tiny piece of metal. Further
prominent examples for the important role of metastability
in ultracold gases can be found in Bose-Einstein conden-
sates with attractive interactions [1,2], vortices in rotating
superfluids [3,4], dark solitons [5,6], and repulsively bound
atom pairs in optical lattices [7].

The association of Feshbach molecules in ultracold
quantum gases [8] has opened up many new opportunities
in the field, e.g., for experiments on quantum states with
strong pair correlations. It has become experimentally
routine to produce dimers in a binding energy range of
typically 100 kHz up to a few 10 MHz below the atomic
threshold. Considerable effort is in progress to extend the
energy range of ultracold molecules initially prepared by
Feshbach association to larger binding energies [9,10],
ultimately with the goal to produce quantum-degenerate
molecular samples in the rovibrational ground state.

In this Letter, we explore ultracold molecules in a new
energy regime. We create metastable dimers above the
threshold for spontaneous dissociation into free atoms,
i.e., dimers with negative binding energies. In many ex-
periments, the fast dissociation of Feshbach molecules
above threshold on the time scale of microseconds
[11,12] is used for detection purposes by imaging the
resulting atoms. Feshbach molecules with energetically
open channels for spontaneous dissociation were investi-
gated in two previous experiments. Lifetimes of up to a few
tens of milliseconds were demonstrated in an s-wave halo
state of 85Rb2 [13] and, more recently, 40K2 p-wave mole-
cules above threshold behind a centrifugal barrier were
observed with lifetimes of a few hundreds of microseconds
[14]. In contrast to these rather limited lifetimes, we dem-

onstrate above-threshold molecules that are stable against
dissociative decay on the time scale of a second; this can be
considered infinitely long for experimental purposes. The
basic idea to achieve such metastability is the transfer of
the dimers to a high rotational state where a large centrifu-
gal barrier in combination with a weak coupling to low
partial-wave scattering states strongly suppresses sponta-
neous decay; see illustration in Fig. 1. Our experiments are
performed on ultracold, trapped Cs2 dimers transferred
into a state with rotational quantum number ‘ � 8, i.e.,
into an l-wave state [15]; here the centrifugal energy
barrier is as high as h� 150 MHz.

The two-body scattering properties of Cs and the under-
lying molecular structure have been thoroughly investi-
gated in previous work [16,17]. Feshbach resonances up
to g-wave character have been found. The underlying
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FIG. 1 (color online). Illustration of the basic idea of a long-
lived metastable Feshbach molecule in a high rotational state.
The solid lines illustrate two molecular potential curves, with
high rotational angular momentum and with zero rotation. Direct
dissociation through the large centrifugal barrier is strongly
suppressed. Indirect dissociation by coupling at short distances
to a partial wave with low angular momentum is negligible
because of the large difference in the rotational quantum num-
bers.
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coupling of the s-wave scattering continuum to g-wave
molecular states is special to cesium because of relatively
strong indirect spin-spin coupling [18]. This second-order
interaction in general allows coupling between different
partial-wave states with a difference �‘ in rotational quan-
tum numbers up to j�‘j � 4. The Cs dimer energy struc-
ture in the relevant range is shown in Fig. 2. The s-wave
threshold corresponds to two free atoms in the lowest
hyperfine ground state sublevel jF;mFi � j3; 3i with
zero kinetic energy. The notation f‘�mf� for molecular
states was introduced in Ref. [17]; the symbols f and mf

represent the quantum numbers for the total internal angu-
lar momentum and its projection.

The Cs2 spectrum provides several accessible l-wave
states, which have been identified in Refs. [17,19,20].
Remarkably, these states do not manifest themselves in
observable Feshbach resonances in the scattering of atoms,
which is a consequence of the negligible coupling to the
scattering continuum for j�‘j> 4. The l-wave states can
nevertheless be populated efficiently by using coherent
state-transfer at avoided level crossings [17], where each
step obeys the selection rule �‘ � 4 for the rotational
angular momentum.

In this work, the state 6l�4� serves as a model system for
metastable dimers in high rotational states above the dis-
sociation threshold. The starting point for our experiments
is a sample of typically 1� 104 l-wave dimers prepared in
a crossed-beam CO2 laser trap at a temperature of T �

250�50� nK; the mean trap frequency is �! � 2��
41�1� Hz. The experimental procedures have been devel-
oped earlier [17]. In brief, molecules are first created by
Feshbach association in the state 4g�4� using the 19.84-G
resonance, followed by transfer into 6l�4� via an intermedi-
ate state 6g�6�; the latter state has a binding energy of about
h� 5 MHz and is out of the energy range displayed in
Fig. 2. The state 6l�4� has a magnetic moment of 0:96�1��B
and crosses the dissociation threshold at a magnetic field of
22.0(2) G. We have spectroscopically investigated this
state by extending magnetic-moment measurements [17]
into energy regions above threshold; see open squares in
Fig. 2.

To measure the lifetime of the l-wave state, we hold the
sample at magnetic fields corresponding to energies above
and below the dissociation threshold. After variable stor-
age times of up to 0.4 s, the remaining molecules are
quickly (within typically 10 ms) subjected to the reverse
transfer route and dissociated at the g-wave Feshbach
resonance at 19.84 G. Standard absorption imaging is
finally applied to the resulting atom sample [21].

In Fig. 3, we show typical decay measurements. Just
below threshold (B � 21:6 G, closed squares), we ob-
serve a nonexponential decay of the molecular sample on
a time scale of 100 ms, which is a result of inelastic two-
body collisions. For an energy of h� 2 MHz above thresh-
old (24.7 G, open triangles), the behavior is very similar
with a slightly faster decay. Only at magnetic fields around
27 G we observe a much faster loss of molecules. We
analyze the decay measurements using the rate equation

FIG. 2 (color online). Energy curves of the relevant Cs2 dimer
states as function of the magnetic field [16,17]. The s-wave
threshold (E � 0) and the height of the d-wave centrifugal
barrier (E � h� 3:7 MHz) are indicated. The quantum state
relevant for this work is labeled with 6l�4�. The open squares
represent spectroscopic data on this state obtained from measur-
ing its magnetic moment, and the arrows indicate the path for
preparation of the dimers (for details see text).
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FIG. 3 (color online). Loss measurements of the 6l�4� molecu-
lar sample for different magnetic fields. One set of data is taken
below the dissociation threshold (B � 21:6 G); three further sets
(24.7, 27.0, 27.1 G) refer to situations above threshold. The lines
are fits to the measurements including two-body and one-body
decay. The inset shows the resulting two-body loss coefficient
L2, where the shaded region indicates the magnetic field region
above threshold. The horizontal line indicates the average L2

below threshold.
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_N=N � ��� L2 �n, where L2 is the loss coefficient
that describes two-body decay resulting from inelastic
dimer-dimer collisions. The parameter � represents the
rate of spontaneous dissociation as the dominant one-
body decay process of the dimers. The mean molecular
density �n is related to the molecule number N by �n �
�m �!2=�2�kBT��3=2N, where m is the mass of a Cs atom.
Below threshold the loss of molecules is solely determined
by inelastic two-body decay and the one-body decay term
can be omitted. Other loss sources, such as light-induced
dissociation and background collisions, can be neglected
under our experimental conditions.

The fit results for L2 as a function of the magnetic field
are shown in the inset of Fig. 3. Below threshold no
magnetic field dependence is observed. Here L2 has a value
of 4:2�0:2�stat�1:4�syst � 10�11 cm3 s�1, similar to the val-
ues for Cs2 found in other quantum states [19,22]. The
systematic error is based on the uncertainty in the tem-
perature and the trap frequency measurements. Above
threshold � is a free parameter in the fit procedure and
the competition between one-body and two-body decay
introduces a large error. The values obtained for L2 above
threshold scatter around the value obtained below thresh-
old with a trend to somewhat higher values.

The results for the dissociation rate � are shown in Fig. 4
(closed symbols). We also apply a constrained fit, in which
L2 is fixed to its constant value below threshold. The
results of this constrained fit (open symbols) give an upper
limit for the dissociation rates under the plausible assump-
tion that collisional decay does not decrease above thresh-
old. Below 26 G, i.e., up to 4 G above threshold, the
dissociation rates remain close to zero. Around 27 G,
however, an increase is observed, which is most clearly

seen from the constrained fit. One-body lifetimes for spon-
taneous dissociation in the regime of negative binding
energies above threshold are obtained by inverting the
dissociation rates and are shown in the inset of Fig. 4 as
function of the energy above threshold. The one-body
lifetimes up to 26 G (h� 3 MHz) are at least 1 s, which
highlights the long-lived metastable character of the
l-wave Feshbach molecules. Beyond this time scale, we
cannot rule out a very slow dissociative decay, e.g., by a
high-order coupling to the s-wave scattering continuum.

The increase of the dissociation rate around 27 G shows
that a new dissociation channel opens up. This behavior
cannot be explained by tunneling through the l-wave cen-
trifugal barrier, as the estimated rate for this process is
4 orders of magnitude smaller than observed here experi-
mentally. We explain the onset of dissociation by coupling
to a g-wave state, which mediates the dissociation [23].
The 6l�4� state crosses a state 6g�5� at about 28 G (see
Fig. 2). When the crossing is approached, a g-wave com-
ponent starts to mix in. This increasing admixture then
allows decay into s- and d-waves without the requirement
of any higher-order coupling beyond the indirect spin-spin
interaction.

To investigate the dissociation process around 27 G in
more detail, we directly image the resulting atoms [14,24],
without the reverse transfer route and dissociation at
19.84 G. In Fig. 5, we show the number of dissociated
molecules as function of the magnetic field. Here the
images are taken 5 ms after reaching the final magnetic
field value in a fast ramp. Below 26 G no dissociated
molecules are observed, while in the region of 27–28 G
a rapid appearance is seen. The inset of Fig. 5 shows an
absorption image at 27.8 G. The dissociation pattern is

FIG. 4. Dissociation rate � for the 6l�4� state as function of
magnetic field obtained from an unconstrained fit (closed
squares) and a constrained fit, fixing L2 to its value below
threshold (open squares). The inset shows the corresponding
one-body lifetime as function of energy above threshold.
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FIG. 5 (color online). The number of dissociated molecules as
function of the magnetic field. The curve is a fit, based on
modeling the amount of g-wave character around the crossing
between the 6l�4� state and the 6g�5� state. The inset shows an
absorption image of rapid dissociated 6l�4� dimers at a magnetic
field of 27.8 G (averaged over 16 shots).
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consistent with an interference between s and dwaves. The
presence of d-waves is expected as the dissociation occurs
above the d-wave centrifugal barrier.

We use a simple two-channel avoided crossing approach
to model the magnetic field dependence of the dissocia-
tion rate. Near the crossing, we describe the molecular state
as a superposition of the l- and g-wave states. The g-wave
amplitude determines the dissociation rate and increases
smoothly from zero to one when the avoided crossing of
quasibound states is followed from below. A fit based on
this model is shown by the solid line in Fig. 5. The model
allows us to determine the position of the crossing within
an uncertainty of 0.1 G. We obtain a value of 27.7 G, which
is consistent with our previous knowledge of the molecular
spectrum [17].

The dissociation mechanism discussed for the 6l�4� state
also agrees with observations in further experiments on the
two other neighboring l-wave states 6l�3� and 6l�5�. The
latter state crosses the atomic threshold at 35.0(2) G and
has a first avoided crossing with a g-wave state only around
h� 12 MHz (not shown in Fig. 2). Here we explored
magnetic fields up to 48 G and corresponding energies
up to h� 8 MHz without finding any significant decay,
even far above the d-wave centrifugal barrier [26]. In
contrast, the 6l�3� state shows significant dissociation al-
ready at a relatively small energy of h� 0:7 MHz above
threshold [20]. This is explained by the presence of a
crossing with the 6g�5� state, which is found at a magnetic
field only 0.5 G higher than the intersection of the 6l�3�
state with the s-wave threshold (see Fig. 2).

To conclude, we have demonstrated the metastable char-
acter of ultracold dimers in a high rotational state above the
dissociation threshold, where the binding energy is nega-
tive. In our experiments, we observed Cs2 Feshbach mole-
cules in an l-wave state to be stable against dissociative
decay on a time scale of at least 1 s. The large centrifugal
barrier suppresses tunneling to the l-wave scattering con-
tinuum while the coupling to lower partial waves is ex-
tremely small. The metastable region and onset of
dissociation for the l-wave states depends on the location
of the first crossing with a g-wave state, which mediates
dissociative decay.

In future work, shielding the dimers against collisional
decay can be achieved by trapping in an optical lattice [27].
In such a periodic environment one may also create a Mott-
like state with exactly one molecule per lattice site [28].
This opens up the possibility to create novel metastable
quantum states with strong pair correlations. The possibil-
ity to achieve dissociative decay on demand with a well-
defined energy by switching the magnetic field to particu-
lar values opens up further possibilities, e.g., for a con-
trolled collective decay of the inverted medium in analogy
to superradiance.
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We explore the rich internal structure of Cs2 Feshbach molecules. Pure ultracold molecular samples are
prepared in a CO2-laser trap, and a multitude of weakly bound states is populated by elaborate magnetic-field
ramping techniques. Our methods use different Feshbach resonances as input ports and various internal level
crossings for controlled state transfer. We populate higher partial-wave states of up to eight units of rotational
angular momentum �l-wave states�. We investigate the molecular structure by measurements of the magnetic
moments for various states. Avoided level crossings between different molecular states are characterized
through the changes in magnetic moment and by a Landau-Zener tunneling method. Based on microwave
spectroscopy, we present a precise measurement of the magnetic-field-dependent binding energy of the weakly
bound s-wave state that is responsible for the large background scattering length of Cs. This state is of
particular interest because of its quantum-halo character.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.76.042514 PACS number�s�: 33.20.�t, 33.80.Ps, 34.50.�s, 05.30.Jp

I. INTRODUCTION

The possibility to associate molecules via Feshbach reso-
nances in ultracold gases �1� has opened up new avenues of
research. The demonstration of coherent atom-molecule cou-
pling �2�, the creation of pure molecular samples from
atomic Bose-Einstein condensates �3–5�, and the formation
of ultracold molecules from atomic Fermi gases �6–9� paved
the way for spectacular achievements. Prominent examples
are the observation of molecular Bose-Einstein condensation
�10–12� and the creation of strongly interacting superfluids
in atomic Fermi gases �13�. Ultracold molecules have also
opened up new ways to study few-body physics with ultra-
cold atoms �14,15�. In optical lattices, controlled molecule
formation �16–18� has been the experimental key to create
correlated states in a crystal-like environment �19,20�.

A Feshbach resonance �21,22� arises when a bound mo-
lecular dimer state is magnetically tuned near a two-atom
scattering state, leading to resonant atom-molecule coupling.
The molecular structure and in particular the molecular state
that interacts with the atomic threshold determine the char-
acter of a particular Feshbach resonance �1�. The rotational
angular momentum of the molecular state, characterized by
the rotational quantum number �, plays a central role. Vari-
ous types of Feshbach molecules ranging from dimers in
s-wave states ��=0� to dimers in g-wave states ��=4� have
been realized �1�.

For experiments with molecular quantum gases, cesium
is particularly rich as it offers a unique variety of different
Feshbach resonances and molecular states �23�. Pronounced
relativistic effects lead to strong higher-order coupling be-
tween atom pairs and molecules and between different mo-
lecular states. For achieving Bose-Einstein condensation in
cesium �24�, the detailed understanding of the complex mo-
lecular structure was a crucial factor. The interaction proper-
ties of cesium atoms were characterized by Feshbach spec-
troscopy in a series of atom scattering experiments

performed at Stanford University �23,25,26�. In these experi-
ments the magnetic-field positions of many Feshbach reso-
nances up to g-wave character were measured. This provided
the necessary experimental input for theoretical calculations
of the molecular energy structure �23,27�, performed at the
National Institute of Standards and Technology �NIST�. In
the following, we will refer to the cesium molecular structure
as presented in Ref. �23� as the “NIST model.” It represents
the current knowledge of the structure of weakly bound mo-
lecular states, and thus constitutes the theoretical basis for
the experiments discussed in this work.

In this paper, we report on a thorough investigation of the
energy structure of weakly bound Cs2 Feshbach molecules.
Our experiments are performed on ultracold molecular
samples confined in a CO2-laser trap �14,28–30� and extend
previous work �23� in three important ways. First, we show
how any of the weakly bound molecular states can be popu-
lated based on elaborate time-dependent magnetic-field con-
trol. Spectroscopy performed on various molecular states
confirms the main predictions of the NIST model and pro-
vides input for further refinements of the model. Second, we
demonstrate how one can indirectly populate states with high
rotational angular momentum of �=8 �l-wave states� by tak-
ing advantage of avoided level crossings with �=4 �g-wave�
states. For these l-wave states, direct Feshbach association is
not feasible because of negligible coupling with the atomic
scattering continuum. Third, spectroscopy on avoided cross-
ings between bound states yields precise information about
the coupling strengths between molecular states.

In Sec. II, we first review the energy structure of weakly
bound Cs2 dimers. In Sec. III, we address the preparation of
molecular samples, detail our techniques to transfer molecu-
lar samples to various internal states, and present the meth-
ods for molecule detection. In Sec. IV, we report on spec-
troscopic measurements using magnetic moment and micro-
wave techniques.
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II. ENERGY STRUCTURE OF WEAKLY BOUND
CESIUM DIMERS

Figure 1 gives an overview of the molecular states rel-
evant to the present work, covering the magnetic-field region
up to 55 G and binding energies up to h�10 MHz, where h
is Planck’s constant. Zero energy corresponds to the disso-
ciation threshold into two Cs atoms in the absolute hyper-
fine ground-state sublevel �F=3,mF=3�. Each intersection of
the atomic threshold with a molecular state corresponds to a
Feshbach resonance. The rotational angular momentum asso-
ciated with a molecular state is denoted by the quantum
number �. We follow the convention of labeling states with
�=0,2 ,4 ,6 ,8 , . . . as s ,d ,g , i , l , . . .-wave states �31� and the
associated Feshbach resonances as s ,d ,g , i , l , . . .-wave reso-
nances. As a consequence of the bosonic nature of Cs atoms,
only even values of � occur. The solid lines in Fig. 1 repre-
sent states resulting from the NIST model �23�, including s-,
d-, and g-wave states. For two interacting Cs atoms, relativ-
istic spin-spin dipole and second-order spin-orbit interactions
are particularly important �27�. Therefore, in Cs not only s-
and d-wave states but also g-wave states couple sufficiently
to the atomic threshold to produce experimentally observable
Feshbach resonances. The magnetic-field positions of these
Feshbach resonances were determined experimentally in an
optically confined atomic Cs gas �23,25,26�. The NIST pre-
dictions for the weakly bound molecular structure result
from a theoretical model of the energy spectrum with param-
eters adjusted to reproduce the measured magnetic-field po-
sitions of the Feshbach resonances.

Cs molecular states near threshold are for the most part
sufficiently well characterized by the quantum numbers
�f ,mf ;� ,m�� �1�, where f represents the sum of the total
atomic spins F1,2 of the individual atoms, and � is the
nuclear mechanical angular momentum quantum number.
The respective projection quantum numbers are given by mf
and m�. In special cases the quantum numbers F1 and F2 also
must be specified. To account for the molecular structure
below threshold, not only the exchange and van der Waals
interaction, the atomic hyperfine structure, and the Zeeman
energy, but also the weaker relativistic spin-spin dipole and
second-order spin-orbit interactions must be considered
�23,32�. The exchange and van der Waals interactions con-
serve � and f , whereas the two relativistic interactions
weakly mix states with different � and f . The complete in-
teraction Hamiltonian conserves the total angular momentum
f +� at zero magnetic field. More importantly, it always con-
serves the projection of the total angular momentum mf
+m�. In our experiments, we start with an ultracold, spin-
polarized atomic sample of Cs atoms in their hyperfine
ground state �F=3,mF=3�. At ultralow scattering energies
only incoming s waves ��=0� need to be considered. The
atomic scattering state is hence �f =6,mf =6;�=0,m�=0�.
Consequently all molecular states relevant to the present
work obey mf +m�=6.

To label molecular states we use the three quantum num-
bers f��mf�. For states with mf = f and m�=�, we only use f
and � for brevity. Table I gives the full set of angular mo-
mentum quantum numbers for all molecular states relevant
to the present work.

Coupling between molecular states with the same f and �
in general leads to very broad avoided crossings between
molecular states. The strong curvature of the 6s state in Fig.
1 is a result of such a crossing. In this case, a weakly bound
6s state with F1=3 and F2=3 happens to couple to a 6s state
with F1=4 and F2=4. Narrow avoided crossings arise when
molecular states of different f and � intersect. These narrow
crossings are mediated by the spin-spin dipole and second-
order spin-orbit interactions. In the NIST model, narrow
avoided crossings were only taken into account for special
cases where it was necessary to assign the experimentally
observed Feshbach resonances. Consequently, the molecular
states in Fig. 1 are shown as intersecting lines. Nevertheless,
the existence of avoided crossings between molecular states
of different f� is crucial for the present work as it allows the
transfer of molecules from one state to another. As an ex-
ample, the inset in Fig. 1 schematically illustrates the
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Molecular energy structure below the
threshold of two free Cs atoms in the absolute ground state �F
=3,mF=3�. Molecular state labeling is according to the quantum
numbers f��mf�, m�=6−mf. The quantum number mf is omitted for
states with mf = f and m�=�. The solid lines represent the s-, d-, and
g-wave states included in the NIST model �23�. The intersections of
the d- and g-wave states with the threshold cause narrow Feshbach
resonances that can be used for molecule production. The curvature
of the 6s state arises from a large avoided crossing between two
states of the same f� quantum numbers. The NIST model does not
take into account weak avoided crossings between bound molecular
states mediated by the relativistic spin-spin dipole and second-order
spin-orbit interactions. If these interactions are taken into account,
the crossings between bound molecular states become avoided as
illustrated in the inset for the example of the 4g�4� /6g�6� crossing.
The dashed lines represent l-wave states ��=8� obtained from ex-
tended calculations based on the NIST model.

TABLE I. List of angular momentum quantum numbers for the
relevant molecular states. Each state is represented by four quantum
numbers: the total internal angular momentum f and the rotational
angular momentum � with mf and m� as the respective projections
along the quantization axis.

Label

of state 6s 4d 2g 4g�3� 4g�4� 6g�6� 6l�3� 6l�4� 6l�5�

f ,mf 6,6 4,4 2,2 4,3 4,4 6,6 6,3 6,4 6,5

� ,m� 0,0 2,2 4,4 4,3 4,2 4,0 8,3 8,2 8,1
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avoided crossing between the 4g�4� state and the 6g�6� state
at �13.5 G.

The dashed lines in Fig. 1 represent l-wave states. As
states with higher angular momentum ���4� do not couple
to the s-wave scattering continuum, the l-wave states cannot
be observed by Feshbach spectroscopy in an ultracold atomic
gas. Consequently, no experimental input for higher angular
momentum states was available for the NIST model. It is not
a surprise, however, that for Cs l-wave states exist in the low
magnetic-field region. This follows from a general property
of the asymptotic van der Waals potential �33�. In the case of
an s state being close to threshold, angular momentum states
with �=4,8 , . . . should also occur near threshold. The obser-
vation of both g- and l-wave states in a system with near-
resonant s-wave background scattering properties nicely il-
lustrates this general property. When the NIST model is
extended to states with higher angular momentum it indeed
predicts l-wave states in the low-field region �34�. The cal-
culations are expected to accurately predict the magnetic mo-
ments, i.e., the slopes, of these states but they leave some
uncertainty concerning the exact binding energies �34�. The
l-wave states shown in Fig. 1 result from the extended NIST
model, but they are energetically adjusted to the experimen-
tal observations �Sec. IV� by equally down-shifting all three
states by about h�2 MHz.

III. PREPARATION OF Cs2 MOLECULES IN VARIOUS
INTERNAL STATES

In this section, we present our basic methods to prepare
Cs2 Feshbach molecules in various internal states. The start-
ing point for all the experiments is an optically trapped en-
semble of Cs atoms, the preparation of which is briefly sum-
marized in Sec. III A. We then describe the creation of
optically trapped Cs molecules based on different Feshbach
resonances �Sec. III B�. These resonances serve as “entrance
doors” into the rich molecular structure near threshold. In
Sec. III C, we discuss our techniques to transfer molecules to
various internal states by application of elaborate time varia-
tions of the magnetic field. We make use of the possibility of
adiabatic or diabatic passages through avoided crossings. In
Sec. III D we discuss the methods to detect the molecular
samples through controlled dissociation.

A. Atomic sample preparation

The setup used for the present experiments is optimized
for molecule trapping and molecular state manipulation, and
not for Bose-Einstein condensation �BEC� as in our previous
work �3,24,35�. Here we start with an atomic sample near
degeneracy, for which we obtain sufficient efficiencies for
molecule formation.

For the present experiments we use a sequence of three
dipole traps in the cooling and sample preparation process as
shown in Fig. 2. The final dipole trap for molecule experi-
ments is realized by crossing two CO2-laser beams. The far-
infrared CO2-laser trap avoids the use of near-infrared radia-
tion. In previous experiments we used the 1064 nm broad-
band radiation from a Yb fiber laser in the final trapping
stage, and we observed strong light-induced trap losses for
the Feshbach molecules, presumably as a result of excitation
of molecular bound-bound transitions. The CO2 light is suf-
ficiently off resonance and it thus allows for long molecule
trapping times �14,29,30� and facilitates efficient in-trap
production of molecules. One of the important features in
our previous experiments on Cs BEC and the production of
Feshbach molecules is the ability to levitate the atoms and
molecules against gravity using a magnetic-field gradient
�14,24�. However, for the preparation of molecular samples
in various states the requirement of magnetic-field gradients
is problematic, because molecules can have widely different
magnetic moments and thus require different levitation gra-
dients. By using a relatively tight focus of one of the trap-
ping CO2-laser beams, we can hold the molecules against
gravity without the levitation gradient field.

The cooling and trapping procedure for the atoms is simi-
lar to the techniques described in Ref. �35�. In brief, we first
load a magneto-optical trap �MOT� followed by a short op-
tical molasses phase to compress and further cool the atomic
sample. Using the technique of Raman sideband cooling in
an optical lattice �36� the atoms are then cooled and simul-
taneously polarized into the lowest hyperfine state �F
=3,mF=3�. We typically obtain 2�107 atoms at a tempera-
ture of �700 nK.

The polarized sample is adiabatically released from the
lattice into a large volume dipole trap. This “reservoir trap”
is realized by two crossed laser beams. As illustrated in Fig.

FIG. 2. �Color online� Successive stages of optical dipole traps. �a� We first realize a large volume “reservoir” trap by crossing a
CO2-laser beam and a 1070 nm fiber-laser beam in the presence of a levitating gradient. �b� We ramp up a tightly focused CO2-laser beam,
�c� switch off the 1070 nm reservoir beam, and then evaporate along the vertical direction �z axis� by lowering the gradient. We obtain
typically 4�105 Cs atoms at a temperature of 200 nK.
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2�a�, we use a CO2 laser and a Yb fiber laser for the reservoir
with wavelengths of 10.6 �m and 1070 nm, respectively. For
each laser the beam waist is around 650 �m. This shallow
reservoir trap cannot hold the atoms against gravity. There-
fore we apply magnetic levitation at this stage �24,35�. The
resulting effective trap depth is about 7 �K. After releasing
the atoms from the optical lattice used for Raman sideband
cooling into the reservoir trap, 2 s of plain evaporation are
necessary to thermalize the sample in the trap. The thermal-
ization is performed at a magnetic field of 75 G, correspond-
ing to a scattering length of about 1200a0, where a0 denotes
Bohr’s radius. We measure about 4�106 atoms at a tempera-
ture of �1 �K �35�, the phase-space density is �1/1000.

After thermalization, the reservoir trap is crossed with a
tightly focused CO2-laser beam as shown in Fig. 2�b�. The
waist of this “CO2 dimple” is about 80 �m. This value is
diffraction limited by the aperture of the window of the
vacuum chamber. We linearly ramp up the power of the
beam within 2.8 s to �2.5 W corresponding to a trap depth
of about 17 �K. Simultaneously the magnetic field is ramped
down to 35 G, corresponding to a scattering length of 700a0.
This procedure provides efficient collisional loading of the
CO2 dimple �35�. The remaining atoms in the reservoir trap
are released by switching off the Yb fiber-laser beam. In the
crossed CO2-laser trap �see Fig. 2�c�� we measure typically
1�106 atoms at a temperature of 1 �K.

We then apply forced evaporative cooling by exponen-
tially lowering the magnetic-field gradient within 6.3 s to 0.
Atoms thus mainly escape from the trap along the vertical
direction. Simultaneously, we adjust the scattering length by
decreasing the magnetic field to a final value of �22 G to
minimize three-body losses �37�. As we also slightly de-
crease the power of the CO2 dimple to 2 W, the effective trap
depth without levitation is �2 �K.

We finally obtain �4�105 Cs atoms at a temperature of
about 200 nK in the crossed CO2-laser trap. The trap fre-
quencies of the final configuration without magnetic-field
gradient are measured to be 84�1� Hz and 10�1� Hz in the
horizontal plane, and 80�1� Hz in the vertical direction. The
resulting peak density of the atoms is �1�1013 cm−3, and
the phase-space density is about 0.4. The total time to pre-
pare the atomic sample is about 17 s.

B. Molecule production through Feshbach resonances

We magnetically associate ultracold cesium atoms to
dimers on Feshbach resonances �1,3–5�. In this work we use
three different resonances, the two g-wave resonances at B
=19.8 G and 53.4 G and the d-wave resonance at 47.9 G, see
Fig. 3. The width of the g-wave resonances is only a few
mG, the d-wave resonance is about 200 mG wide. While the
molecule formation at the 19.8 G g-wave resonance results
in g-wave molecules, the association at the 47.9 G d-wave
resonance leads in practice to s-wave molecules. This is a
consequence of an avoided level crossing close to threshold
between the states 4d and 6s, see Fig. 3. Similarly, the asso-
ciation at the 53.4 G g-wave resonance results in d-wave
molecules.

For molecule creation two different techniques are used.
Depending on the character of the Feshbach resonance, we

apply a ramping or a switching scheme to produce dimers
�38�. The switching scheme works particularly well at the
narrow g-wave Feshbach resonances. We set the magnetic
field typically 0.5 G above the resonance. The field is then
suddenly changed to the resonance position and kept there
for �5 ms. In contrast, at the much broader 47.9 G d-wave
Feshbach resonance we find superior efficiency by applying
a linear magnetic-field ramp �ramping scheme�. We start
typically 350 mG above the resonance and linearly ramp the
magnetic field within 5 ms to about 350 mG below the reso-
nance. The efficiencies for molecule production range from a
few percent up to 20%. Starting from 4�105 atoms we typi-
cally obtain 15 000 molecules, see Table II.

To prepare a maximum number of molecules in the trap, it
is necessary to separate atoms and molecules as fast as pos-
sible, since atom-dimer collisions dramatically reduce the
lifetime of the molecular sample �39�. We remove the atoms
from the dipole trap using a blast technique similar to Ref.
�5�. First, the atoms are pumped out of the �3,3� state by
light close to the F=3→F�=3 transition. The blast pulse is
tuned to the closed optical transition �F=4,mF=4�→ �F�
=5,mF�=5�, which we also use for imaging. The optical
cleaning process causes some unwanted loss and heating of
the molecules. Particularly if the molecules are very weakly
bound ��h�1 MHz� or the blast duration is too long
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FIG. 3. �Color online� The molecular energy structure for very
small binding energies in the region of the 19.8, 47.9, and 53.4 G
Feshbach resonances, not resolved in Fig. 1. Above 45 G two
avoided crossings are present in the energy structure. We use all
three Feshbach resonances to associate molecules by ramping or
switching the magnetic field. The arrows indicate the pathway after
molecule association as the magnetic field is ramped down to allow
for the optical removal of the atoms from the molecules. For details
see the text.

TABLE II. Parameters for molecule production using three dif-
ferent Feshbach resonances. Br is the field value at which the atoms
are removed with the blast technique.

Feshbach resonance position �G� 19.8 47.9 53.4

Entrance state 4g�4� 4d 2g

Ramp speed �G/s� 140

State at Br 4g�4� 6s 4d

Br �G� 14.5 19.7 45

Time to reach Br �ms� 0.4 3 1

Number of molecules 19000 9000 15000
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��1 ms� these effects are not negligible. Therefore immedi-
ately after the association we rapidly ramp the magnetic field
further down. When the binding energy of the molecular
state is on the order of h�5 MHz the molecules are much
less affected by the blast light. When using the 19.8 G reso-
nance the magnetic field must be ramped down only a few
Gauss to reach such a binding energy. In the case of the 47.9
G resonance �53.4 G resonance� the lowering of the magnetic
field transfers the molecules into the 6s state �4d state�
through the present avoided crossings, see Fig. 3. Therefore,
to reach a sufficiently large binding energy a larger change in
the magnetic field is required, resulting in a longer time to
reach the field. However, with a typical blast duration of
400 �s we achieve a sufficient removal of the atoms from
the trap while keeping the blast-induced molecule losses
small ��10%–15%�.

The precise timing for molecule production, the magnetic
field for the purification, and the obtained number of mol-
ecules strongly depend on the particular Feshbach resonance.
Table II summarizes the relevant experimental parameters of
our molecule production. We measure a typical temperature
of 250 nK for the molecular samples. This is slightly higher
than the temperature of the atoms, presumably because of the
effects of the blast cleaning technique. The corresponding
peak density of the molecules is �7�1011 cm−3.

C. Molecular state transfer

Other molecular states than the ones that we can directly
access through the Feshbach creation schemes can be popu-
lated by controlled state transfer. The experimental key is the
precise control of Landau-Zener tunneling at avoided cross-
ings through elaborate magnetic-field ramps. By means of
the ramp speed we can choose whether a crossing is followed
adiabatically �slow ramp� or jumped diabatically �fast ramp�.
An important application of controlled ramps through
avoided crossings is the coherent splitting of the molecular
wave function for intermediate ramp speeds, as reported in
Ref. �40�.

Within the Landau-Zener model �41,42� an avoided level
crossing is characterized by two parameters, the coupling
strength and the differential slope of the states. For the cou-
pling strength we introduce the parameter V as one-half the
energy splitting between the two states at the crossing point.
To characterize the slope we use �� as the magnetic moment
difference between the two states. With these two parameters
one commonly defines a critical ramp speed

rc =
2�V2

	��
. �1�

For fast ramps with ramp speed Ḃ
rc, the passage through
the crossing is diabatic and the molecules stay in the same

bare state. For slow ramps �Ḃ�rc�, an adiabatic transfer into
the other molecular state takes place. For Cs Feshbach
dimers the typical coupling strengths for crossings between
states of different f� �see Sec. II� are such that the critical
ramp speeds are found in a range convenient for experi-
ments. Full control ranging from completely diabatic
Landau-Zener tunneling to full adiabatic transfer can be
achieved for most crossings �see Sec. IV A 2�.

To illustrate the experimental procedure for transferring
molecules into different states, we now consider the prepa-
ration of a molecular sample in a selected “target” state. As
an example we discuss the population of the target state 6l�4�
in detail. As the state transfer strongly relies on the technical
performance of the setup for magnetic-field control, we give
a detailed description of the setup in the Appendix.

As shown in Fig. 4�a�, we first create 4g�4� molecules at
the 19.8 G Feshbach resonance. We then lower the magnetic
field to about 14.5 G and remove the remaining atoms with
the blast pulse. In a second step, see Fig. 4�b�, we lower the
magnetic field to �12 G within a few ms. Consequently, we
pass the avoided crossing between the two states 4g�4� and
6g�6� at about 13.5 G. For this crossing the critical ramp
speed, given by Eq. �1�, is rc�1100 G/ms as the coupling
strength is V�h�150 kHz �14�. With the applied ramp

FIG. 4. �Color online� Illustration of the experimental toolbox for the preparation of molecules in various internal states. As an example
the creation of molecules in the 6l�4� state is shown. �a� First, we produce 4g�4� molecules at the g-wave Feshbach resonance at 19.8 G and
remove the remaining atoms by a short blast pulse, indicated by the rippled arrow. �b� The 4g�4� state is transferred into state 6g�6� by
slowly lowering the magnetic field. �c� To overcome the avoided level crossing between state 4g�4� and 6g�6� a very fast magnetic-field
ramp is applied. The target state 6l�4� is then accessed by using a second adiabatic ramp. �d� To remove the residual 4g�4� molecules from
the 6l�4� dimers we ramp the magnetic field slightly above 20 G, dissociating the 4g�4� molecules into atoms while not affecting the l-wave
molecules. �e� The magnetic field is lowered again to increase the binding energy of the target state molecules. A second blast pulse removes
the remaining atoms.
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speed of �2 G/ms the transfer into state 6g�6� is therefore
fully adiabatic. Figure 4�c� illustrates the transfer of the
6g�6� molecules to the target state 6l�4�. First we apply a fast
magnetic-field ramp to overcome the 4g�4� /6g�6� crossing,
indicated by the straight arrow. The high ramp speed re-
quired is accomplished by a specially designed “booster”
coil, described in the Appendix. With a maximum possible
ramp speed of 7500 G/ms we achieve a transfer efficiency of
typically 70%. After the jump we enter the target state 6l�4�
by adiabatically following the next avoided crossing between
state 6g�6� and 6l�4� at �15.5 G. For this crossing we find a
fully adiabatic transfer when ramping the magnetic field
from 15 G to �17 G within a few ms. In the fourth step,
illustrated in Fig. 4�d�, we prepare the cleaning of the sample
from the residual 4g�4� molecules. The magnetic field is
ramped up to �20 G and kept constant for a few ms. While
the remaining 4g�4� molecules break up into atoms, the 6l�4�
molecules are not affected as their dissociation threshold is
higher. Finally, we ramp down the magnetic field to B
�16 G where the target molecules are well below threshold,
see Fig. 4�e�. Again we remove the residual atoms using a
blast pulse. As a result, we obtain a pure molecular sample in
the state 6l�4�.

In analogous ways, we apply these techniques to populate
any of the states shown in Fig. 1. The time to prepare the
molecular sample together with the duration of all subse-
quent measurements is about 20 ms to 25 ms. Molecule-
molecule collisions �14,30� are not relevant on this time
scale for the given molecular densities.

D. Molecule detection

The standard detection scheme for Feshbach molecules
relies on the controlled dissociation by reverse magnetic-
field ramps �3,43�. When ramping the magnetic field above
the dissociation threshold, the molecules become quasibound
and decay into the atomic scattering continuum. The result-
ing atom cloud can then be detected using standard absorp-
tion imaging.

Magnetic dissociation by inverse magnetic-field ramps is
straightforward for states with large coupling to the scatter-
ing continuum, and hence any of the Feshbach resonances up
to g wave can be used. We ramp the magnetic field typically
2 G above threshold and wait a few ms at the dissociation
field before the image is taken. l-wave molecules do not
sufficiently couple to the atomic continuum and significant
dissociation is prevented. One way to detect l-wave dimers is
to transfer these molecules into one of the s-, d-, or g-wave
states which allow for dissociation and hence for detection.

To illustrate the detection by controlled dissociation, we
resume our previous example of Sec. III C, where we have
described the preparation of a molecular sample in the 6l�4�
state. Figure 5 shows the detection scheme that we use for
this state. First the molecular sample is adiabatically trans-
ferred to the state 4g�4� via the state 6g�6� by lowering the
magnetic field to about 12.5 G, see Fig. 5�a�. We then per-
form a diabatic state transfer over the avoided crossing at
�14 G as indicated in Fig. 5�b�. Finally, we ramp the mag-

netic field up to �21 G, which is well above the dissociation
threshold of the 4g�4� state.

An alternative method for the detection of l-wave mol-
ecules relies on the particular energy structure of Cs atoms
above the dissociation threshold. We find that the decay of
metastable l-wave dimers can be mediated by coupling to a
quasibound g-wave molecular state above threshold. Such a
coupling with ��=4 is sufficiently strong. We have previ-
ously used this process for the detection of l-wave molecules
in the state 6l�3� in Ref. �40�. A more detailed analysis of this
dissociation mechanism will be presented elsewhere �44�.

For imaging of the resulting atomic cloud, the atoms are
first pumped to the �4,4� state using light close to the F=3
→F�=3 transition. The imaging light is resonantly tuned to
the closed �F=4,mF=4�→ �F�=5,mF� =5� optical transition,
taking the Zeeman shift at the imaging magnetic field into
account.

IV. FESHBACH MOLECULE SPECTROSCOPY

The rich energy structure of Cs2 Feshbach molecules re-
quires flexible methods for determining the molecular energy
spectrum. Previous studies on Feshbach molecules have
mostly addressed the last, most weakly bound state respon-
sible for the respective Feshbach resonance. Molecular bind-
ing energies have been measured by applying various meth-
ods either to atomic �2,18,45,46� or to molecular samples
�6,14,40,47�.

In this section, we present our results on spectroscopy of
weakly bound trapped molecules. We use two different tech-
niques to measure the binding energies. Both techniques are
suitable for probing weakly as well as deeply bound molecu-
lar states.

The first method �Sec. IV A� is based on a measurement
of the molecular magnetic moment �14�. Magnetic moment
spectroscopy is a very general method, independent of selec-
tion rules and wave-function overlap requirements. It can be

FIG. 5. �Color online� Example of a detection scheme for
l-wave molecules. �a� First the 6l�4� molecules are adiabatically
transferred into the state 4g�4� via the state 6g�6� by ramping down
the magnetic field. �b� The avoided crossing at 13.6 G is passed by
using a fast magnetic-field ramp. When ramping up to a field of
�21 G, the molecules are brought above threshold and dissociate.
The resulting atom cloud is detected using the standard absorption
imaging technique.
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applied to any molecular state and thus is an important tool
for molecular state identification. The method in particular
allows us to follow and investigate the avoided level cross-
ings between different molecular states. Transfers between
different molecular states are observed as sudden changes of
the magnetic moment. In this way, we are able to completely
map out the molecular spectrum below the atomic scattering
continuum, including three l-wave states, two of which had
so far not been discovered.

The second method �Sec. IV B� uses microwave radiation
to measure binding energies of trapped molecules with very
high precision. We use a microwave pulse to drive a hyper-
fine transition from a molecular bound state to a higher mo-
lecular bound state that is associated with another channel of
the electronic ground-state manifold. Rapid spontaneous dis-
sociation loss �48� provides the spectroscopic signal.

A. Magnetic moment spectroscopy

1. Bare energy levels

We measure the molecular magnetic moment using the
Stern-Gerlach effect. Optically trapped molecules are ini-
tially prepared in a single quantum state at a certain magnetic
field B by following the procedure described in Sec. III. The
molecular sample is then released from the trap. It starts to
expand while simultaneously a vertical magnetic-field gradi-
ent B�=�B /�z of typically 13 G/cm is turned on. During the
time of flight, both the gravitational and the magnetic force
displace the center-of-mass position of the molecular cloud
along the vertical direction. The magnetic force acting on the
molecules is given by

Fz = �molB�, �2�

where �mol is the molecular magnetic moment. The vertical
relative displacement �zmol of the molecular cloud with re-
spect to the position after expansion at zero magnetic gradi-
ent is proportional to �mol,

�zmol =
1

2

�molB�

mmol
tSG
2 , �3�

where mmol=2mat is the molecular mass and tSG is the time
spent by the molecules in the magnetic-field gradient during
the Stern-Gerlach procedure.

To minimize uncertainties resulting from B�, tSG, and the
spatial calibration of the imaging system, it is convenient to
measure �mol relative to the well-known magnetic moment
�at of the atoms. Consequently, �mol can be written as

�mol =
�zmol

�zat
2�at, �4�

where �zat is the measured displacement of atoms for the
same B� and tSG.

In previous experiments, we have determined �mol by
measuring the magnetic-field gradient needed to levitate the
molecules against gravity �3,14�. For each magnetic-field
value B, the value of B� was adjusted to maintain the levita-
tion condition. This method is not practical when B is
changed over a wide range. In the present experiments, we

measure the displacement of the molecular gas for a fixed B�
and for B�=0.

Once the magnetic moment �mol is known as a function of
B, the molecular binding energy Eb is calculated by integrat-
ing

�Eb

�B
= 2�at − �mol. �5�

The integration constant is fixed by the atomic scattering
threshold where Eb=0. Equation �5� establishes a one-to-one
correspondence between �mol and Eb at each magnetic field.

An example of a magnetic moment measurement is
shown in Fig. 6. We produce 6s molecules from the 47.9 G
resonance, as discussed in Sec. III B. We then follow the
path indicated by the arrow in Fig. 6�b� and measure the
molecular magnetic moment at different values of B. We
observe a strong magnetic-field dependence of the magnetic
moment of 6s molecules. Above 30 G, where the 6s level
runs almost parallel to the atomic threshold �see Fig. 6�b��,
�mol is nearly constant with a value close to 2�at �=1.5�B,
with Bohr’s magneton �B, for which �B /h	1.400 MHz/G�.
When lowering B below 30 G, we start to observe a decrease
of �mol, which drops to one-tenth of the initial value within a
magnetic-field range of about 10 G. This behavior is ex-
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FIG. 6. �Color online� Magnetic moment of Cs dimers across
the 6s–6g�6�–6l�4� molecular path. �a� The measured magnetic mo-
ments �open squares� are compared to the NIST calculations
�dashed lines�. The fast changes of the magnetic moment at 18.5
and 16 G result from the 6l�4� /6g�6� and 6s /6g�6� avoided cross-
ings, respectively. �b� Molecular binding energies of the 6s, 6g�6�,
and 6l�4� levels calculated from the NIST model; see also Fig. 1.
The molecular path followed in the measurement is indicated by the
black arrow.
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plained by the strong coupling between two different 6s
states. When further lowering the magnetic field, �mol sud-
denly changes from 0.19�B to 1.5�B as the molecules are
transferred to the 6g�6� state via the 6s /6g�6� avoided cross-
ing. The 6g�6� state has a nearly constant magnetic moment,
slightly less than 1.5�B. Upon further lowering of B the next

avoided crossing �to the state 4g�4�, see Fig. 1� would be
expected at 13.6 G �14,40�. However, �mol undergoes a rapid
change to a value of about 1�B at 	16 G. This indicates the
presence of a new avoided crossing and hence the presence
of a new state. The existence of this state cannot be ex-
plained within the original NIST model �23,27�, which in-
cludes molecular states only up to g waves. The extension of
the model to higher order molecular states �Sec. II� identifies
this state as a 6l�4� state �34�.

Our method generally works well when the magnetic mo-
ment is constant. The typical error resulting from the deter-
mination of the cloud position is less than 0.03�B. System-
atic errors are the result of some magnetic-field curvature.
For nonconstant magnetic moment, e.g., near avoided cross-
ings, systematic errors are introduced as a result of the cloud
expansion and fall in the magnetic gradient field. The limi-
tations are briefly discussed below.

Similar measurements have been performed for most of
the molecular states in the magnetic-field range from 5 to 55
G. The results of our magnetic moment spectroscopy are
summarized in Table III and the molecular energy spectrum
derived using Eq. �5� is shown in Fig. 7 �open circles� along
with the results of the extended NIST model �solid lines�. We
detect all of the s-, d-, g-, and l-wave states in the range of
interest. Note that there are no i-wave states in this range. All
d-, g-, and l-wave states exhibit a rather constant magnetic
moment. Consequently, we find a nearly linear dependence
of the binding energy on B, as shown in Fig. 7.

In Table III and Fig. 7 we compare our results with the
NIST model. In general, we find good agreement with the
theoretical predictions for the binding energies and magnetic
moments of the s-, d-, and g-wave states. The small discrep-
ancies observed for the lower branch of the 4g�4� state and
for the 4d state probably reflect the systematic errors in de-

TABLE III. Measured magnetic moment �mol of Cs2 molecules
in different internal states with the corresponding magnetic-field
range. The error of �mol accounts for the statistical error and a slight
change of �mol in the range considered. For each state also the
theoretical magnetic moment from the NIST model is listed.

Molecular �mol/�B

state B �G� Measured NIST model

6l�3� 4–9 0.75�4� 0.702

12–16 0.75�2� 0.702

4g�4� 5.5–12 0.95�4� 0.912

15.5–20 0.949�6� 0.932

6l�4� 11–15 0.98�3� 0.931

16–24 0.96�1� 0.931

6s 19 0.192 0.191

45 1.519 1.515

6l�5� 15.5–23.5 1.15�3� 1.155

26–37 1.15�2� 1.155

4d 41–43.2 0.39�1� 0.310

45.5–47.1 0.36�2� 0.310

2g 51.7–52.2 0.05�3� 0.001

6g�6� 19–24 1.49�1� 1.503

26–40 1.5�1� 1.503

FIG. 7. �Color online� Energy spectrum of weakly bound Cs molecules as a function of the magnetic field. The binding energies for the
different molecular states are derived from magnetic moment spectroscopy �open circles�. The solid lines are the molecular binding energies
resulting from the extended NIST model �for details see Sec. II�.
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termining the magnetic moment on the narrow avoided
crossings.

An important result of the magnetic moment spectroscopy
is the detection and characterization of three l-wave states,
the states 6l�3�, 6l�4�, and 6l�5�. Recently, signatures of the
6l�3� state have been reported in Ref. �40�, whereas the other
two states had so far not been discovered. In contrast to the
s-, d-, and g-wave states, the l-wave states do not reveal
themselves via Feshbach resonances in atomic scattering as
the coupling to the atomic scattering state is too weak.
Therefore, these states had previously not been included in
the NIST model. The extended NIST model shows the exis-
tence of these three l-wave states and predicts their magnetic
moments. Despite the accuracy for these predictions, the
model is not able to precisely determine the binding energies.
Our measurements now completely characterize the three
l-wave states and in particular give a value for the binding
energy at zero magnetic field where all three states are de-
generate. We find the binding energy of the 6l manifold of
states at zero magnetic field to be 17.61�9� MHz. In Fig. 1
and in Fig. 7 we have down-shifted the NIST prediction of
the 6l states by 	2.25 MHz to match the experimentally
obtained binding energies. The measurements also locate the
magnetic-field positions where the three 6l states intersect
the atomic scattering continuum. We find the crossing posi-
tions for the 6l�3�, 6l�4�, and 6l�5� states at 16.1�2� G,
22.0�2� G, and 35.0�2� G, respectively.

2. Avoided crossings

Magnetic moment spectroscopy also allows a direct ob-
servation of the avoided crossings between different molecu-
lar states. As is well known, the coupling V between two
generic molecular states, state 1 and state 2, modifies the
bare energies E1 and E2 by opening an energy gap 2V at the
crossing position. In the limit of a coupling strength V that is
small compared to the energy separation to all other states,
the avoided crossings can be studied within a simple two-
state model. This model takes the two interacting bound
states into account while both the couplings with the scatter-
ing continuum and with other molecular states are neglected.
The coupled energy levels are given by

E± =
�E1 + E2� ± 
�E1 − E2�2 + 4V2

2
. �6�

The energies E+ and E− refer to the upper and lower adia-
batic levels of the avoided crossing. The derivatives
−�E± /�B correspond to the magnetic moments �+ and �− of
the coupled states with

�± =
1

2
��1 + �2� �

1

2

��2 − �1�2�B − B0�

��2 − �1�2�B − B0�2 + 4V2

. �7�

Here, B0 is the magnetic field at the avoided-crossing posi-
tion, and �1 and �2 are the magnetic moments of the two
bare molecular states.

In the following we focus on the avoided crossings be-
tween the 6g�6� state and the other f��mf� states. Figure 8
shows the magnetic moments �+ �circles� and �− �triangles�
across the 6g�6� /4g�4� avoided crossing. To derive the cou-

pling strength between these two states, we fit our data using
Eq. �7� by leaving �1, �2, B0, and V as free parameters. The
same procedure is adopted to analyze the other crossings.
The coupling strengths and the avoided crossing positions
are listed in Table IV. For comparison, we include in Table
IV measurements of V obtained with other techniques, such
as the Landau-Zener method discussed below, a magnetic
levitation method �14�, and an interferometric method �40�.

In Fig. 9 we plot the measured coupling strengths V be-
tween the 6g�6� state and the other intersecting states as a
function of the difference in orbital angular momentum ����.
While the 6g�6� /4g�4� and the 6g�6� /4d crossings are the
result of the first-order spin-spin dipole interaction, the cross-
ings with the l-wave states are second order. As a general
trend, crossings with larger ���� tend to have a weaker cou-
pling.

Systematic errors in our avoided crossing measurements
stem from the finite size of the molecular cloud and the
change of �mol during the freefall and expansion in the pres-
ence of the magnetic-field gradient. This effect causes a
smoothening of the rapid magnetic moment changes �see
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FIG. 8. �Color online� Magnetic moments of Cs dimers across
the 6g�6� /4g�4� avoided crossing. Both the change in magnetic
moment from the 6g�6� to the 4g�4� state �circles� and the one from
the 4g�4� to the 6g�6� state �triangles� are shown. The measured
magnetic moments are fitted using Eq. �7� �solid lines�.

TABLE IV. Avoided crossing positions B0 and coupling
strengths V /h between the 6g�6� state and the intersecting f��mf�
molecular states obtained by fitting the measured magnetic mo-
ments with Eq. �7�. The errors are the 1 statistical uncertainties.
V /h measured with different techniques are also reported �see table
footnotes�.

f��mf� B0 �G� V /h �kHz�

6l�3� 11.22�2� 16�3�a, 14�1�b

4g�4� 13.29�4� 164�30� 150�10�c

6l�4� 15.50�3� 64�13�d

6l�5� 25.3�1� 63�22�d

4d 45.15�4� 120�21�
aLandau-Zener method.
bInterferometric method �40�.
cMagnetic levitation method �14�.
dThe values should be considered as upper limits.
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Fig. 6� and hence an apparent broadening of the avoided
crossings and leads to an overestimation of the coupling
strengths, in particular for the narrower crossings. We find a
limit on the minimum coupling strength that can be extracted
with reasonable precision. We estimate from simulations that
coupling strengths below h�50 kHz can no longer be sen-
sitively measured with our present method.

An alternative method to determine the coupling strengths
of avoided crossings is based on the Landau-Zener tunneling
model �41,42,49�, already discussed in Sec. III C. Equation
�1� shows a quadratic dependence of the critical ramp speed
rc on the coupling strength V. The probability to transfer
molecules from one bare state to the next in a single passage
through the avoided crossing is given by the well-known
Landau-Zener formula �41,42�

p = 1 − exp�− rc/Ḃ� , �8�

where Ḃ is the ramp speed.
As an example, we apply this method to the 6g�6� /6l�3�

avoided crossing. We measure the conversion efficiency of
molecules from the 6l�3� state below the crossing to the
6g�6� state by sweeping the magnetic field across the

6g�6� /6l�3� crossing at various ramp speeds Ḃ. The results

are shown in Fig. 10. For Ḃ�rc, the molecules are adiabati-
cally transferred to the 6g�6� state �open circles� whereas, for

Ḃ
rc, they end up in the 6l�3� state above the crossing. The
conversion efficiency is measured by detecting the 6g�6�
molecules �open circles� and also by detecting the 6l�3� mol-
ecules �filled circles�. By fitting our data with Eq. �8�, we
estimate the coupling strength of the 6l�3� /6g�6� crossing to
be V=h�16�3� kHz. This value is consistent with the result
of 14�1� kHz obtained in Ref. �40� using a more precise
interferometric technique.

B. Microwave spectroscopy

Molecules in the 6s state �see Fig. 1� are of particular
interest as quantum-halo states �50�. Halo states are ex-
tremely weakly bound dimers characterized by a large inter-
atomic separation that greatly exceeds the van der Waals
length r0 �for Cs, r0�101a0� and by a binding energy much
smaller than the van der Waals energy �for Cs, 	2 /mr0

2	h
�2.708 MHz� �1�. These states are universal in the sense
that they are fully characterized by a large atomic s-wave
scattering length a. In particular, the wave function does not
depend on the microscopic details of the scattering potential.
The precise knowledge of the 6s state is crucial for under-
standing universal two-body physics and for studying univer-
sal three-body Efimov-type states �15�.

We detect molecular transitions induced by microwave
radiation to probe the binding energy of the 6s molecules.
The relevant atomic states are the lowest hyperfine state �F
=3,mF=3� and the doubly polarized state �F=4,mF=4�. Fig-
ure 11�a� shows the energy level structure of the two scatter-
ing channels �F=3,mF=3�+ �F=3,mF=3� and �F=3,mF
=3�+ �F=4,mF=4�. The bound states involved in the mo-
lecular transition are the 6s state and a 7s state that lies
slightly below the atomic scattering channel �F=3,mF=3�
+ �F=4,mF=4�.

The weakly bound 7s state is directly related to the large
triplet scattering length aT that dominates the �F=3,mF=3�
+ �F=4,mF=4� scattering channel. The Cs triplet scattering
length, predicted by the NIST model, is �2400±100�a0, and
consequently the 7s state has a small binding energy of Eb�
=	2 /maT

2 	h�5 kHz.
We map out the binding energy of the 6s molecules by

measuring the transition frequency �mol from the 6s to the 7s
state as a function of B. The binding energy is then given by

Eb�B� = h��mol�B� − �at�B�� + Eb�, �9�

where �at�B� is the �F=3,mF=3�→ �F=4,mF=4� atomic
transition, which follows the Breit-Rabi formula and is used
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here as a frequency reference. In our experiment, we again
start with optically trapped 6s molecules at some magnetic
field B. A microwave pulse of typically 5 ms duration drives
the bound-bound transition, and partially transfers molecules
from the 6s state to the 7s state. We then hold the sample in
the trap for 10 ms and we detect the total number of remain-
ing molecules using the techniques described in Sec. III D.
We perform similar measurements at different magnetic
fields to recover Eb within the magnetic-field range of inves-
tigation.

As a frequency reference, we measure �at�B� on a trapped
sample of 4�105 Cs atoms at T	200 nK, initially prepared
in the hyperfine ground state �F=3,mF=3�. For each B, we
apply a microwave pulse resonant to the �F=3,mF=3�→ �F
=4,mF=4� hyperfine transition. The atoms are then detected
after a holding time in the trap of typically 100 ms. The
microwave excitation results in resonant loss from the
atomic sample.

The particle losses observed in both the atomic and the
molecular sample are the result of hyperfine spin relaxation
�48,51�. In the atomic case, the relaxation is driven by the
binary collision of two free atoms, while in the molecular
case it can be considered as being driven by a collision
within the molecule �51�, leading to spontaneous dissocia-
tion. In any case, one of the atoms is subject to a spin flip,
releasing the hyperfine energy that greatly exceeds the trap
depth and leading to trap loss. According to the NIST model,
the 7s state is coupled to several possible decay channels,
causing a decay width of the state of �2��70 Hz �34�. We
in fact observe a decay of 7s molecules on a time scale of a
few ms. In the case of Cs atoms in the �F=3,mF=3�+ �F
=4,mF=4� scattering channel, we measure a lifetime of
�50 ms consistent with the predicted two-body loss coeffi-
cient of 5�10−12 cm3/s �34�.

A typical microwave spectrum for both atoms and mol-
ecules is shown in Fig. 11�b�. The resonant frequencies and
the linewidths are determined by fitting the data with Gauss-
ian profiles. The molecular transition shows a narrow and
symmetric loss resonance. From the fit, we find a linewidth
of 12�3� kHz. This value is close to our experimental reso-
lution of �10 kHz, essentially resulting from magnetic-field
fluctuations. As demonstrated in Refs. �47,52�, the symmetry
of line shape indicates that a bound-bound transition occurs,
even in the presence of magnetic-field broadening. We can-
not distinguish bound-bound from possible bound-free tran-
sitions due to the small energy difference between the �F
=3,mF=3�+ �F=4,mF=4� scattering channel and the 7s
state. However, we believe that the bound-bound transition
dominates as the transition probability for a bound-free tran-
sition is expected to be much weaker due to the smaller
Franck-Condon overlap between the initial and final state
�52�.

Figure 12 shows the binding energies of 6s molecules in a
magnetic-field range from 12 to 45 G together with the pre-
dictions from the NIST model. The inset shows an expanded
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FIG. 11. �Color online� Microwave spectroscopy of Cs dimers.
�a� A bound-bound transition is driven from the 6s state to a 7s state
slightly below the �F=3,mF=3�+ �F=4,mF=4� scattering channel,
as illustrated by the longer arrow. The 7s state is offset from the
scattering channel for clarity. The frequency corresponding to the
�F=3,mF=3�→ �F=4,mF=4� atomic transition at zero field is �at

	9.193 G Hz. �b� Microwave spectrum of atoms �triangles� and 6s
molecules �dots� at B	18.7 G as a function of the frequency offset
�−�at. The molecular transition corresponds to a sharp loss reso-
nance. We determine the center position to be 4.9545�3� MHz and
the resonance width to 12�3� kHz from a Gaussian fit �solid line�.
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view of the binding energy in the proximity of the 6s /6g�6�
avoided crossing at around 18.5 G. We observe an increase
of the microwave power needed to drive the bound-bound
transition when the avoided crossing is approached. The 6s
and 6g�6� states couple and the molecules are in a dressed
state. A microwave pulse can drive molecular transitions that
change the total angular momentum f and its projection mf,
while the orbital momentum � must be conserved. The
bound-bound transition between the 6g�6� and the 7s state
with ��=4 is hence forbidden.

The microwave measurements on the 6s state provide pre-
cise binding energies of up to about h�20 MHz. Higher
binding energies can in principle be accessed by further low-
ering the magnetic field. The comparison between our results
and the NIST model generally shows very good agreement.
We have observed small deviations between theory and ex-
periment when the 6s state starts to bend toward larger bind-
ing energies �see inset of Fig. 12�. This deviation suggests
that the 6s state is perturbed by the coupling to other mo-
lecular states. Our data provide high precision input for fur-
ther refinements of the NIST model.

V. CONCLUSION

We have explored the rich internal structure of weakly
bound Cs2 Feshbach molecules, prepared in a CO2-laser trap.
Magnetically induced association based on three different
Feshbach resonances served as the entrance door into the
manifold of molecular states. We have developed a set of
methods to transfer molecules to various internal states, to
clean the population in the optical trap from remaining atoms
and from molecules in unwanted states, and to detect the
molecular population via controlled dissociation. In particu-
lar, we have investigated so far unexplored l-wave states, for
which direct Feshbach association is not possible because of
negligible coupling to atomic scattering states.

We have determined the binding energy spectrum using
two different techniques. Magnetic moment spectroscopy has
been demonstrated as a versatile and sensitive method to
detect molecular states. It shows avoided crossings between
different molecular states and reveals the presence of higher
partial-wave states. Using this technique we have mapped
out the molecular spectrum up to binding energies of Eb /h
=10 MHz and in a magnetic-field range from 5 to 55 G.
Using microwave spectroscopy, we have performed highly
precise measurements of the binding energy of a particularly
important s-wave state above 13 G, where Eb /h�20 MHz.
The results show how this state, which essentially determines
the s-wave scattering length, evolves into a weakly bound
state with quantum-halo character. These results are impor-
tant for applications of this s-wave state to universal few-
body quantum physics, such as the exploration of Efimov
states.

Our measurements provide a sensitive test for the theoret-
ical NIST model, which was developed to describe quantum
scattering phenomena of Cs atoms. We could confirm the
basic predictions of this model on the weakly bound molecu-
lar structure. The exploration of l-wave states and highly
precise measurements on a weakly bound s-wave state pro-

vide experimental input for further refinements of the NIST
model.

In a broader perspective, our work demonstrates general
ways to manipulate Feshbach molecules through elaborate
magnetic-field control. This extends the experimental tool-
box available for the preparation of homonuclear and hetero-
nuclear ultracold molecules in desired internal states.
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APPENDIX: MAGNETIC-FIELD SETUP
AND CALIBRATION

The experiments with ultracold Cs molecules are per-
formed in a 12-sided polygonal stainless-steel vacuum cham-
ber with large reentrant viewports on top and bottom for
maximum optical access along the vertical axis �53�. The
CO2-laser light is brought in along the horizontal plane
through special ZnSe viewports. On the 12 sides of the poly-
gon, there are in total four pairwise opposite viewports for
the CO2-laser light and six pairwise opposite viewports for
the near-infrared laser cooling and trapping light, and for
imaging. The two remaining opposite openings are reserved
for the atomic beam, the Zeeman slowing laser beam, and
the vacuum pumps. The total magnetic field is produced by
several sets of coils, some mounted on the steel chamber,
others placed inside the reentrant viewports closer to the trap
center, but still outside the vacuum. The presence of the
metal limits the magnetic-field switching times as a result of
eddy currents. Nevertheless, we achieve a maximum of ex-
perimental flexibility by combining the larger fields of the
bigger coils with the more rapidly switchable fields of the
smaller coils inside the viewports.

1. Bias field

The vertical offset field for molecule production and ma-
nipulation is created by a pair of water cooled coils with a
mean radius of 66 mm in approximate Helmholtz configura-
tion. The coils are placed inside the reentrant viewports
along the rim of the windows. They allow a magnetic field of
up to 60 G for dc operation with a typical 1 /e switching time
of 1.5 ms. The current from a programmable power supply is
servo-loop controlled. A second pair of large coils with a
mean radius of 112.5 mm is attached to the outside of the
flanges that hold the reentrant viewports and can provide an
additional dc field of up to 200 G.
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For the molecule transfer schemes as described in Sec. III,
one further set of air cooled coils and a single “booster-coil”
are used inside the reentrant viewport: A pair of coils in
approximate Helmholtz configuration with a radius of 44
mm is mounted on plastic holders near the vacuum window
as close to the trap center as possible. The coils with a servo-
loop controlled current produce a magnetic field of up to 10
G, while the 1/e switching time is �300 �s. As a result,
ramp speeds in the range of 30 G/ms can be achieved. The
fastest magnetic-field changes are realized by a small, single
“booster” coil with only four windings and a radius of 24
mm at a distance of �30 mm to the trap center placed inside
the top reentrant viewport. Using a capacitor bench and
servo-loop control for the current we achieve magnetic-field
pulses with amplitudes of up to 7 G. The maximum pulse
duration of 1 ms is sufficiently long to adjust the offset field
of the other coils within this time. With a typical switching
time of 400 ns we achieve ramp speeds of up to
17 000 G/ms. To change the ramp speed we vary the pulse
amplitude as the rise-time cannot be adjusted. The coupling
of ramp speed and pulse amplitude is somewhat problematic.
It limits the possible ramp speeds at certain avoided cross-
ings, because too large pulse amplitudes can produce uncon-
trolled ramps over other avoided crossings nearby. Note that
the booster coil also produces a magnetic-field gradient.

However, this gradient is irrelevant for the experiments re-
ported here.

The relative stability of the servo-loop controllers is about
10−5 and thus well below the ambient magnetic line noise
��10 mG�.

2. Gradient field

The magnetic gradient field is produced by a pair of water
cooled coils in approximate anti-Helmholtz configuration.
These coils with a radius of 66 mm are also placed inside the
reentrant viewports. They allow a dc-gradient field of up to
80 G/cm. Large field gradients can be switched within
�3 ms, limited by eddy currents. For small gradients such as
13 G/cm, as used in the magnetic moment spectroscopy mea-
surements, we measure somewhat lower magnetic switching
times of �1 ms.

3. Magnetic-field calibration

To calibrate the magnetic field we use the microwave
technique on a trapped atomic sample as described in Sec.
IV B. We use the Breit-Rabi formula to determine the
magnetic-field value from a measurement of the atomic hy-
perfine transition frequency between the states �F=3,
mF=3�→ �F=4,mF=4�. Line noise limits the stability of the
magnetic field to about 10 mG for typical integration times.
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‘‘Stückelberg Interferometry’’ with Ultracold Molecules
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We report on the realization of a time-domain ‘‘Stückelberg interferometer’’, which is based on the
internal-state structure of ultracold Feshbach molecules. Two subsequent passages through a weak
avoided crossing between two different orbital angular momentum states in combination with a variable
hold time lead to high-contrast population oscillations. This allows for a precise determination of the
energy difference between the two molecular states. We demonstrate a high degree of control over the
interferometer dynamics. The interferometric scheme provides new possibilities for precision measure-
ments with ultracold molecules.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.99.113201 PACS numbers: 34.50.�s, 05.30.Jp, 32.80.Pj, 67.40.Hf

The creation of molecules on Feshbach resonances in
atomic quantum gases has opened up a new chapter in the
field of ultracold matter [1]. Molecular quantum gases are
now readily available in the lab for various applications.
Prominent examples are given by the creation of strongly
interacting many-body systems based on molecular Bose-
Einstein condensates [2], experiments on few-body colli-
sion physics [3], the realization of molecular matter-wave
optics [4], and by the demonstration of exotic pairs in
optical lattices [5]. Recent experimental progress has
shown that full control over all degrees of freedom can
be expected for such molecules [6–8]. Ultracold molecular
samples with very low thermal spread and long interaction
times could greatly increase the sensitivity in measure-
ments of fundamental physical properties such as the ex-
istence of an electron dipole moment [9] and a possible
time variation of the fine-structure constant [10,11].

Most of today’s most accurate and precise measure-
ments rely on interferometric techniques applied to ultra-
cold atomic systems. For example, long coherence times in
atomic fountains or in optical lattices allow ultraprecise
frequency metrology [12,13]. Molecules, given their rich
internal structure, greatly extend the scope of possible
precision measurements. Molecular clocks, for example,
may provide novel access to fundamental constants and
interaction effects, different from atomic clocks. The fast
progress in preparing cold molecular samples thus opens
up fascinating perspectives for precision interferometry.
Recently, the technique of Stark deceleration has allowed
a demonstration of Ramsey interferometry with a cold and
slowed molecular beam [10]. Ultracold trapped molecular
ensembles are expected to further enhance the range of
possible measurements.

In this Letter, we report on the realization of an internal-
state interferometer with ultracold Cs2 molecules. A weak
avoided crossing is used as a ‘‘beam splitter’’ for molecular
states as a result of partial Landau-Zener tunneling when it
is traversed by means of an appropriately chosen magnetic-
field ramp. Using the avoided crossing twice, first for

splitting, and then for recombination of molecular states,
leads to the well-known Stückelberg oscillations [14]. We
thus call our scheme a Stückelberg interferometer. Our
realization of this interferometer allows full control over
the interferometer dynamics. In particular, the hold time
between splitting and recombination can be freely chosen.
In analogy to the well-known Ramsey interferometer [15]
the acquired interferometer phase is mapped onto the
relative populations of the two output states that can be
well discriminated upon molecular dissociation. To dem-
onstrate the performance of the Stückelberg interferometer
we use it for precision molecular spectroscopy to deter-
mine the position and coupling strength of the avoided
crossing.

The energy structure of weakly bound Cs2 dimers in the
relevant range of low magnetic-field strength is shown in
Fig. 1 [16]. Zero binding energy corresponds to the thresh-
old of dissociation into two free Cs atoms in the lowest
hyperfine sublevel jF � 3; mF � 3i and thus to the zero-
energy collision limit of two atoms. The states relevant for
this work are labeled by jgi, jg0i, and jli [17]. While jgi
and jg0i are g-wave states with orbital angular momentum
‘ � 4, the state jli is an l-wave state with a high orbital
angular momentum of ‘ � 8 [18]. Coupling with �‘ � 4
between s-wave atoms and g-wave molecules and between
g- and l-wave states is a result of the strong indirect spin-
spin interaction between two Cs atoms [16].

The starting point for our experiments is a Bose-
Einstein condensate (BEC) with �2� 105 Cs atoms in
the jF � 3; mF � 3i ground state confined in a crossed-
beam dipole trap generated by a broadband fiber laser with
a wavelength near 1064 nm [19,20]. The BEC allows us to
efficiently produce molecules on a narrow Feshbach reso-
nance at 19.84 G [21] in an optimized scheme as described
in Ref. [22]. With an efficiency of typically 25% we
produce a pure molecular ensemble with up to 2:5� 104

ultracold molecules all in state jgi, initially close to quan-
tum degeneracy [21]. The following experiments are per-
formed on the molecular ensemble in free fall. During the
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initial expansion to a 1=e-diameter of about 28 �m along
the radial and about 46 �m along the axial direction, the
peak density is reduced to 1� 1011 cm�3 so that
molecule-molecule interactions [3] can be neglected on
the time scale of the experiment.

The molecules can now be transferred to any one of the
molecular states shown in Fig. 1 with near 100% efficiency
by controlled ‘‘jumping’’ or adiabatic following at the
various crossings [23]. When the magnetic-field strength
is decreased, the molecules first encounter the crossing at
13.6 G. At all ramp rates used in our present experiments
the passage through this crossing takes place in a fully
adiabatic way. The molecules are thus transferred from jgi
to jg0i along the upper branch of the crossing. They then
encounter the next crossing at a magnetic field of Bc �
11:4 G. We accidentally found this weak crossing in our
previous magnetic moment measurements [3,23]. This
allowed the identification of the l-wave state jli [18].

This crossing between jg0i and jli plays a central role in
the present experiment. It can be used as a tunable ‘‘beam
splitter’’, which allows adiabatic transfer, coherent split-
ting, as will be shown below, or diabatic transfer for the
molecular states involved, depending on the chosen mag-
netic ramp rate near the crossing. We find that a critical
ramp rate of Rc � 14 G=ms leads to a 50=50-splitting into
jg0i and jli [23]. Using the well-known Landau-Zener
formula and an estimate for the difference in magnetic
moment for states jg0i and jli [18] we determine the
coupling strength V between jg0i and jli, defined as half
the energy splitting, to �h� 15 kHz.

We state-selectively detect the molecules by ramping up
the magnetic field to bring the molecules above the thresh-
old for dissociation. There the quasibound molecules de-
cay into the atomic scattering continuum. For state jgi,
dissociation is observed for magnetic fields above the

19.84 G position of the corresponding Feshbach resonance.
Figure 1(b) shows a typical absorption image of the result-
ing atom cloud [21]. For state jli dissociation is observed
above 16.5 G. The molecular states can thus be easily
discriminated by the different magnetic-field values
needed for dissociation. Moreover, the expansion pattern
is qualitatively different from the one connected to state
jgi. The absorption image in Fig. 1(c) shows an expanding
‘‘bubble’’ of atoms with a relatively large kinetic energy of
about kB � 20 �K per atom. Here, kB is Boltzmann’s
constant. We find that significant dissociation occurs only
when the state jli couples to a quasibound g-wave state
about h� 0:7 MHz above threshold [24]. The resulting
bubble is not fully spherically symmetric, which indicates
higher partial-wave contributions [25]. The different ab-
sorption patterns allow us to clearly distinguish between
the two different dissociation channels in a single absorp-
tion picture when the magnetic field is ramped up to
�22 G. These dissociation channels serve as the interfer-
ometer ‘‘output ports.’’

The interferometer is based on two subsequent passages
through the crossing following the scheme illustrated in
Fig. 2. For an initial magnetic field above the crossing a
downward magnetic-field ramp brings the initial molecular
state into a coherent superposition of jg0i and jli. After the
ramp the field is kept constant at a hold field B0 below the
crossing for a variable hold time �. A differential phase �
is then accumulated between the two components, which
linearly increases with the product of the binding energy
difference �E and the hold time �. The magnetic field is
then ramped back up, and the second passage creates a new
superposition state depending on �. For a 50=50-splitting
ratio, this can lead to complete destructive or constructive
interference in the two output ports and thus to high-

FIG. 2. (a) Scheme of the Stückelberg interferometer. By
ramping the magnetic field over the avoided crossing at Bc at
a rate near the critical ramp rate Rc the population in the initial
molecular state is coherently split. �E is the binding energy
difference at the given hold field B0. After the hold time � a
reverse ramp coherently recombines the two populations. The
populations in the two ‘‘output ports’’ are then determined as a
function of acquired phase difference � / �E� �. (b) Corre-
sponding magnetic-field ramp.
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FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Molecular energy structure below the
dissociation threshold showing all molecular states up ‘ � 8.
The relevant states for the present experiment (solid lines) are
labeled jgi, jg0i, and jli. Molecules in state jgi or jli are detected
upon dissociation as shown in (b) and (c). The crossing used for
the interferometer is the one between jg0i and jli near 11.4 G.
Initially, ultracold molecules are generated in state jgi on the
Feshbach resonance at 19.8 G.
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contrast fringes as a function of � or �E. These fringes,
resulting from two passages through the same crossing, are
analogous to the well-known Stückelberg oscillations in
collision physics [14,26] or in the physics with Rydberg
atoms [27,28]. Note that our realization of a Stückelberg
interferometer gives full control over the interferometer
dynamics by appropriate choice of ramp rates and mag-
netic offset fields.

A typical ramp sequence, as shown in Fig. 2(b), starts
with a sample of jg0i molecules at a magnetic field of
11.6 G about 250 mG above the crossing. At the critical
ramp rate Rc we ramp the magnetic field within about
50 �s to a hold field B0 below the crossing. After the
variable hold time � we reverse the ramp and transverse
the crossing a second time at the critical ramp rate. The
output of the interferometer is detected by rapidly ramping
the magnetic field up to 22 G and by imaging the pattern of
dissociating jli and jgi molecules.

For one period of oscillation the dependence of the
dissociation pattern on the hold time � is demonstrated
by the series of absorption images shown in Fig. 3. The
hold time is increased in steps of 1 �s while the entire
preparation, ramping, and detection procedure is repeated
for each experimental cycle, lasting about 20 s. The mo-
lecular population oscillates from being predominantly
l-wave to predominantly g- wave and back. For a quanti-
tative analysis of the molecular population in each output
port we fit the images with a simple model function [29]
and extract the fraction of molecules in each of the two
output ports. Figure 4 shows the g-wave molecular popu-
lation as a function of hold time � for various hold fields B0

corresponding to different �E. The existence of these
Stückelberg oscillations confirms that coherence is pre-
served by the molecular beam splitter. Their high-contrast
ratio shows that near 50=50-splitting is achieved.
Sinusoidal fits to the data allow for an accurate determi-
nation of the oscillation frequency and hence of �E.

Figure 5 shows �E as a function of magnetic-field
strength near the avoided crossing. For magnetic fields
below the crossing we obtain �E as described before.
For magnetic fields above the crossing, we invert the
interferometric scheme. Molecules are first transferred
from jg0i into jli using a slow adiabatic ramp. The field
is then ramped up above the crossing with a rate near Rc,
kept constant for the variable time � at the hold field B0 and
then ramped down to close the interferometer. An adiabatic
ramp through the crossing maps population in jg0i onto jli
and vice versa. Detection then proceeds as before.

For both realizations of the interferometer we obtain
high-contrast fringes even when it is not operated in the
Landau-Zener regime and the fast ramps are stopped right
at the crossing (see inset to Fig. 5). This allows us to
measure �E in the crossing region. A fit to the data with

FIG. 3 (color online). Series of dissociation patterns showing about one oscillation period with �E=h � 155 kHz at a hold field of
11.19 G. From one picture to the next the hold time � is increased by 1 �s. The first and the last of the absorption images mainly show
dissociation of l-wave molecules, whereas the central image shows predominant dissociation of g-wave molecules.

FIG. 4 (color online). Interferometer fringes for magnetic hold
fields B0 below the crossing of jg0i and jli. The g-wave mo-
lecular fraction is plotted as a function of the hold time �.
Sinusoidal fits give the oscillation frequency as indicated.

FIG. 5 (color online). Interferometrically measured binding
energy difference �E in the region of the crossing between
states jg0i and jli as a function of magnetic field. Solid circles:
Standard ramp sequence of the interferometer. Open circles:
Inverted scheme for field values above the crossing. The one-
sigma statistical error from the sinusoidal fit is less than the size
of the symbols. The solid curve is a hyperbolic fit to the
experimental data. Inset: Oscillation at 26.6(3) kHz for a hold
field B0 � 11:34 G right on the crossing.
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a hyperbolic fit function according to the standard Landau-
Zener model yields Bc � 11:339�1� G for the position of
the crossing, �� � 0:730�6��B for the difference in mag-
netic moment of the two states involved (�B is Bohr’s
magneton), and V � h� 14�1� kHz for the coupling
strength. While the measured �� agrees reasonably well
with the result from an advanced theoretical model of the
Cs2 dimer [18], Bc and V cannot be obtained from these
calculations with sufficient accuracy.

The present interferometer allows us to observe up to
100 oscillations at 200 kHz. Shot-to-shot fluctuations in-
creasingly scramble the phase of the oscillations for longer
hold times until the phase appears to be fully randomized
while large amplitude variations for the molecular popula-
tions persist. The peak-to-peak amplitude of these fluctua-
tions decays slowly and is still 50% of the initial contrast
after 1 ms. We attribute this phase scrambling to magnetic-
field noise that causes shot-to-shot variations of �E, the
same, however, for each molecule. The large amplitude of
these fluctuations indicates that phase coherence is pre-
served within the molecular sample. We attribute the grad-
ual loss of peak-to-peak amplitude to spatial magnetic-field
inhomogeneities. We expect that straightforward technical
improvements regarding the magnetic-field stability and
homogeneity and applying the interferometer to trapped
molecular samples will allow us to extend the hold times
far into the millisecond range. It will then be possible to
measure ultraweak crossings with coupling strengths well
below h� 1 kHz.

We have demonstrated a molecular Stückelberg inter-
ferometer with full control over the interferometer dynam-
ics. The interferometer allows precise measurements of
binding energy differences of molecular states and of the
positions of avoided crossings, independent of a precise
knowledge of the ramp rate through the crossing. In the
future, the technique might be employed to measure feeble
interactions between molecular states, such as parity non-
conserving interactions [30]. In general, ultralow molecu-
lar temperatures combined with long storage times in
optical traps [3] or lattices [5–7] may allow us to study
interaction phenomena on the h� 1 Hz scale. In view of
the rapid progress in various preparation methods for cold
molecular samples, new tools for precision measurements
on molecular samples, such as our Stückelberg interfer-
ometer, will open up exciting avenues for future research.
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Evidence for Efimov quantum states in an ultracold
gas of caesium atoms
T. Kraemer1, M. Mark1, P. Waldburger1, J. G. Danzl1, C. Chin1,2, B. Engeser1, A. D. Lange1, K. Pilch1, A. Jaakkola1,
H.-C. Nägerl1 & R. Grimm1,3

Systems of three interacting particles are notorious for their
complex physical behaviour. A landmark theoretical result in
few-body quantum physics is Efimov’s prediction1,2 of a universal
set of bound trimer states appearing for three identical bosons
with a resonant two-body interaction. Counterintuitively, these
states even exist in the absence of a corresponding two-body
bound state. Since the formulation of Efimov’s problem in the
context of nuclear physics 35 years ago, it has attracted great
interest in many areas of physics3–8. However, the observation of
Efimov quantum states has remained an elusive goal3,5. Here we
report the observation of an Efimov resonance in an ultracold gas
of caesium atoms. The resonance occurs in the range of large
negative two-body scattering lengths, arising from the coupling of
three free atoms to an Efimov trimer. Experimentally, we observe
its signature as a giant three-body recombination loss9,10 when the
strength of the two-body interaction is varied. We also detect a
minimum9,11,12 in the recombination loss for positive scattering
lengths, indicating destructive interference of decay pathways.
Our results confirm central theoretical predictions of Efimov
physics and represent a starting point with which to explore the
universal properties of resonantly interacting few-body systems7.
While Feshbach resonances13,14 have provided the key to control
quantum-mechanical interactions on the two-body level, Efimov
resonances connect ultracold matter15 to the world of few-body
quantum phenomena.
Efimov’s treatment of three identical bosons1,2 is closely linked to

the concept of universality7 in systems with a resonant two-body
interaction, where the s-wave scattering length a fully characterizes
the two-body physics. When jaj greatly exceeds the characteristic
range l of the two-body interaction potential, details of the short-
range interaction become irrelevant because of the long-range nature
of the wavefunction. Universality then leads to a generic behaviour in
three-body physics, reflected in the energy spectrum of weakly bound
Efimov trimer states. Up to now, in spite of their great fundamental
importance, these states could not be observed experimentally. An
observation in the realm of nuclear physics, as originally proposed by
Efimov, is hampered by the presence of the Coulomb interaction, and
only two-neutron halo systems with a spinless core are likely to feature
Efimov states3. In molecular physics, the helium trimer is predicted to
have an excited state with Efimov character4. The existence of this state
could not be confirmed5. A different approach to experimentally
studying the physics of Efimov states is based on the unique properties
of ultracold atomic quantum gases. Such systems15 provide an unpre-
cedented level of control, enabling the investigation of interacting
quantum systems. The ultralow collision energies allow us to explore
the zero-energy quantum limit. Moreover, two-body interactions can
be precisely tuned on the basis of Feshbach resonances13,14.

Efimov’s scenario1,2,7 can be illustrated by the energy spectrum of
the three-body system as a function of the inverse scattering length
1/a (Fig. 1). Let us first consider the well-known weakly bound
dimer state, which only exists for large positive a. In the resonance
regime, its binding energy is given by the universal expression
Eb ¼ 2"2/(ma2), where m is the atomic mass and " is Planck’s
constant divided by 2p. In Fig. 1, where the resonance limit
corresponds to 1/a ! 0, the dimer energy Eb is represented by a
parabola for a . 0. If we now add one more atomwith zero energy, a
natural continuum threshold for the bound three-body system
(hatched line in Fig. 1) is given by the three-atom threshold
(E ¼ 0) for negative a and by the dimer-atom threshold (Eb) for
positive a. Energy states below the continuum threshold are neces-
sarily three-body bound states. When 1/a approaches the resonance
from the negative-a side, a first Efimov trimer state appears in a range
where a weakly bound two-body state does not exist. When passing
through the resonance the state connects to the positive-a side, where
it finally intersects with the dimer-atom threshold. An infinite series
of such Efimov states is found when scattering lengths are increased
and binding energies are decreased in powers of universal scaling

LETTERS

Figure 1 | Efimov’s scenario. Appearance of an infinite series of weakly
bound Efimov trimer states for resonant two-body interaction. The binding
energy is plotted as a function of the inverse two-body scattering length 1/a.
The shaded region indicates the scattering continuum for three atoms
(a , 0) and for an atom and a dimer (a . 0). The arrow marks the
intersection of the first Efimov trimer with the three-atom threshold. To
illustrate the series of Efimov states, we have artificially reduced the
universal scaling factor from 22.7 to 2. For comparison, the dashed line
indicates a tightly bound non-Efimov trimer30, which does not interact with
the scattering continuum.
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factors1,2,7 ep=s0 < 22:7 and e22p=s0 < 1/515 (where s0 ¼ 1.00624),
respectively.
Resonant scattering phenomena arise as a natural consequence of

Efimov’s scenario16. When an Efimov state intersects with the
continuum threshold at negative scattering lengths a, three free
atoms in the ultracold limit resonantly couple to a trimer. This
results in a triatomic Efimov resonance. At finite collision energies,
the phenomenon evolves into a triatomic continuum resonance17.
Another type of Efimov resonance18 is found at positive values of a
for collisions between a free atom and a dimer, when Efimov states
intersect with the dimer–atom threshold. While the latter type of
Efimov resonance corresponds to Feshbach resonances in collisions
between atoms and dimers18, triatomic Efimov resonances can be
interpreted as a three-body generalization to Feshbach resonances8.
Striking manifestations of Efimov physics have been predicted for

three-body recombination processes in ultracold gases with tunable
two-body interactions7,9–12,19. Three-body recombination leads to
losses from a trapped gas with a rate proportional to the third
power of the atomic number density. These losses are commonly
described20 in terms of a loss rate coefficient L3. In the resonant case
ðjaj.. lÞ, it is convenient to express this coefficient in the form
L3 ¼ 3CðaÞ"a4=m, separating a general a 4-scaling20,21 from an
additional dependence9,10,12 C(a). Efimov physics is reflected in a
logarithmically periodic behaviour C(22.7a) ¼ C(a), corresponding
to the scaling of the infinite series of weakly bound trimer states. For
negative scattering lengths, the resonant coupling of three atoms to
an Efimov state opens up fast decay channels into deeply bound
dimer states plus a free atom.
Triatomic Efimov resonances thus show up in giant recombination

loss. This striking phenomenon was first identified in numerical
solutions to the adiabatic hyperspherical approximation of the three-
body Schrödinger equation, assuming simple model potentials and
interpreted in terms of tunnelling through a potential barrier in the
three-body entrance channel9. A different theoretical approach7,10,
based on effective field theory, provides the analytic expression
CðaÞ ¼ 4;590sinhð2h2Þ=ðsin

2½s0lnðjaj=a2Þ� þ sinh2h2Þ. The free pa-
rameter a2 for the resonance positions at a2, 22.7 a2,… depends on
the short-range part of the effective three-body interaction and is
thus not determined in the frame of the universal long-range theory.
As a second free parameter, the dimensionless quantity h2 describes
the unknown decay rate of Efimov states into deeply bound dimer
states plus a free atom, and thus characterizes the resonance width.
Our measurements are based on the magnetically tunable inter-

action properties of caesium atoms22 in the lowest internal state. By
applying fields between 0 and 150 G, we varied the s-wave scattering
length a in a range between22,500a0 to 1,600a0, where a0 is Bohr’s
radius. Accurate three-body loss measurements are facilitated by the
fact that inelastic two-body loss is energetically forbidden20. The
characteristic range of the two-body potential is given by the van der
Waals length23, which for caesium is l< 100a0. This leaves us with
enough room to study the universal regime requiring jaj.. l. For
negative a, a maximum value of 25 is attainable for jaj=l. Efimov’s
estimate 1

p
ln ðjaj=lÞ for the number of weakly bound trimer states2

suggests the presence of one Efimov resonance in the accessible range
of negative scattering lengths.
Our experimental results (Fig. 2), obtained with optically trapped

thermal samples of caesium atoms in two different set-ups (see
Methods), indeed show a giant loss feature marking the expected
resonance. We present our data in terms of a recombination length9

r3 ¼ ½2m=ð
ffiffiffi
3

p
"ÞL3�

1=4, which leads to the simple relation
r3=a¼ 1:36C1=4. Note that the general a4-scaling corresponds to a
linear behaviour in r3(a) (straight lines in Fig. 2). A fit of the analytic
theory7,10 to our experimental data taken for negative a at tempera-
tures T < 10 nK shows a remarkable agreement and determines the
resonance position to a2 ¼ 2850(20)a0 and the decay parameter to
h2 ¼ 0.06(l). The pronounced resonance behaviour with a small
value for the decay parameter (h2 ,, 1) demonstrates a sufficiently

long lifetime of Efimov trimers to allow their observation as distinct
quantum states.
All the results discussed so far are valid in the zero-energy collision

limit of sufficiently low temperatures. For ultralow but non-zero
temperatures the recombination length is unitarity limited19 to
5:2"ðmkBTÞ

21=2. For T ¼ 10 nK this limit corresponds to about
60,000a0 and our sample is thus cold enough to justify the zero-
temperature limit. For 250 nK, however, unitarity limits the recom-
bination length to about 12,000a0. The Efimov resonance is still
visible at temperatures of 200 and 250 nK (filled triangles and open
diamonds in Fig. 2). The slight shift to lower values of jaj suggests the
evolution of the zero-energy Efimov resonance into a triatomic
continuum resonance17. In further experiments at higher tempera-
tures (data not shown) we observed the resonance to disappear above
,500 nK.
For positive scattering lengths, we found three-body losses to be

typically much weaker than for negative values. Our measurements
are consistent with a maximum recombination loss of C(a) < 70, or
equivalently r 3 < 3.9a, as predicted by different theories9,11,12

(straight line for a . 0 in Fig. 2). For a below 600a0 the measured
recombination length significantly drops below this upper limit
(inset in Fig. 2). The analytic expression from effective field theory7,12

for a . 0 reads CðaÞ ¼ 67:1e22hþ ðcos 2½s0 lnða=aþÞ�þ sinh2hþÞþ
16:8ð12 e24hþ Þ with the two free parameters aþ and hþ. The first
term describes recombination into the weakly bound dimer state
with an oscillatory behaviour that is due to an interference effect
between two different pathways9,11. The second term results from
decay into deeply bound states. We use this expression to fit our data
points with a. 5l< 500a0. This somewhat arbitrary condition is
introduced as a reasonable choice to satisfy a.. l for the validity of
the universal theory. The fit is quite insensitive to the value of
the decay parameter and yields hþ , 0.2. This result is consistent
with the theoretical assumption10 of the same value for the decay

Figure 2 | Observation of the Efimov resonance in measurements of
three-body recombination. The recombination length r3 / L

1=4
3 is plotted

as a function of the scattering length a. The dots and the filled triangles show
the experimental data from set-up A for initial temperatures around 10 nK
and 200 nK, respectively. The open diamonds are from set-up B at
temperatures of 250 nK. The open squares are previous data20 at initial
temperatures between 250 and 450 nK. The solid curve represents the
analytic model from effective field theory7 with a2 ¼ 2850a0,
aþ ¼ 1,060a0, and h2 ¼ hþ ¼ 0.06. The straight lines result from setting
the sin2 and cos2-terms in the analytic theory to 1, which gives a lower
recombination limit for a , 0 and an upper limit for a . 0. The inset shows
an expanded view for small positive scattering lengths with a minimum for
C(a) / (r3/a)

4 near 210a0. The displayed error bars refer to statistical
uncertainties only. Uncertainties in the determination of the atomic number
densities may lead to additional calibration errors for r3 of up to 20%.
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parameter for positive and negative a, which in our case is
hþ ¼ h2 ¼ 0:06. For maximum C(a), we obtain aþ ¼ 1,060(70)a0.
According to theory7, the trimer state hits the dimer–atom threshold
at a¼ 1:1aþ < 1;170a0. The logarithmic periodicity of the Efimov
scenario suggests that adjacent loss minima occur at

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
22:7

p
£

1;060a0 < 5;000a0 and at 1;060a0=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
22:7

p
< 220a0: While the for-

mer value is out of our accessible range, the latter value ða< 2lÞ is
too small to strictly justify universal behaviour in the resonance limit
ða.. lÞ. Nevertheless, our experimental results (inset to Fig. 2)
indicate a minimum at a < 210a0 and the analytic expression for
C(a) is found to describe our data quite well down to this minimum.
The occurrence of the interference minimum in three-body loss is

demonstrated more clearly in another set of experiments (Fig. 3),
where we simply measured the loss of atoms after a fixed storage time
in the optical trap. This minimum is located at a ¼ 210(10)a0 in
addition to a second minimum close to zero scattering length. We
point out that the existence of the minimum at 210a 0 is very
advantageous for efficient evaporative cooling of caesium as it
combines a large scattering cross-section with very low loss. In-
advertently, we have already benefited from this lossminimum for the
optimized production of a Bose–Einstein condensate of caesium24.
The comparison of our experimental results to available three–

body theory shows remarkable agreement, although the collision
physics of caesium is in general a very complicated multi-channel
scattering problem. We believe that the particular nature of the
broad, “open-channel dominated” Feshbach resonance25 that
underlies the tunability of our system plays a crucial role. For such
a resonance, the two-body scattering problem can be described in
terms of an effective single-channel model. It is very interesting to
investigate to what degree this great simplification of the two-body
physics extends to the three-body problem. Here we particularly
wonder how the regions of positive and negative scattering lengths
are connected in our experiment, where a is changed through a zero
crossing—that is, through a non-universal region, and not across the
universal resonance region.
In our case, there is no obvious connection between the Efimov

state that leads to the observed resonance for a , 0 and the states
responsible for the behaviour for a . 0. In our analysis of the
experimental data, we have thus independently fitted the data sets
for negative and positive a. Nevertheless, the resulting values for the
two independent fit parameters a2 and aþ do suggest a connection:
for the ratio aþ=ja2j our experiment yields 1.25(9), whereas uni-
versal theory7 predicts 0.96(3). These numbers are quite close in view
of the Efimov factor of 22.7. If it is not an accidental coincidence, we
speculate that the apparent relation between aþ and a2 may be a
further consequence of universality in a system where the resonant
two-body interaction can be modelled in terms of a single scattering

channel. In general, the multi-channel nature of three-body col-
lisions near Feshbach resonances26,27 leads to further interesting
questions, such as whether there may be resonance effects beyond
the Efimov scenario. Advances in three-body theory are necessary to
answer these questions and to provide a complete interpretation of
our present observations.
In the past few years, applications of Feshbach resonances in

ultracold gases and the resulting ability to create dimer states have
set the stage for many new developments in matter-wave quantum
physics. The observation of an Efimov resonance now confirms the
existence of weakly bound trimer states and opens up new ways6,8

of experimentally exploring the intriguing physics of few-body
quantum systems.

METHODS
Magnetic tuning of the two-body interaction. For Cs atoms in their ener-
getically lowest state (quantum numbers F ¼ 3 for the total spin andmF ¼ 3 for
its projection) the s-wave scattering length a varies strongly with the magnetic
field22. Between 0 and 150 G the dependence can in general be well approximated
by the fitting formula:

aðBÞ=a0 ¼ ð1;722þ 1:52B=GÞ 12
28:72

B=Gþ 11:74

� �

except for a few narrow Feshbach resonances22. The smooth variation of the
scattering length in the low-field region results from a broad Feshbach resonance
centred at about212G (equivalent toþ12G in the state F ¼ 3,mF ¼ 23). In all
our measurements we excluded the magnetic field regions where the narrow
Feshbach resonances influence the scattering behaviour through coupling to
other molecular potentials. The Efimov resonance is centred at 7.5 G.
Trap set-ups and preparation of the Cs gases. All measurements were
performed with trapped thermal samples of caesium atoms at temperatures T
ranging from 10 to 250 nK. We used two different experimental set-ups, which
have been described elsewhere24,28.

In set-up A we first produced an essentially pure Bose–Einstein condensate
with up to 250,000 atoms in a far-detuned crossed optical dipole trap generated
by two 1,060-nm Yb-doped fibre laser beams24. We then ramped the magnetic
field to 16.2 G, where the scattering length is negative with a value of250a0, thus
inducing a collapse of the condensate29. After an equilibration time of 1 s we were
left with a thermal sample at typically T ¼ 10 nK containing up to 20,000 atoms
at peak densities ranging from n0 ¼ 3 £ 1011 cm23 to 3 £ 1012 cm23. Alterna-
tively, we interrupted the evaporation process before condensation to produce
thermal samples at T < 200 nK in a crossed dipole trap generated by one of the
1,060-nm beams and a 10.6-mmCO2 laser beam. After recompression of the trap
this produced typical densities of n0 ¼ 5 £ 1013 cm23. The measurements in the
region of the loss minima as displayed in Fig. 3 were taken after a storage time of
200ms at initial densities of n0 ¼ 6 £ 1013 cm23.

In set-up B we used an optical surface trap28 in which we prepared a thermal
sample of 10,000 atoms at T < 250 nK via forced evaporation at a density of
n0 ¼ 1.0 £ 1012 cm23. The dipole trap was formed by a repulsive evanescent
laser wave on top of a horizontal glass prism in combination with a single
horizontally confining 1,060-nm laser beam propagating along the vertical
direction.
Determination of three-body loss rate coefficients. We measured three-body
loss rates in set-up A by recording the time evolution of the atom numberN and
the temperature T. A detailed description of this procedure has been given in
ref. 20. In brief, the process of three-body recombination not only leads to a loss
of atoms, but also induces ‘anti-evaporation’ and recombination heating. The
first effect is present at any value of the scattering length a. The second effect
occurs for positive values of awhen the recombination products remain trapped.
Atom loss and temperature rise are modelled by a set of two coupled nonlinear
differential equations. We used numerical solutions to this set of equations to fit
our experimental data. From these fits, together with measurements of the
trapping parameters, we obtained the rate coefficient L3. In set-up Bwe recorded
the loss at decay times sufficiently short to make sure that heating is negligible.
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Observation of Feshbach-Like Resonances in Collisions between Ultracold Molecules
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We observe magnetically tuned collision resonances for ultracold Cs2 molecules stored in a CO2-laser
trap. By magnetically levitating the molecules against gravity, we precisely measure their magnetic
moment. We find an avoided level crossing which allows us to transfer the molecules into another state. In
the new state, two Feshbach-like collision resonances show up as strong inelastic loss features. We
interpret these resonances as being induced by Cs4 bound states near the molecular scattering continuum.
The tunability of the interactions between molecules opens up novel applications such as controlled
chemical reactions and synthesis of ultracold complex molecules.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.94.123201 PACS numbers: 34.50.–s, 05.30.Jp, 32.80.Pj, 67.40.Hf

The synthesis of ultracold molecules from ultracold
atoms has opened up new possibilities for studies on
molecular matter waves [1–3], strongly interacting super-
fluids [4], high-precision molecular spectroscopy [5] and
coherent molecular optics [6]. In all these experiments,
control of the interatomic interaction by magnetic fields
plays an essential role in the association process. When a
two-atom bound state is magnetically tuned near the quan-
tum state of two scattering atoms, coupling from the
atomic to the molecular state can be resonantly enhanced.
This is commonly referred to as a Feshbach resonance [7].

The success in controlling the interaction of ultracold
atoms raises the question whether a similar level of control
can be achieved for ultracold molecules. Resonant inter-
actions between molecules may lead to synthesis of com-
plex objects beyond atomic dimers. Furthermore,
scattering processes for molecules involve many novel
reactive channels in comparison to the atomic counterpart,
e.g., collision induced dissociation, rearrangement, or dis-
placement chemical reactions. Magnetic tunability of the
molecular interactions, similar to that resulting from
atomic Feshbach resonances, will lead to exciting perspec-
tives for investigating these chemical processes in regimes
where quantum statistics and quantum coherence play an
important role.

In this Letter, we report the observation of magnetically
tuned collision resonances in an ultracold gas of Cs2 mole-
cules. The ultracold dimers are created from an atomic
Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) by use of a Feshbach
ramp [1] and are trapped in a CO2-laser trap. We precisely
measure the magnetic moment of the molecules and ob-
serve an avoided crossing [8] which allows us to transfer
the molecules into another state. In the new state, we
discover two narrow inelastic collision resonances. The
resonance structure suggests that bound states of two ce-
sium molecules, or equivalently Cs4 states, induce the
resonant scattering of molecules. These resonances, which
we interpret as Feshbach resonances for ultracold mole-
cules, may open the door to the synthesis of more complex
molecules and to the control of their chemical reactions.

The relevant molecular energy structure shown in Fig. 1
is based on calculations done at NIST [9,10]. The disso-
ciation threshold, providing the energy reference Eb � 0,
is associated with two Cs atoms in the lowest ground state
sublevel jF � 3; mF � 3i, where F and mF are the quan-
tum number of the atomic angular momentum and its
projection, respectively. As a result of the strong indirect
spin-spin interaction of Cs atoms [11], coupling to mo-
lecular states with large orbital angular momentum l � 4
[10,12] leads to the complexity of the energy structure
shown in Fig. 1. This type of coupling is generally referred
to as g-wave Feshbach coupling.
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FIG. 1. Molecular energy structure below the scattering con-
tinuum of two cesium atoms in the jF � 3; mF � 3i state. The
energy of the dissociation threshold corresponds to Eb � 0. The
arrows mark the paths to the molecular states we explore, which
include the creation of the molecules in j�i via the atomic
Feshbach resonance at 19.84 G [1,19] and an avoided crossing
to j	i at �13:6 G. Included are only molecular states which can
couple to the continuum via Feshbach couplings up to g-wave
interaction (l � 4, mf �ml � 6 and mf � 2).
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We create the molecules in the bound state j�i � jf �

4; mf � 4; l � 4; ml � 2i via g-wave Feshbach coupling
at 19.84 G [1]; see Fig. 1. Here, f is the internal angular
momentum of the molecule, and mf and ml are the pro-
jections of f and l, respectively. The molecular state j�i is
stable against spontaneous dissociation for magnetic fields
below 19.84 G and acquires larger binding energies at
lower magnetic fields. This is due to the small magnetic
momentum of �0:95B of this state as compared to the
atomic scattering continuum with �1:5B. At about 14 G,
an avoided crossing to another state j	i � jf � 6; mf �

6; l � 4; ml � 0i is induced by the indirect spin-spin cou-
pling. In this work, we ramp the magnetic field adiabati-
cally and explore the upper branch of the avoided crossing.

Our experiment starts with an essentially pure atomic
BEC with up to 2:2	 105 atoms in a crossed dipole trap
formed by two CO2 laser beams [13,14]. We apply a
magnetic field of 20 G, slightly above the Feshbach reso-
nance, and a magnetic field gradient of 31 G=cm to levitate
the atoms [15]. The CO2-laser trap is roughly spherically
symmetric with a trapping frequency of ! 
 2�	 20 Hz
and a trap depth of 7 K. The atomic density is 6	
1013 cm�3 and the chemical potential is kB 	 20 nK,
where kB is Boltzmann’s constant.

To create the molecules, we first ramp the magnetic field
from 20.0 to 19.5 G in 8 ms and then quickly change the
field to 17 G to decouple the molecules from the atoms.
Simultaneously, we ramp the magnetic field gradient from
31 up to 50 G=cm. The latter field gradient levitates the
molecules [1] and removes all the atoms from the trap in
3 ms. As a consequence, we obtain a pure molecular
sample in the CO2-laser trap with typically 104 molecules.
The magnetic field ramping process also leads to a small
momentum kick on the molecules, which start oscillating
in the trap. After �100 ms, the oscillations are damped out
and the sample comes to a new equilibrium at a tempera-
ture of 250 nK with a peak density of 5	 1010 cm�3 and a
phase space density of 10�2 to 10�3. To measure the
molecule number, we dissociate the molecules into free
atoms by reversely ramping the magnetic field back above
the resonance to 21 G. We then image the resulting atoms
[1].

A key parameter for a perfect levitation of the Cs2
molecules is the precise value of their magnetic moment
[1]. The levitation field is crucial because the gravitational
force is much stronger than the trapping force of the CO2

lasers. In contrast to ground state atoms with only slow-
varying magnetic moment, the magnetic moment of the
molecules can sensitively depend on the magnetic field as a
result of the complex interactions between molecular
states; see Fig. 1. Therefore, the prerequisite to perform
Cs2 molecule experiments at different magnetic fields is
the knowledge of the molecular magnetic moment for an
accurate setting of the levitation field.

We map out the magnetic moment of the molecules over
the range of 11.5 to 19.8 G. This is realized by a two-step

process: First, we slowly tune the magnetic field in 60 ms
to a desired value and find a corresponding magnetic field
gradient which can approximately keep the molecules near
the center of the CO2-laser trap. Second, after a hold time
of 500 ms needed for the ensemble to come to an equilib-
rium, we measure the position of the cloud. The location of
the molecular cloud provides a very sensitive probe to the
residual imbalance of the magnetic force and gravity.
Given a small vertical displacement of the molecules rela-
tive to the trap center �z for a local magnetic field B and a
field gradient B0, the magnetic moment is then B� �
2m!2�z� 2mg�=B0. Here 2m is the molecular mass, and
g is the gravitational acceleration. Independent measure-
ments based on releasing the molecules into free space [1]
confirm the accuracy of the above method to 0:01B.

The measured magnetic moments of the molecules show
the expected behavior in the range of 11.5 to 19.8 G; see
Fig. 2. We find that the magnetic moment slowly decreases
from 0:98B to 0:93B as the magnetic field is lowered
from 19.8 G. For magnetic fields below �14 G, the mag-
netic moment quickly rises and levels off at 1:5B. This
behavior is readily explained by the avoided crossing at
13.6 G (Figs. 1 and 2), which transfers the molecules from
state j�i with  
 0:9B to j	i with  
 1:5B. Below
11.5 G, a new avoided crossing to a very weakly coupled
l � 8 molecular state occurs [16]. We observe fast loss of
the molecules since our current apparatus cannot produce a
sufficient levitation field to support the molecules against
gravity in this new state.

Our measurement agrees excellently with the NIST
calculation [9,10] within the 200 mG uncertainty from
the multichannel calculation; see Fig. 2. We evaluate the
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FIG. 2 (color online). Magnetic moment of the Cs2 molecules.
The measured magnetic moment (solid circles) is compared to
the NIST calculation (solid line). The fast change at �13:6 G is
associated with an avoided crossing. In the inset, we derive the
molecular binding energy (solid circles) by integrating the
measured magnetic moment. Binding energies from the NIST
calculation (solid lines) for both branches of the avoided cross-
ing between state j�i and state j	i are shown; see also Fig. 1.
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molecular binding energy based on integrating the mea-
sured magnetic moments. Here the integration constant is
fixed by the fact that the molecular binding energy is zero
at the atomic Feshbach resonance B � 19:84 G. The result
shown in the inset of Fig. 2 gives very good agreement with
the theoretical calculation within the energy uncertainty of
0.25 MHz [9]. By fitting our binding energies to a simple
avoided crossing model, we determine the crossing to be
Bcross � 13:554� G and the coupling strength, half the
energy splitting between the two eigenstates at Bcross, to
be h	 15010� kHz. Here h is Planck’s constant.

To investigate the interactions between molecules, we
measure the inelastic collision loss after a trapping time of
300 ms (Fig. 3). For molecules in state j�i (14 G<B<
19:8 G), the fractional loss is about �40%. In this molecu-
lar state, we do not see any strong magnetic field depen-
dence. When the magnetic field is tuned near the Feshbach
resonance at 19.8 G, molecules dissociate into free atoms,
which leave the trap.

In state j	i (11:5 G<B< 13:6 G), the behavior of the
molecules is strikingly different. We observe a weaker
background loss of �20% and two pronounced resonances
with a fractional loss of up to 60%. An expanded view in
the inset of Fig. 3 shows that the ‘‘double peak’’ structure
can be well fit by a sum of two Lorentzian profiles. From
the fit, we determine the resonance positions to be 12:721�
and 13:152� G with full widths of 0.25 and 0.24 G, re-
spectively. Note that due to the levitation gradient field, the
inhomogeneity across the molecular sample is as large as
0.15 G in state j	i, which suggests that the intrinsic widths
of these resonances are less than the observed values.

The observed resonances cannot be explained by single-
molecule effects based on the Cs2 energy structure, which
is precisely known to very high partial waves [9,10].

Beyond single-molecule effects, the observed resonance
structure strongly suggests that bound states of two Cs2
molecules (Cs4 tetramer states) are tuned in resonance with
the scattering state of the molecules and induce Feshbach-
like couplings to inelastic decay channels. Other possible
scattering processes, e.g., direct coupling to a trimer and an
atom or a dimer and two atoms, should result in a threshold
behavior in the loss spectrum instead of the observed
resonance structure. For Cs2 molecules, the appearance
of Cs4 bound states near the scattering continuum is not
surprising considering the complexity of interaction be-
tween Cs atoms and the additional rotational and vibra-
tional degrees of freedom.

To confirm that the loss is indeed due to collisions
between molecules, we observe the decay of the molecular
population in the CO2-laser trap. Starting with 11 000
molecules prepared at different magnetic fields, we record
the molecule number after various wait times, as shown in
Fig. 4. Three magnetic field values are chosen here: 15.4 G
where the molecules are in state j�i, 12.1 G where the
molecules are in state j	i and are away from the resonance,
and 12.7 G where the molecules are on the strong molecu-
lar resonance; see Fig. 4. The number of trapped molecules
shows a nonexponential decay, which provides a clear
signature of the density-dependent processes.

To further investigate the underlying molecular collision
processes, we model the loss based on a two-body or a
three-body loss equation. Assuming a Gaussian distribu-
tion for the thermal ensemble in a harmonic trap with a
constant temperature and that the collision loss rate is slow
compared to the thermalization rate, we fit the measured
molecule numbers to the two-body and three-body decay
equation; see in Fig. 4. For 15.4 and 12.1 G, we find that the
two-body equation provides excellent fits. The two-body
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FIG. 3. Remaining fraction of optically trapped molecules
after a storage time of 300 ms. Initially, there are 11 000
molecules at a peak density of 6	 1010 cm�3 and a temperature
of 250 nK. The dashed lines mark the background loss rates in
state j�i and in state j	i. The two loss resonances for j	i are fit
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coefficients are 5	 10�11 cm3=s at 15.4 G and 3	
10�11 cm3=s at 12.1 G. We cannot, however, rule out the
possibility that three-body processes also play a role. The
measured collision rate coefficients are similar to the mea-
surements from the MIT group on Na2 [17], and are an
order of magnitude below the unitarity limit of 2h=mk �
4	 10�10 cm3=s, where k is the characteristic collision
wave number associated with the temperature of the
sample.

At 12.7 G, where the molecules are on the strong reso-
nance, we find that the three-body equation actually pro-
vides a better fit than the two-body fit with a three-body
loss coefficient at 6	 10�20 cm6=s; see Fig. 4. This value,
however, is much too high compared to the three-body
unitarity limit of 96�h=mk4 � 2	 10�23 cm6=s [18].
One alternative explanation is that on resonance, the fast
collision loss rate might leave the molecules insufficient
time to reach thermal equilibrium. By fitting the resonance
data in the first 200 ms with the two-body loss model, we
determine the two-body loss coefficient to be 2	
10�10 cm3=s, which indeed approaches the unitarity limit
of 4	 10�10 cm3=s.

In conclusion, we have observed magnetically tuned
collision resonances in a trapped ultracold sample of Cs2
dimers. The density-dependent inelastic decay and the
resonance structure strongly suggest a resonant coupling
to Cs4 tetramer states. Our observations are reminiscent of
Feshbach resonances in atom-atom scattering. The con-
trolled use of such resonances for interaction tuning and
molecule formation in atomic ensembles has opened up
new avenues in research on ultracold quantum gases. Our
observation of magnetically tuned Feshbach-like reso-
nances in molecule-molecule scattering brings in fascinat-
ing prospects for a controlled synthesis of ultracold
tetramers in a single four-body quantum state in analogy
to the formation of ultracold dimers near atomic Feshbach
resonances. The tunability of the interactions in molecular
quantum gases can potentially open up the door to few-
body physics beyond simple atoms and diatomic molecules
and to a new ultracold chemistry.
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Abstract. – We report a new scheme to create weakly bound Cs2 molecules from an atomic
Bose-Einstein condensate. The method is based on switching the magnetic field to a narrow
Feshbach resonance and yields a high atom-molecule conversion efficiency of more than 30%, a
factor of three higher than obtained with conventional magnetic-field ramps. The Cs2 molecules
are created in a single g-wave rotational quantum state. The observed dependence of the
conversion efficiency on the magnetic field and atom density shows scattering processes beyond
two-body coupling to occur in the vicinity of the Feshbach resonance.

The newly emerging field of quantum-degenerate molecules provides intriguing possibili-
ties for controlled studies of multicomponent matter-wave systems. Chemical reactions are
expected to show effects of coherence, matter-wave interference, quantum tunneling, and
bosonic stimulation. Recently, coherent atom-molecule couplings [1] have been observed in a
Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC), and molecular quantum gases [2,3] and molecular BECs [4]
have been realized. The key ingredient in these experiments has been the presence of magneti-
cally induced Feshbach resonances [5]. These resonances provide the variable coupling between
atoms and molecules as a function of an external magnetic field and allow the conversion of
atoms to molecules and vice versa.

In the previous experiments on the creation of ultracold Cs2, Na2 and Rb2 molecules from
the corresponding atomic BECs [2, 3, 6] the molecules are formed by ramping the magnetic
field through a Feshbach resonance; see illustration in fig. 1. It is expected that during the
ramping process the ground-state atom population in the trap is adiabatically and efficiently
converted into molecules in a weakly bound state [7]. However, the reported efficiencies using
this method are relatively low: Typically 5%–10% are observed, whereas up to 50% to 70% of
the atoms are lost during the ramping process. The missing fraction, the lost atoms which are
not converted into weakly bound molecules, is generally believed to result from the creation
c© EDP Sciences
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Fig. 1 – Schemes for molecule creation near a Feshbach resonance, located at Bres. In the ramping
scheme, we linearly ramp the magnetic field from Bstart, well above the resonance, to some value
well below the resonance, and then quickly to Bend. In the switching scheme, we first switch from
Bstart to Btest. After a hold time thold, we switch the field to Bend. The switching scheme also works
for Bstart below the resonance (dashed line). The finite response time of the magnetic field in our
experiment is due to eddy currents in the stainless-steel vacuum chamber.

of molecules in states which cannot be detected by the conventional imaging method, or to
consist of “hot” atoms which quickly leave the trap [2, 8].

In this paper, we report a high atom-molecule conversion efficiency in excess of 30% from
an atomic BEC based on a novel switching scheme. This scheme is illustrated in fig. 1. The
magnetic field is quickly switched from an off-resonant value Bstart to a field Btest, near the
resonance position Bres. After a variable hold time thold, the magnetic field is quickly lowered
well below the resonance Bend, where atoms and molecules decouple and can be independently
measured. Our new scheme works for initial magnetic fields Bstart both well above or well
below the resonance. In the latter case, the creation of molecules cannot be explained in
terms of the two-body adiabatic conversion picture [7]. An investigation on the atom loss and
molecule creation efficiencies suggests that different scattering processes are involved near the
narrow Feshbach resonance.

The cesium molecules we create are of special interest since they have a large orbital
angular momentum (l = 4). Coupling from ultracold atoms in an s-wave scattering state
to the g-wave molecular states is observed only for cesium atoms due to the large indirect
spin-spin coupling [9]. Many narrow Feshbach resonances of this kind were observed at low
magnetic fields for cesium atoms polarized in the lowest internal state |F = 3,mF = 3〉 [10],
where F is the total angular momentum and mF is the magnetic quantum number. Based on
these narrow resonances, the formation of thermal molecules was investigated [11] and a pure
molecular quantum gas was created from an atomic BEC [2].

Our experiments start with a pure BEC of cesium with up to 2.2×105 atoms in the ground
state |F = 3,mF = 3〉 [12, 13]. The magnetic field is set to 21 G, corresponding to an atomic
scattering length of 210a0, where a0 is the Bohr radius. The magnetic field gradient is set to
31.3 G/cm for levitation of the atoms [12]. The condensate is confined in a crossed dipole trap
formed by two horizontally intersecting laser beams, which are derived from a broad-band
Yb fiber laser at 1064 nm. One tightly focused beam with a waist of 35 µm and a power of
0.5 mW essentially provides the radial confinement; the other beam with a waist of 300 µm
and power of 350 mW essentially provides the axial confinement. The radial and axial trap
frequencies are ωr/2π = 17.5 Hz and ωz/2π = 4.7 Hz, respectively. The chemical potential is
kB × 11 nK, where kB is Boltzmann’s constant.

Before we start the molecule creation, we first compress the condensate by adiabatically
increasing the power of the tightly focused laser in 0.7 s to 40 mW. The higher laser power
provides a stronger trapping force and allows us to turn off the levitation field. The absence
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Fig. 2 – Comparison of the two schemes of molecule creation. Molecule fraction (solid circles) and
atom loss fraction (open circles) are shown for (a) the ramping scheme, where the fractions are
measured for different ramp speeds, and for (b) the switching scheme for different hold times thold.
In (b), Btest is set right on resonance.

of the magnetic field gradient is crucial to ensure that all atoms experience the same magnetic
field and can simultaneously participate in the molecule formation process. In the compressed
trap, the trap frequencies are ωr/2π = 170 Hz and ωz/2π = 6.5 Hz, the chemical potential is
kB×86 nK and the peak density is 1.7×1014 cm−3. We then slowly change the magnetic field
in 200 ms to a starting value of Bstart, typically 0.5 G above the Feshbach resonance Bres. Note
that this 0.5 G offset is much larger than the resonance width of a few mG. The condensate
at Bstart is not influenced by the resonance. We then switch off the dipole trap and release
the atoms into free space and, at the same time, tune the magnetic field toward the Feshbach
resonance to create molecules. At the end of the molecule formation phase, we quickly lower
the magnetic field down to Bend ≈ 18 G to decouple the molecules and atoms.

The resulting molecule and atom numbers can be determined independently by absorption
imaging [2]. The atoms are directly imaged at 18 G. We verify that the molecules are insensi-
tive to the imaging beam at this magnetic field. To detect the molecules, we first blast away
the atoms at 18 G with a resonant beam [3], and then ramp the magnetic field back above the
resonance to 21 G. The weakly bound molecular state is then above the continuum and the
molecules quickly dissociate into free atoms [14]. By imaging the cloud of the resulting atoms,
we can determine the molecule number. We define the corresponding molecule fraction as the
number of atoms detected after dissociation normalized to the initial atom number. This is
then, by definition, equal to the atom-molecule conversion efficiency.

We employ both the ramping scheme and the switching scheme for molecule production
(see fig. 1) and compare their performances. In the ramping scheme, we tune the magnetic field
across the resonance with a constant ramping speed. Based on the resulting molecule number
and the loss in atomic number, we calculate the conversion fractions, shown in fig. 2(a). A
maximum molecule fraction of 10% is observed when the ramps are slower than 10 G/s. The
atom loss for these ramps is about 40%, which indicates a missing fraction of about 30%. This
result is similar to all previous experiments using the same method [2,3,6]. For the switching
scheme, we quickly tune the magnetic field onto the Feshbach resonance Btest ≈ Bres, wait
for various hold times thold, and quickly lower the magnetic field to Bend = 18 G. Due to
the finite response time of the magnetic field, the field approaches the Feshbach resonance
after about 12 ms [15]. At this time, the peak density of the expanding condensate reduces to
1.1 × 1012 cm−3 [16]. For hold times thold > 15 ms, molecule fractions of 30 ∼ 35% and atom
loss fractions of ∼ 70% are reached as shown in fig. 2(b). The conversion efficiency is by more
than a factor of three higher than obtained from the ramping scheme. Note that in order
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Fig. 3 – Molecule creation and atom loss near the Feshbach resonance. Based on the switching
scheme, molecule increase in thold = 18ms (a) and atom loss in 18ms (b) are measured for various
test fields Btest. The inset shows the expanded view of the molecule signal. For comparison, the atom
trap loss in the compressed trap is shown in (c). The scattering length is shown in (d) for reference.
Solid circles (open circles) show the measurements above (below) the resonance. In (a), a Lorentzian
fit (solid line) yields a width of 2.1mG and the resonance position of Bres = 19.840G, subject to a
calibration uncertainty of 4mG. Fitting both wings in (c) gives a Lorentzian width of 40(2)mG.

to precisely set the magnetic field right on the narrow Feshbach resonance, we synchronize
the experiment with the 50 Hz line voltage to reduce the effects of the ambient magnetic-field
ripple, for which we measure an amplitude of 4 mG. This suppresses uncontrolled magnetic-
field variations to about 1 mG.

To understand the different performance of the two schemes, we study the atom loss and
molecule increase at different magnetic fields Btest based on the switching scheme, see fig. 3(a)
and (b). For comparison, we also show the atom loss in the compressed trap in fig. 3(c), where
the initial peak density is 1.9 × 1014 cm−3 [17]. The calculated scattering length is shown in
fig. 3(d) [18]. For all measurements with Btest above the resonance, we prepare the condensate
as previously described at Bstart = Bres + 0.5 G. For Btest below the resonance, we prepare
the condensate at a magnetic field below the resonance by quickly switching the magnetic
field from the initial value to Bres − 0.5 G. No appreciable atom loss, molecule formation or
condensate excitation is observed in this process. We then follow the same experimental pro-
cedure, but approach the resonance from below. These two different preparation procedures
for magnetic fields above and below the resonance are necessary to avoid a slow field-sweep
across the resonance, which can lead to systematic atom loss or molecule increase.

In the molecule creation spectrum (fig. 3(a)) we observe a very narrow linewidth of 2.1 mG,
which is consistent with the predicted resonance width. Notably, our molecule creation scheme
also works for Bstart below the resonance, which suggests that coupling beyond the adiabatic
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Fig. 4 – Density dependence of the atom loss fraction (open symbols) and molecule fraction (solid
symbols). The atom number in the BEC is varied by either adjusting optical cooling efficiencies (solid
and open circles) or the loading efficiencies into the crossed dipole trap (solid and open triangles).
The corresponding atomic density of the sample right before the molecule formation (after 12ms
expansion in free space) is given on the top axis.

conversion model plays an important role in the creation process. In the adiabatic passage
picture, molecules cannot be created when the creation field is below the resonance. The atom
loss, shown in fig. 3(b), is asymmetric and seems to include two components, a narrow peak on
resonance and a much broader and weaker loss feature for magnetic fields above the resonance.
The narrow peak has a similar width as in the molecule production spectrum in fig. 3(a), and
is clearly related to the observed molecule formation. The broad and weak feature on the
high magnetic-field side has a width of 80(20) mG as determined from a one-sided Lorentzian
fit. To obtain further information about the atom loss process, we measure the atom loss in
the compressed trap, where the atom density is higher by a factor of ∼ 170 than in fig. 3(a)
and (b). The result shown in fig. 3(c) displays a wide and symmetric loss feature. By fitting
the two wings to a Lorentzian profile, we find a width of 40(2) mG.

The different lineshapes suggest that different scattering processes are involved near the
Feshbach resonance. The molecule formation width is close to the predicted width of the
Feshbach resonance and can be interpreted in terms of the two-body Feshbach coupling. The
asymmetric loss feature in fig. 3(b) and the trap loss may be due to three-body recombination
or many-body effects. These broad atom loss features are puzzling, since they are a factor
of 20 or more wider than the Feshbach resonance width of 2 mG. The physical origin of the
associated loss mechanisms requires further investigation.

The large width of the atom loss feature, however, does provide a qualitative explanation
why the switching scheme is more efficient than the ramping scheme. In a linear ramp, atoms
sample all magnetic fields near the resonance which, for a large fraction of time, leads to atom
loss without molecule increase. With the switching scheme, the atoms spend more time in the
magnetic-field range where the molecules can be created.

To further investigate and differentiate the physical mechanisms that are responsible for
the missing fraction and for the molecule increase, we measure the dependence of the atom loss
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fraction and molecule fraction on the atom number in the condensate, as shown in fig. 4. Atom
numbers ranging from 2.5×104 to 2.2×105 correspond to peak densities of 7.9×1013 cm−3 to
1.9×1014 cm−3 in the compressed trap and to 4.6×1011 cm−3 to 1.1×1012 cm−3 in free space
at the moment the molecules are created. For the calculation of the densities in free space,
we take into account the 12 ms expansion of the condensate in the Thomas-Fermi regime after
the dipole trap is turned off.

Several interesting features show up in the density dependence. The molecule fraction
grows and saturates to ∼ 30% at densities higher than 5 × 1011 cm−3. The saturation of the
molecule fraction resembles observations in a thermal gas [11,19], where a thermal equilibrium
is reached with a constant molecule fraction in the sample [20]. The missing fraction is very
small at low densities and continues to grow up to a density of 8 × 1012 cm−3. The stronger
density dependence of the missing fraction suggests that scattering processes involved in the
atom loss are of higher order than for the molecule increase. Similar enhancement of the
collision loss near the Feshbach resonance was also observed in a 85Rb condensate [21] and in
a thermal Cs gas [22]. A further analysis on the scattering dynamics and the possible thermal
equilibrium condition is necessary.

In conclusion, we show that an atom-molecule conversion fraction of more than 30% can
be reached based on a magnetic-field switching scheme. The performance of this scheme is
superior to the conventional linear magnetic-field ramping scheme since the molecules are
created only within the narrow Feshbach resonance width of 2 mG, while the atoms are lost
over a much large range of ∼ 40 mG. The density dependence of both the missing fraction
and the molecule fraction suggests that in our scheme the molecules are created via Feshbach
coupling, while the missing fraction comes from higher-order scattering processes. Based on
the new creation scheme, we are now able to obtain samples with up to 40000 ultracold
molecules. This provides a good starting point to investigate the trapping, the interactions,
and the matter-wave nature of ultracold molecules.
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ABSTRACT We report on the optimized production of a Bose–
Einstein condensate of cesium atoms using an optical trapping
approach. Based on an improved trap loading and evaporation
scheme we obtain more than 105 atoms in the condensed phase.
To test the tunability of the interaction in the condensate we
study the expansion of the condensate as a function of scatter-
ing length. We further excite strong oscillations of the trapped
condensate by rapidly varying the interaction strength.

PACS 03.75.Kk; 32.80.Pj

1 Introduction

Much of the present work in the field of quantum
gases relies on optical trapping techniques and on the abil-
ity to tune atomic interactions. Optical approaches have been
recently employed in several atomic Bose–Einstein conden-
sation experiments [1–5] and in experiments on the produc-
tion of ultracold molecular samples [6–10] and on molecular
Bose–Einstein condensates [11, 12]. The major advantages
in optical traps are the possibility to trap atoms in any sub-
level of the electronic ground state and the ease to adjust
the interaction strength using magnetically induced Feshbach
resonances.

The cesium atom is very attractive for experiments with
tunable atomic interactions. The lowest internal quantum state
of Cs features a unique combination of wide and narrow Fesh-
bach resonances which are easily accessible at low magnetic
fields [13]. This results in a great flexibility for tuning the
atomic scattering properties. In particular, magnetic tuning of
the interaction strength has recently allowed the first realiza-
tion of a Bose–Einstein condensate (BEC) with Cs atoms [4]
and the realization of a two-dimensional condensate very
close to a dielectric surface [5]. The tunability of the atomic
interaction can be exploited in experiments where one might
wish to adjust or to dynamically change the mean-field inter-
action of the condensate. Also, the Feshbach resonances can
be used to produce molecules from an atomic BEC [8–10, 14]

� Fax: +43-512-507-2921, E-mail: christoph.naegerl@uibk.ac.at

and to study the transition from an atomic BEC to a molecu-
lar BEC. In this context, a quantum phase transition with an
essentially topological character has been predicted [15, 16].
For such and many other intriguing experiments it is desirable
to have a large BEC of Cs atoms as a starting point.

In this paper we report on the optimized production of an
essentially pure Cs BEC in the lowest internal quantum state
with more than 105 atoms. Since this state cannot be trapped
by purely magnetic means, the path to condensation relies
on a sequence of optical traps. We discuss the loading and
transfer from one trap to the next and give a detailed descrip-
tion of the evaporation path and of the resulting condensate.
As a demonstration for tunability, we measure the expansion
energy as a function of scattering length in time-of-flight ex-
periments. In particular, we show the ultra-slow expansion of
the condensate after release from the trap for nearly vanishing
scattering length. The release energy corresponds to ∼ 50 pK.
Finally, we present first results when the scattering length is
suddenly stepped and the condensate then starts to oscillate
freely in the trap.

2 Cesium scattering properties and Feshbach
resonances
Early experiments [17, 18] towards condensation

of cesium focused on samples in magnetic traps polarized ei-
ther in the upper hyperfine ground state F = 4, magnetic sub-
level mF = 4, or in the lower hyperfine state F = 3, mF = −3.
Here, F denotes the total angular momentum and mF the
magnetic quantum number. The spin relaxation rates were
measured to be several orders of magnitude higher than ex-
pected [19–21]. It was later understood that this is caused by
the dipolar relaxation process induced by the second-order
spin–orbit interaction [22]. The maximum phase-space dens-
ity in a small sample of Cs atoms was a factor of about four
away from condensation [23].

The problem of the strong inelastic two-body losses can
be overcome by using the lowest internal state of cesium,
F = 3, mF = 3 [24–27]. In this state, all inelastic two-body
processes are endothermic and are thus fully suppressed at
sufficiently low temperature. This state requires optical trap-
ping since it cannot be captured in a magnetic trap. Optically
trapped atoms can only be efficiently evaporated by lowering
the total potential depth. This process weakens the confine-
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ment of the trapped sample and thus makes it difficult to
achieve sufficiently high elastic collision rates for effective
evaporation. Hence, adjustability of the collisional properties
is very helpful for a fast evaporation strategy.

The success in condensing Cs [4] largely relies on the
fact that the s-wave scattering length for the F = 3, mF = 3
state can be tuned to moderate and positive values by the ap-
plication of relatively low dc magnetic fields [13]. As Fig. 1
shows, an external magnetic field allows for precise tuning
of the atomic scattering length a from negative to positive
values. Positive scattering lengths in the range between zero
and one thousand a0 are attained for magnetic fields of a few
ten Gauss; a0 denotes Bohr’s radius. In particular, there is
a gentle zero-crossing of the scattering length near 17 G [25].
Here, the interaction of atoms in a BEC is effectively switched
off. Several narrow higher-order Feshbach resonances [13],
caused by coupling to d- and g-wave molecular states, enable
very rapid control of the atomic scattering properties. With the
magnetic field being a free parameter in our optical trapping
approach, we can take full advantage of this tunability of the
s-wave scattering length.

For Cs in the F = 3, mF = 3 ground state the process of
three-body recombination is the dominant loss and heating
mechanism [28]. In a recombination process, three atoms col-
lide, two of them form a molecule, and the third atom takes
away two thirds of the binding energy according to energy and
momentum conservation. The atoms that form the molecule
are usually lost, and the third atom is either lost or it de-
posits its share of the binding energy in the sample. Heating
of the sample is the combination of “anti-evaporation” and
recombination heating [28]. To a good approximation, the
three-body recombination rate scales with the fourth power
of the scattering length. Unfortunately, the prefactor in this
scaling law is measured to be relatively large [28]. To mini-
mize this heating, the recombination products should be re-
moved quickly from the trap. It is thus important to assure
that the sample is not operated too deeply in the hydrody-
namic regime and that the evaporation is efficient in all di-
rections. Arbitrarily increasing the scattering length to speed
up the forced evaporation is therefore not possible without

FIGURE 1 Scattering length as a function of magnetic field for the state
F = 3, mF = 3. There is a relatively broad Feshbach resonance at 48.0 G due
to coupling to a d-wave molecular state. The arrows indicate several very
narrow resonances at 11.0, 14.4, 15.0, 19.9 and 53.5 G, which result from
coupling to g-wave molecular states. The data are taken from [13]

sacrificing cooling efficiency. Within these limits, tuning the
scattering length allows for an optimization of the evapo-
ration for given trap parameters. For example, for the low
initial densities in a large reservoir trap the evaporation may
be sped up by increasing the scattering length. In a later
trapping stage with a higher atomic density the scattering
length should be reduced to optimize the ratio of good to bad
collisions.

3 BEC production
3.1 Overview of experimental strategy

For producing large condensates in optical dipole
traps, it is necessary to independently optimize both trap
loading and evaporative cooling. For initial loading of as
many atoms as possible, an optical trap with large volume
is needed which, in view of limited laser power, implies
a shallow trapping potential. For subsequent forced evapo-
rative cooling, however, high densities and fast elastic colli-
sions require much tighter confinement. These two require-
ments in general demand dynamical changes of the trap-
ping potential. A possible way to implement this is a spa-
tial compression of the optical trap using e.g., a zoom-lens
system [29]. Our approach is based on an alternative way
where a sequence of optical trapping schemes is used to pro-
vide optimized loading together with optimized evaporative
cooling.

We first use a shallow, large volume CO2-laser trap as a
“reservoir” for collecting the atoms before forced evaporative
cooling is implemented in a tighter trap. The reservoir trap can
be efficiently loaded with atoms that are precooled by Raman-
sideband cooling [30]. This approach allows for the collection
of atoms at moderate densities with little loss from three-body
collisions and with negligible heating from either photon scat-
tering or trap vibrations. It serves as a good starting point for
the final transfer into a tighter optical trap. The tighter trap is
adiabatically increased and adds a “dimple” to the trapping
potential of the reservoir. Collisional loading of this dimple
already yields a significant enhancement of the local number
and phase-space density [31]. After turning off the reservoir
trap excellent conditions for further forced evaporative cool-
ing are obtained.

The different trap stages of optical trapping used in our
experiments are illustrated in Fig. 2. An overview of the evo-
lution of phase-space density and particle number for the var-
ious trapping stages is shown in Fig. 3.

The use of relatively weak optical trapping necessitates the
implementation of magnetic “levitation” where a magnetic
field gradient along the vertical direction compensates for the
gravitational force. This levitation turns out to be very useful
in two ways: First, in the limit of very weak optical trapping
only one spin state is held in the trap. This assures perfect spin
polarization of the sample1. Further, efficient evaporation can
be performed without the effect of gravitational sag in the trap.
The dc magnetic field offset remains a free parameter for flex-
ible tuning of the scattering length.

1 This Stern–Gerlach separation technique also allows for radio-
frequency evaporation along the vertical direction. Although one-
dimensional, this type of evaporation has been applied to produce
ultracold Cs atoms for studying three-body collisions [28].
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FIGURE 2 Illustration of the various stages of trap loading and evaporative cooling as seen from above. (a) Plain evapo-
ration in a crossed CO2-laser trap generated by beams A1 and A2 at a scattering length of a = 1215 a0. (b) 1.5 s of ramping
and collisional loading into a crossed 1064-nm fibre laser trap generated by beams B1 and B2 with a final scattering length
a = 210 a0. (c) Forced evaporative cooling after switching off CO2-laser beam A2. The power of all remaining lasers is
ramped down, and the power in CO2-laser beam A1 is reduced to zero. (d) Final configuration of the crossed 1064-nm trap.
Imaging is done in the horizontal plane at an angle of 30◦ with respect to the long axis of the cigar-shaped atomic cloud

FIGURE 3 Peak phase space density as function of atom number. The path
of evaporation proceeds from right to left. The triangle shows the atomic en-
semble immediately after lattice cooling. The open circles show the ensemble
in the reservoir trap after 0.08, 0.22, 0.64, and 2.0 s. The filled circles cor-
respond to the sample in dimple trap right after loading and after 1.5 s of
evaporation. The phase transition occurs after 2 s of forced evaporation with
∼ 5×105 atoms left in the dimple trap

3.2 Laser cooling

The initial collection and cooling of Cs atoms is
achieved by conventional techniques. In a stainless steel vac-
uum chamber [32] atoms are loaded into a magneto-optical
trap (MOT) from a Zeeman slowed atomic beam with up
to 3 ×108 atoms after about 6 s. The MOT is operated on
the 62S1/2, F = 4 to 62 P3/2, F′ = 5 transition. The ultra-high
vacuum of less than 1 ×10−11 mbar gives 200 s for the 1/e-
lifetime of the MOT. The MOT light is derived from a high
power laser diode2 referenced via beat-lock to a grating-
stabilized master diode laser. Standard absorption imaging is
used to determine particle numbers and temperatures.

We compress the atomic cloud by ramping up the mag-
netic field gradient in the MOT by a factor of five to 33 G/cm
within 40 ms. Simultaneously we linearly change the detun-
ing of the MOT laser from around 10 MHz to 30 MHz. At the
end of the ramp, we switch off the MOT light and the mag-
netic field gradient. To cool the compressed cloud, we then
apply degenerate Raman-sideband cooling [30] in an optical
lattice to further cool and to polarize the atoms in the de-
sired F = 3, mF = 3 state. We have adapted the technique as
described in [33] to our setup. This cooling scheme is par-
ticularly suited for polarizing atoms in the F = 3, mF = 3
state because this is a dark state for which photon scatter-
ing is suppressed. Four laser beams derived from an injection

2 SDL-5712-H1

locked slave laser resonant with the F = 4 to F′ = 4 transi-
tion produce a three-dimensional optical lattice, drive Raman-
sideband transitions and repump out of the F = 4 ground state
manifold. The total power of all the four beams is 65 mW
and their 1/e2-beam radii are about 1 mm. The oscillation
frequency in the lattice is on the order of 100 kHz. A small
magnetic field offset of several hundred mG is applied to in-
duce the Raman-sideband cooling. We succeed in polarizing
90% of the atoms. The ensemble is then adiabatically released
from the lattice after 6 ms of cooling time. If the atomic cloud
is released into free space, the temperature of the ensem-
ble with up to 4 ×107 atoms is about 0.7 µK. For our typical
atomic densities this corresponds to a phase space density of
1 ×10−3.

3.3 Reservoir trap

We generate the large reservoir trap by horizontally
crossing two CO2-laser beams A1 and A2 at right angles as
shown in Fig. 2a. At the same time we apply a magnetic gra-
dient field in the vertical direction to levitate the atoms against
gravity. The delivered powers in laser beams A1 and A2 are
90 W and 65 W, respectively. The light comes from two sep-
arate, highly stable linearly polarized single-frequency CO2-
lasers3. Switching of the beams is done by external acousto-
optical modulators4 (AOMs). A1 is downshifted in frequency
by 40 MHz, whereas A2 is upshifted by 40 MHz to prevent
any interference. To avoid mode-hops the cooling water for
the lasers needs to be stabilized to better than ±20 mK. Still,
a slow mode drift changes the power of the lasers by a few
percent over the time scale of minutes. At the crossing point
the 1/e2-beam radii of the two lasers are (605 ±35) µm and
(690 ±35) µm.

The magnetic fields for levitation and for Feshbach tun-
ing are generated by two pairs of coils aligned with their axes
parallel to the vertical direction. One pair in anti-Helmholtz
configuration produces the vertical magnetic field gradient
near 31.3 G/cm to levitate the atoms in the F = 3, mF = 3
state. Another pair in Helmholtz configuration provides a vari-
able bias field B0 of up to 200 G. The combined field results
in a weak outward directed force F(�) = mα2� depend-

3 Coherent-DEOS GEM-100L
4 Intraaction AGM-408BB1M
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ing on the horizontal distance � from the vertical symme-
try axis. For perfect levitation of our atoms the constant
α = g

√
m/(3µB B0) describes the curvature of the parabolic

anti-trapping potential. The levitation field thus slightly re-
duces the trap depth along the horizontal direction. Here, m
is the mass of Cs, g is the gravitational acceleration, and µB
is Bohr’s magneton. At B0 = 17 G we have α = 2π ×3.4 Hz.
The horizontal trap frequencies ωx,y are reduced accord-

ing to ω′
x,y =

√
ω2

x,y −α2. This is usually a very small effect
for all but the lowest trap frequencies. Note that levita-
tion also affects the horizontal motion of free atoms after
the optical trap is shut off. The horizontal motion follows
�(t) = �0 cosh (αt)+α−1v0 sinh (αt) for initial position �0

and initial velocity v0. The vertical motion is not affected.
We excite vertical trap oscillations by briefly changing the

vertical magnetic field gradient and hence tilting the trap. For
exciting horizontal trap oscillations we shift the equilibrium
position of the atoms by adding a horizontal magnetic field
component. In both cases we monitor the center-of-mass os-
cillation of the atomic cloud after 50 ms time-of-flight. The
geometrically averaged trap frequency ν̄ is calculated to be
(12.6 ±1.5) Hz which is in good agreement with the experi-
mental value of (13.2 ±0.2) Hz. Together with the levitation
and the magnetic bias field the lasers provide an effective
trap depth of about kB ×7 µK. This trap depth is given by the
weaker of the two CO2-lasers as the atoms can escape along
the direction of the stronger beam.

For transfer of the precooled atoms into the reservoir trap,
we leave the light of the two CO2-lasers on during the entire
pre-cooling phase. This is because the CO2-lasers show strong
variations in beam pointing and beam shape as a function of
radio-frequency power to the AOMs. We have checked that
the small light shift introduced by the lasers does not affect
the initial loading and cooling efficiency. The reservoir trap is
then activated by ramping up the magnetic field and its gra-
dient. The 1/e-rise time of the magnetic fields is limited to
1.5 ms because of eddy currents in the stainless steel chamber.
We, therefore, do not expect the transfer to be fully adiabatic.

We find that the atoms are heated to about 2.2 µK by the
transfer into the reservoir trap. A clear measurement on the
trapped sample is only possible after about 50 ms since the
system initially is not in thermal equilibrium and since the un-
trapped atoms need to disappear from the field of view. We
largely attribute the heating to imperfect phase space match-
ing. In fact, the atomic cloud after Raman-sideband cooling to
0.7 µK has a 1/e-radius of ∼ 350 µm. In comparison, an equi-
librium distribution in the reservoir trap at 0.7 µK would have
a 1/e-radius of ∼ 100 µm. Potential energy is thus gained
which is then turned into kinetic energy, effectively heating
the cloud of atoms. Subsequently, the hot atoms evaporate
out of the trap. For this phase of plain evaporation we set the
magnetic bias field to 73.5 G. The scattering length is then
1215 a0. The temperature is reduced to less than 1 µK within
10 s. After this time, we measure more than 4 ×106 atoms,
corresponding to a peak phase space density of 2 ×10−3.

3.4 Dimple trap

We proceed with loading of the dimple trap after
2 s of plain evaporation in the reservoir trap. At this point

the atom number is 7.8 ×106 and the phase space density is
1.7 ×10−3 (see Fig. 3). The dimple trap is generated by hor-
izontally intersecting one tightly focused laser beam B1 with
34-µm waist and another less focused beam B2 with 260-µm
waist at right angles, rotated by 30◦ in the horizontal plane
with respect to the CO2-laser beams as shown in Fig. 2d. This
is different from our earlier work [4] where we have used
CO2-laser beam A2 for axial confinement. We introduce the
B2 beam because some weak back reflections of the CO2-laser
beams led to a slight undesirable corrugation of the optical po-
tential. This complicated the quantitative analysis of the BEC.
Beams B1 and B2 are derived from a broadband fiber laser5

at 1064 nm. The powers in these beams are ramped up within
1.5 s to a maximum power of 70 mW for B1 and 270 mW for
B2. The trapping in the dimple is now briefly done by all four
laser beams with B1 providing most of the radial and A1 most
of the axial confinement. After switching off beam A2, we
measure the radial and axial trap frequencies in the dimple
to (221.2 ±1.6) Hz and (14.2 ±0.1) Hz, respectively. During
the ramping up phase of B1 and B2 we reduce the magnetic
field offset to 23 G and thus the scattering length to 300 a0 in
order to reduce losses from three-body recombination [28].
The trap now contains about 1.7 ×106 atoms at a peak phase
space density of approximately 0.13.

3.5 Forced evaporation towards BEC

We start forced evaporative cooling by ramping
down the power in all three remaining beams. Simultaneously
we remove the reservoir by switching off the CO2-laser A2
that is not responsible for axial confinement. To assure a well-
defined ramp over a large intensity range we control the light
power of the near-infrared beam B1 by means of a logarithmic
photodiode and a servo loop. The power in CO2-laser beam A1
is ramped to zero within 5.5 s so that B2 at the end of evap-
oration exclusively assures axial confinement. The change in
beam pointing for A2 does not affect the evaporation. For B1

we approximately follow an exponential ramp over 5.5 s. The
power in beam B2 is only slightly reduced. The final power
in B1 and B2 is 0.5 mW and 220 mW. We find and optimize
this ramp by extending the ramp in discrete time steps of a few
hundred milliseconds at the beginning and up to one second
towards the end of the ramp.

At each step we search for a maximum in evaporation ef-
ficiency γ = log(D′/D)/ log(N/N ′) as a function of the trap
depth and scattering length [34]. Here, D and D′ are the phase-
space densities at the beginning and end of each step, N and
N ′ denote the respective particle numbers. Maximizing γ at
each step results in an overall optimization of the evaporation
path. We find that a magnetic field value of 21 G with scatter-
ing length a = 210 a0 is optimal during the forced evaporation
phase. As can be seen from Fig. 3 the efficiency γ lies around
3 during the forced evaporation ramp. We attribute this high
efficiency to the fact that atoms can escape the trap into almost
all directions because of the levitation field.

We observe the phase transition after 2 s of forced evap-
orative cooling with about 5 ×105 atoms at a temperature of
(200 ±10) nK. At this point the power in beams B1 and B2 is

5 IPG Laser PYL-10
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8.7 mW and 250 mW. The duration of the ramp is relatively
short. Our evaporation proceeds close to the hydrodynamic
regime. Thus, significant improvement of the evaporation is
not to be expected.

Further evaporation leaves a cigar-shaped condensate with
the long axis in the horizontal plane. In Fig. 4 we show verti-
cal density profiles of expanding condensates. The tunability
of the scattering length allows us to explore different regimes
of expansion. For Fig. 4a we expand the condensate at the cre-
ation scattering length of 210 a0. This is the usual type of self-
similar expansion in which the condensate in the Thomas–
Fermi regime retains its parabolic shape [35]. For Fig. 4b we
step the scattering length to zero at the moment of release from
the trap. The mean-field interaction thus vanishes and the rate
of expansion is greatly reduced. This exposes a small thermal
component, for which a bimodal fit reveals a temperature of
around 10 nK. The critical temperature at these trapping con-
ditions is 24 nK; therefore, the expected condensate fraction
agrees well with the measured value of 91%. From the fit to
the data in Fig. 4 we obtain that there are up to 1.1 ×105 atoms
in the condensate with a 20% calibration error. The error
does not come from the fit but from the overall uncertainty
in determining the atom number. Usually, the error from ab-
sorption imaging alone is around 50%, but we can calibrate
the atom number from measurements on the chemical poten-

FIGURE 4 Vertical density profiles of Cs condensates after 100 ms of free
expansion in the levitation field. The solid curves are fits to the data for the
Thomas–Fermi profiles which include possible thermal components. For bet-
ter distinction the baseline is dashed. (a) Expansion with no change in scat-
tering length. The total number of atoms in the condensate is N = 1.1×105.
(b) Expansion near zero scattering length under the same conditions reveals
a small thermal component with a temperature of about 10 nK

tial, see Sect. 4.1. For this particular experiment we measure
the final trap frequencies to (4.3±0.2) Hz and (21.1±0.2) Hz
along the axial and radial direction, respectively. We thus infer
for the initial Thomas–Fermi sizes RTF

r = (8.7 ±0.3) µm and
RTF

a = (42.5 ±1.2) µm along the radial and axial directions
at a scattering length of a = 210 a0. The peak density of the
condensate is n0 = (2.1 ±0.1) 1013 cm−3.

4 Tunable quantum gas

We now test the tunability of the condensate inter-
action. We first study the condensate expansion as a function
of scattering length [36] in two different ways. We then spe-
cialize to the case when the interaction energy is switched
off and present improved results on the ultra-slow expan-
sion of the condensate in comparison with earlier measure-
ments in [4]. Finally, we excite compression oscillations of the
trapped condensate by suddenly stepping the scattering length
to a lower value.

4.1 Expansion energy as a function of scattering length

We measure the release energy of the condensate
for slow and fast changes of the scattering length. When we
slowly vary the scattering length the wave function of the
trapped condensate can follow adiabatically and the conden-
sate remains in equilibrium. The release energy is propor-
tional to the chemical potential of the condensate at the given
value of the scattering length. The situation is different when
we rapidly switch the scattering length at the moment of con-
densate release. The condensate then expands from a non-
equilibrium state because the wave function has not had time
to adjust to the change in interaction energy. This leads to
strong changes for the rate of condensate expansion in com-
parison to the expansion from equilibrium.

We first consider a condensate in the Thomas–Fermi
regime for which we adiabatically ramp the scattering length
to a new value. For such a condensate, the release energy Erel

directly corresponds to the chemical potential µTF through
7
2 Erel = µTF [35], which is given by

µTF = hν̄

2

(
15N

aho

)2/5

a2/5. (1)

Here, ν̄ is the geometric average of the trap frequencies, N is
the particle number in the condensate, and aho = √

h/(m2πν̄)

is the oscillator length. For the experiment we produce a con-
densate with N = 8.5 ×104 atoms at a creation scattering
length of ac = 210 a0. We then slowly ramp the magnetic field
to values between 20 and 35 G, setting the scattering length to
a value between about 200 and 700 a0. The slow ramping ex-
cludes values below the Feshbach resonance at 19.9 and above
the one at 48.0 G because of strong loss6. The condensate is
then released from the trap and we measure the release en-
ergy. The results are shown in Fig. 5. Here we assume that
the magnetic field strength translates into scattering length ac-
cording to Fig. 1. The data is well fit by a function of the

6 A combination of slow ramping and quick jumping at the Feshbach res-
onances would allow access to the full range of values for the scattering
length.
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FIGURE 5 Release energy of the condensate as a function of scattering
length a. The filled circles represent experimental data for the case of adia-
batic ramping of a trapped condensate. The data, corresponding to 2/7 of the
chemical potential at a given value of the scattering length, are fit by C a2/5.
The open circles represent data for rapid switching at the moment of conden-
sate release. As discussed in the text, the straight line is not a fit. It connects
the origin with the fitted value of the release energy at the creation scattering
length

form Ca2/5 according to (1). From the fit parameter C we
can deduce an independent estimate of the particle number
N = (8.2 ±1.3)×104. The error is dominated by the error in
determining the trap frequencies.

For a sudden change of the scattering length the conden-
sate wave function has no time to react. For example, for an
increase of the scattering length the density distribution is too
narrow in comparison to the equilibrium density distribution
at the new value of the scattering length. The condensate thus
expands more rapidly than a condensate in equilibrium at this
new value. Since the mean-field interaction energy of the con-
densate scales linearly with the scattering length for a given
density profile [35], we expect a linear behavior of the re-
lease energy as a function of the final scattering length a. In
Fig. 5 we thus compare the data for the measured release en-
ergy to a straight line Ca2/5

c a/ac given by the origin and the
fitted value of the release energy at the creation scattering
length ac = 210 a0. We find good agreement with the linear
dependence.

4.2 Ultra-slow condensate expansion

We now study the expansion of the condensate near
the zero-crossing of the scattering length. At the moment of
condensate release, we rapidly switch the magnetic field from
the creation field near 20 G to (17.17 ±0.05) G, correspond-
ing to a = (3.4 ±3.0) a0. The error in determining the precise
magnetic field at the position of condensate requires that we
choose a slightly positive value of the scattering length to as-
sure that no weakly attractive interactions modify the conden-
sate expansion. The levitation field remains on, allowing for
an extended observation period because the atoms then do not
fall under gravity. Figure 6 shows the vertical and horizontal
extent of a BEC with 1.2 ×105 atoms as a function of time
after release from the trap. We only show the data after 75 ms
of expansion when the optical density of the atomic cloud
is sufficiently reduced to allow for reliable absorption imag-
ing. The horizontal expansion is dominated by the magnetic

FIGURE 6 Expansion of the non-interacting condensate. The data points
show the horizontal (above) and vertical (below) rms radius of the BEC as
a function of expansion time near the zero crossing of scattering length. Note
the different scales. The fit to the residual vertical expansion reveals a release
energy of kB × (51±3) pK. For the horizontal expansion the data are fit by
A cosh (αt) with α = 2π × (3.20±0.23) Hz

anti-trapping potential which derives from the presence of the
levitation field and which magnifies the atomic cloud accord-
ing to the cosine hyperbolicus function, see Sect. 3.3. The
measured rate of expansion 2π × (3.20±0.23) Hz agrees rea-
sonably well with the expected rate constant α = 2π ×3.4 Hz.
The vertical expansion corresponds to a release energy of
kB × (51 ± 3) pK. Note that this is much lower than the ki-
netic energy of the ground state hωr/4 = kB ×253 pK given
by a radial trap frequency of ωr = 2π ×21.1 Hz. It is remark-
able that the release energy is less than the zero-point energy
of the ground state. Since the spatial extent of the condensate
is much larger than the size of the ground state wave function
of the harmonic oscillator, the momentum spread, limited by
the uncertainty of the wave function of the initial condensate,
is lower than that of the ground state.

4.3 Condensate oscillations

By rapidly ramping the scattering length it is pos-
sible to excite oscillations of the condensate in the trap [37].
In fact, in the limit of a cigar shaped condensate one expects
radial “compression” or “expansion oscillations” at twice
the trap frequency. Compression oscillations can be seen in
Fig. 7 where we plot the vertical radius of the released con-
densate as a function of hold time th in the trap. To excite
the oscillation we step the scattering length from a value of
a = 363 a0 (B = 24.4 G) to a = 25 a0 (B = 17.6 G) at time
t0. The condensate is then allowed to oscillate in the trap
for a variable hold time th at the final value of the scat-
tering length. We release the condensate at time t0 + th and
take an image after 80 ms of free expansion. We fit the data
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FIGURE 7 Condensate oscillations after rapid switching of the scattering
length. The filled circles show the vertical rms radius of an expanding BEC
with 7×104 atoms after 80 ms of free expansion as a function of hold time
in the trap. The scattering length has been switched rapidly from 363 a0 to
25 a0. The solid curve is a fit to the data giving an oscillation frequency
of (58.3±0.2) Hz. We independently measure the radial trap frequency to
(28±1) Hz

by a sinusoidal function. The measured compression oscil-
lation frequency of (58.3 ±0.2) Hz agrees well with twice
the radial trap frequency of 2 × (28 ±1) Hz at the given trap-
ping power. To account for the damping we have to intro-
duce an exponential decay of the amplitude and of the off-
set value. The damping of the amplitude has a time con-
stant of 126 ms. We have not yet identified the origin of this
damping. Possibly the BEC samples different trapping fre-
quencies due to the large amplitude of the oscillation, which
would lead to an apparent damping. Also, damping might be
caused by the interaction with a residual thermal cloud or by
parametric processes [38].

5 Conclusion

We have shown that essentially pure Cs conden-
sates can be produced with more than 105 atoms. In our optical
trap it is possible to flexibly change the atomic scattering
properties. The atomic condensate can now be used as the
starting point for experiments where a tuning and ramping of
the scattering properties can be exploited. It will be interesting
to study the case of a non-interacting condensate at the zero-
crossing of the scattering length. Such a condensate might
be used in atom interferometers where one wishes to sup-
press any mean-field effects [39]. On the other hand, tuning
to large values of the scattering length might allow the inves-
tigation of effects beyond the mean-field approximation [35].
Also, modulation of the scattering length could be used as an
alternative tool to probe the excitation spectrum of the con-
densate. Finally, ultracold Cs2 molecules can be created by
ramping across one of the Feshbach resonances [8] and the
transition from an atomic to a molecular condensate could
then be studied.
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One additional correction that cannot be
added as a � in quadrature is the LMC rotation.
Several young and intermediate-age kinematic
tracers have been measured in the LMC, includ-
ing HII regions, PN, CH stars, Miras, and car-
bon stars. In the inner regions of the LMC bar,
these populations are rotating as a solid body,
with 25 km/s per kpc. For a scale of 1 kpc �
1.2°, our fields should not show a rotation
component larger than 10 km/s.

In addition, a correction for rotation may
not be necessary for the RR Lyrae population,
because there is no evidence that this old
population follows the LMC rotation. On the
basis of the Milky Way RR Lyrae, one might
suspect that the LMC RR Lyrae do not rotate
like the rest of the stars. However, a compos-
ite RR Lyrae population may be present. For
example, earlier interpretation of the RR
Lyrae number counts indicated an exponen-
tial disk distribution (31). Multiple compo-
nents (halo plus thick disk) cannot be ruled
out without rotation measurements. Our
fields are not spread out enough to measure
the rotation. In order to measure the systemic
rotation of the RR Lyrae population, one
would need to observe N � 50 stars per field
in fields located �3° away on opposite sides
of the bar. We estimate the correction in two
ways: with the use of the velocities from HI
maps (32) and with the use of the mean
rotation fits of the disk (22, 24 ). This correc-
tion does not change at all the LMC RR
Lyrae velocity dispersion.

The large RR Lyrae velocity dispersion
�true � 53 km/s implies that metal-poor old
stars are distributed in a halo population. The
velocity dispersion for the old RR Lyrae stars
is higher than that for the old LMC clusters,
although there are too few old clusters to
measure the kinematics in the LMC. The
presence of a kinematically hot, old, and
metal-poor halo in the LMC suggests that
galaxies like the Milky Way and small gal-
axies like the LMC have similar early forma-
tion histories (33).

The stellar halo traced by the RR Lyrae
amounts only to 2% of the mass of the LMC,
which is akin to the Milky Way halo (1, 22).
Consequently, its contribution to the micro-
lensing optical depth should not be important
(26, 34 ). The ongoing Supermacho experi-
ment will discover an order of magnitude
more microlensing events toward the LMC
(35), allowing us to test this prediction.
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Preparation of a Pure Molecular
Quantum Gas

Jens Herbig, Tobias Kraemer, Michael Mark, Tino Weber, Cheng Chin,
Hanns-Christoph Nägerl, Rudolf Grimm*

An ultracoldmolecular quantumgas is created by application of amagnetic field
sweep across a Feshbach resonance to a Bose-Einstein condensate of cesium
atoms. The ability to separate the molecules from the atoms permits direct
imaging of the pure molecular sample. Magnetic levitation enables study of the
dynamics of the ensemble on extended time scales. We measured ultralow
expansion energies in the range of a few nanokelvin for a sample of 3000
molecules. Our observations are consistent with the presence of a macroscopic
molecular matter wave.

Rapid progress in controlling ultracold atom-
ic gases, culminating in the creation of atomic
Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs) and open-
ing the door to the realm of coherent matter-
wave physics (1–3), has raised the question of
whether a similar level of control is possible
with molecular samples. Molecules, in con-
trast to atoms, have a much richer internal
structure and can possess permanent vector or
tensor properties, such as electric dipole mo-
ments, rotational angular momentum, and

even chirality. Molecule-atom and molecule-
molecule interactions are at least three- and
four-body processes in nature, posing new
challenges to our theoretical understanding.
Exquisite control over the internal and exter-
nal degrees of freedom of molecules could
allow the experimental study of a new coher-
ent chemistry (4 ), where matter-wave inter-
ference, quantum tunneling, and bosonic
stimulation dominate the dynamics and
where the interaction properties can be exter-
nally controlled and engineered with electro-
magnetic fields. Quantum degenerate molec-
ular gases with permanent dipole moments
are also prime candidates for the precise in-
vestigation of strongly correlated quantum
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systems and for the study of novel quantum
phase transitions (5).

Several avenues have been investigated to
cool and trap molecules. Slowing of a super-
sonic jet of polar molecules in time-varying
electric fields (6 ) and buffer gas loading and
trapping (7 ) in either electrostatic or magnet-
ic traps both permit large molecular popula-
tions with temperatures in the mK range.
Alternatively, creation of molecules by pho-
toassociation of precooled atoms has led to
molecular samples with temperatures in the
�K range (8). For all these techniques, how-
ever, the resulting molecular phase-space
density is still many orders of magnitude
away from quantum degeneracy.

Starting with a sample of ultracold atoms,
controlled production of molecules can be
realized by the coherent coupling of an atom
pair state to a molecular state. For example, a
two-photon Raman transition has successful-
ly been applied to produce molecules within
an atomic BEC (9). Similarly, the coherent
nature of atomic scattering can be exploited
on a Feshbach resonance to transfer colliding
atoms into molecules, which has been pre-
dicted to convert an atomic BEC into a mo-
lecular BEC (10–12). A Feshbach resonance
occurs when the energy of the atomic scat-
tering state is tuned into degeneracy with that
of a bound molecular state (13). Experimen-
tally, Feshbach resonances can be induced by
an external magnetic field when both states
feature different Zeeman shifts. Consequent-
ly, the atom-molecule coupling can be reso-
nantly enhanced at a particular magnetic field
value, and a sweep of the field near or across
the resonance can convert the atoms into
molecules in a single molecular quantum
state. Existence of molecules created through
atomic Feshbach resonances has been report-
ed previously in a BEC of 85Rb atoms (14 ),
in thermal samples of 133Cs (15), and in
degenerate Fermi gases of 40K (16 ) and 6Li
(17 ). These studies demonstrate the quantum
coherence of the Feshbach coupling (14 ) and
the ability to detect molecules within the
atomic sample by means of laser-induced
(15) or radiofrequency-induced (16 ) dissoci-
ation. However, the resulting molecular sam-
ples could not be spatially distinguished from
the atoms, nor could the molecular clouds be
directly imaged and analyzed. Here, we re-
port the observation of pure molecular quan-
tum matter, achieved by applying a Feshbach
sweep to an atomic Cs BEC (18) with imme-
diate spatial Stern-Gerlach separation of the
two species. By monitoring the evolution of
the coupled-out molecular cloud, we measure
ultralow kinetic expansion energies that are
consistent with the presence of a coherent
molecular matter wave.

The starting point of our experiment was a
pure BEC of up to 6 � 104 Cs atoms in an
optical trap (19) with a radial Thomas-Fermi

radius of 8.6 �m and an axial Thomas-Fermi
radius of 26.5 �m. The atoms were in the
hyperfine ground state with total angular mo-
mentum F � 3 and magnetic quantum num-
ber mF � 3. As the optical trap was by far too
weak to support the atoms against gravity
during the evaporative cooling process, a
magnetic field gradient of 30.9 G/cm was
applied to levitate the atoms (20). This levi-
tation is very sensitive to the magnetic mo-
ment of the trapped particles, and a small
change of 1% in either the gradient or in the
magnetic moment of the trapped particles is
sufficient to render the trap unstable. The
state F � 3, mF � 3 features a narrow
Feshbach resonance near 20 G (21) with an
estimated resonance width of 5 mG (22).
According to an analysis of the Cs scattering
properties (23, 24 ), the corresponding molec-
ular state (25) has a predicted magnetic mo-
ment of � � 0.93 �B, where �B is Bohr’s
magneton, with a small magnetic field depen-
dence (22). We produced molecules from the
atomic BEC by sweeping the magnetic field
across the resonance from a higher field value
with a constant rate of typically 50 G/s (Fig.
1). The duration of the sweep was 3 ms. To
turn off the Feshbach coupling, the field was
then quickly lowered to a hold field at 17 G
for a variable hold time while the optical trap
was shut off (20). Because of the large mag-
netic field gradient along the vertical direc-
tion and the narrow resonance width of 5 mG,
the Feshbach resonance occurred only within
a 2-�m-thin horizontal layer. The conversion

zone swept through the condensate from be-
low at a speed of 15 �m/ms, or equivalently,
in 1.3 ms. The newly created molecules im-
mediately started falling with an acceleration
of 0.38g due to their reduced magnetic mo-
ment. The molecular cloud was then com-
pletely separated from the atoms within 3 ms.
By raising the magnetic field gradient quickly
at the end of the sweep to about 50 G/cm, we
levitated the molecules. In this case, the atoms
accelerated upward at 0.61g. Rapid molecule-
atom separation and subsequent levitation per-
mit long observation times for studying the
dynamics of the molecular sample.

To image the molecular cloud, we applied
a reversed field sweep across the Feshbach
resonance. The reversed sweep brought the
molecules above the scattering continuum,
and they quickly dissociated into free atoms.
An immediate absorption image of the recon-
verted atoms thus reveals the spatial distribu-
tion of the molecules. A resolution limit of
about 10 �m was caused by an energy on the
order of kB � 1 �K released in the dissoci-
ation process (20), where kB is the Boltzmann
constant. We applied a fit to the image to
determine the center position, the size of the
spatial distribution, and the number of mole-
cules. The evolution of the molecular cloud
was recorded by variation of the hold time.

The complete atom-molecule separation is
clearly visible in absorption images (Fig. 2).
For reference, the image of a levitated BEC
after 12 ms of expansion time is given in Fig.
2A. In Fig. 2, B and C, a Feshbach sweep has
been applied to the BEC. In Fig. 2B, a cou-
pled-out molecular cloud with �3000 mole-
cules can be seen below the atomic BEC. The
number of atoms in the remaining BEC is
reduced by 50% from those shown in Fig.
2A, to �25,000. The molecular cloud is fall-
ing, because the magnetic field gradient
needed to levitate the atoms was maintained.
For Fig. 2C, the magnetic field gradient was

Fig. 1. Energy diagram for the atomic scattering
state and the molecular bound state. The Fesh-
bach resonance condition occurs near 20 G,
where the Zeeman energy of the atomic scat-
tering state becomes equal to that of a molec-
ular bound state because of the difference in
magnetic moments. Molecules at (2) are creat-
ed from the BEC at (1) by a downward sweep of
the magnetic field across the resonance. For
detection, a reversed sweep brings the mole-
cules above the dissociation limit. The inset
schematically shows the molecular potential
that corresponds to the open channel (lower
curve) and the molecular potential that sup-
ports the bound state (upper curve). U, poten-
tial energy; r, interatomic distance.

Fig. 2. Absorption images of (A) the levitated
BEC without the Feshbach sweep, (B) the levi-
tated BEC after the Feshbach sweep with a
falling molecular cloud below, and (C) the lev-
itated molecular cloud with an upward-rising
BEC above. In (B) and (C), 3000 molecules are
produced at a sweep rate of 50 G/s. The sepa-
ration between the atoms and the molecules is
150 �m in (B) and 240 �m in (C).
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raised after the Feshbach sweep in order to
levitate the molecules. Hence, the atomic
BEC accelerates upward and can be seen at
the top of the image above the molecules.
Careful adjustment of the magnetic field gra-
dient to null the molecular acceleration al-
lowed a precise determination of the molec-
ular magnetic moment. We find that � �
0.930(5) �B (20), which is in good agreement
with the theoretical calculation (22).

We investigated the atom-molecule con-
version as a function of the end value Bf of
the creation ramp. The ramp speed was kept
constant at 50 G/s by variation of Bf together
with the duration of the ramp. We have
checked that for final values of Bf well above
the resonance, the rapid jump over the reso-
nance to the hold field after the end of the
creation ramp did not produce any molecules.
As Fig. 3 shows, molecules were created in a
steplike manner. Simultaneously, the atomic
population in the BEC is reduced. The tran-
sition value agrees well with the resonance
position of 19.83(2) G as determined from
three-body recombination loss measurements
(26 ). From the plot of the atom number, it
can be seen that up to 50% of the atoms were
lost from the condensate, corresponding to
�25,000 atoms for this experiment. Hence,
for a detected number of 3000 molecules,
only about 24% of the lost atoms reappeared
as partners in molecule formation. Also, we
varied the speed of the downward magnetic
field ramp across the Feshbach resonance and
found that for decreasing ramp speed, the
number of detected molecules saturated at a
value of �3000 molecules for speeds less
than 50 G/s. The missing atoms and the sat-
uration suggest that collisional relaxation into
other molecular states occurs during the cre-
ation phase (27 ). After separation from the
atoms, however, we did not detect any sub-
stantial loss.

We observed ultralow expansion energies
for the molecular cloud in both the vertical and
the horizontal directions. This was done in
time-of-flight expansion measurements by vari-
ation of the hold time and hence the total ex-

pansion time. We plotted the vertical and hori-
zontal root-mean-square (rms) widths of the
reconverted atomic cloud as a function of total
expansion time (Fig. 4, A and B). An apparent
anisotropy of the expansion can be seen. The
faster vertical expansion corresponds to a mean
kinetic energy of Ez � 1⁄2 kB � (40 � 3 � 2)
nK (20), where the first one-standard-deviation
error is statistical and the second one is system-
atic. The origin of this vertical energy was
identified as the velocity dispersion of the mol-
ecules during the creation phase. The dispersion
was caused by the fact that the conversion zone
passes through the condensate at a finite speed
from below. Hence, molecules created earlier
acquire a larger velocity, and those created later
acquire a smaller velocity, as a result of the
gravity pulling. When the size of the BEC was
taken into account, the vertical expansion ener-
gy as a result of the velocity dispersion was
calculated to be about 1⁄2 kB � 30 nK for the
molecular cloud, largely explaining the ob-
served energy. In fact, vertical compression of
the BEC did lead to a smaller vertical energy
spread. By increasing the dipole trap depth to
decrease the vertical extent of the BEC by a
factor of 1.3, we found that the measured mo-
lecular kinetic energy was reduced in the ex-
pected way to a value of Ez � 1⁄2 kB � (19 �
2 � 1) nK.

The horizontal expansion shown in Fig.
4B was unaffected by the velocity dispersion
effect. However, a repulsive force due to the
curvature of the levitation field acted on the
molecules. This force resulted in an expan-
sion of the cloud that follows a cosine hyper-
bolicus function and has been characterized
previously (18). When the resolution limit
due to the dissociation and the cosine hyper-
bolicus expansion dynamics (20) is incorpo-
rated, the fit in Fig. 4B yields an extremely

low kinetic energy of Ex � 1⁄2 kB � (2 � 2 �
3) nK in the horizontal direction.

The slow expansion of the molecules is
consistent with the behavior of a macroscopic
matter wave, as the horizontal expansion
showed vanishing release energy and the ver-
tical expansion was dominated by the disper-
sive gravity pulling effect, which is coherent
in its nature. In view of a possible quantum
degeneracy of the molecular ensemble, we
first estimated the peak molecular density
right after creation to 1 � 1012 cm	3, assum-
ing 3000 molecules with a spatial density
profile that reflects that of the atomic BEC
(28). Given the free-space degeneracy condi-
tion, the critical temperature is 6 nK. Com-
paring this value to the observed horizontal
energy spread that corresponds to (2 � 2 �
3) nK, we raise the question whether a mo-
lecular cloud with macroscopic coherence
has been created. Our capability to monitor
the spatial distribution of the molecules
should allow us to detect interference patterns
(29) and thus to investigate the macroscopic
coherence of the molecular matter wave.

To create molecules coherently with high
efficiency, it will be advantageous to load the
atomic BEC into an optical lattice (30),
which allows the preparation of a Mott insu-
lator phase (31) with exactly two atoms per
lattice site. Molecules created by a subse-
quent Feshbach sweep will therefore be indi-
vidually isolated and immune to collisional
losses. After the creation of a pure molecular
matter wave, one might be able to coherently
transfer the molecules to low-lying molecular
states by two-photon Raman transitions.
Hence, a complete and coherent control over
the dynamics of molecular quantum matter
can be envisaged.
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Cooling Bose-Einstein
Condensates Below 500 Picokelvin
A. E. Leanhardt,* T. A. Pasquini, M. Saba, A. Schirotzek, Y. Shin,

D. Kielpinski, D. E. Pritchard, W. Ketterle

Spin-polarized gaseous Bose-Einstein condensates were confined by a combi-
nation of gravitational and magnetic forces. The partially condensed atomic
vapors were adiabatically decompressed by weakening the gravito-magnetic
trap to a mean frequency of 1 hertz, then evaporatively reduced in size to 2500
atoms. This lowered the peak condensate density to 5 � 1010 atoms per cubic
centimeter and cooled the entire cloud in all three dimensions to a kinetic
temperature of 450 � 80 picokelvin. Such spin-polarized, dilute, and ultracold
gases are important for spectroscopy, metrology, and atom optics.

The pursuit of lower temperatures is motivat-
ed by the quest to observe phenomena that
occur on very low energy scales, in particu-
lar, phase transitions to new forms of matter.
The achievement of temperatures near 1 K in
solids and in liquids led to the discoveries of
superconductivity (1) and superfluidity (2),
respectively. The advent of laser cooling re-
sulted in microkelvin temperature atomic va-
pors (3–5), subsequently cooled to nano-
kelvin temperatures by evaporative cooling to
form dilute Bose-Einstein condensates (6, 7 )
and quantum degenerate Fermi gases (8).
Collectively, these low-temperature systems
have a host of applications, including super-
conducting quantum interference devices
(SQUIDs) (9), superfluid gyroscopes (10,
11), and atomic clocks (12).

Temperature is a quantity that parameter-
izes how energy is distributed across the
available states of a system, and effective
temperatures can be defined for decoupled
degrees of freedom or subsets of particles.
For example, nuclear spins isolated from the

kinetic motion of their respective atoms have
been cooled by adiabatic demagnetization to
an effective temperature of 280 pK (13). Spin
ensembles have a finite number of available
states, such that a spin-polarized sample, as in
our work, would be characterized by zero
effective temperature. In contrast, the motion
of free particles is subject to a continuum of
states, and the kinetic temperature of an en-
semble can only asymptotically approach ab-
solute zero.

Effective temperatures in atomic vapors
are defined by the widths of velocity distri-
butions, which can be much smaller than the
mean velocity of the sample. Raman cooling
(14, 15) and velocity-selective coherent pop-
ulation trapping (VSCPT) (16 ) have generat-
ed velocity distributions with very narrow
peaks, corresponding to nanokelvin and pi-
cokelvin effective temperatures. However,
these temperatures were associated with the
motion of only a subset of the atoms in the
cloud and/or with atomic motion in only one
dimension.

For trapped, partially condensed atomic
vapors, the condensate fraction has zero en-
tropy and the kinetic temperature of the sam-
ple is determined by the velocity distribution
of the thermal (noncondensed) component.
When released, the condensate fraction ex-
pands more slowly than the thermal compo-

nent and has been characterized by pi-
cokelvin effective temperatures for anisotro-
pic (17 ) and noninteracting (18) gases.

Cooling the atomic motion of entire ensem-
bles in all three dimensions has proven difficult.
To date, kinetic temperatures of a few hundred
nanokelvin have been achieved with adiabatic
and optical cooling (19, 20), and evaporative
cooling techniques have produced condensates
with temperatures of 3 nK (21). By adiabatic
expansion and subsequent evaporation, we
have cooled partially condensed atomic va-
pors to picokelvin kinetic temperatures.

Our thermometry is calibrated by the
Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC) phase
transition temperature, Tc, which in the ther-
modynamic limit for a harmonically trapped
ideal Bose gas is (22)

kBTe � 
��� N

� (3)�
1/3

 0.94
�̄N 1/3 (1)

where kB is Boltzmann’s constant, 
 is Planck’s
constant h divided by 2�, �(n) is the Riemann
Zeta function, �� � (�x�y�z)

1/3 is the geometric
mean of the harmonic trap frequencies, and N is
the total number of atoms, both condensed and
noncondensed. Thus, the atom number and the
trap frequencies set an upper limit for the tem-
perature of a confined Bose-Einstein conden-
sate. In our work, adiabatically weakening the
trapping potential to a mean frequency of
�� � 2� � (1.12 � 0.08) Hz guaranteed
that partially condensed atomic vapors with
N � 8000 atoms had picokelvin tempera-
tures (Tc � 1 nK).

Bose-Einstein condensates containing more
than 107 23Na atoms were created in the weak
field seeking �F � 1, mF � 	1� state in a
magnetic trap, captured in the focus of an op-
tical tweezers laser beam, and transferred into
an auxiliary “science” chamber as described in
(23). In the science chamber, condensates con-
taining 2 � 106 to 3 � 106 atoms were trans-
ferred from the optical tweezers into a gravito-
magnetic trap (Fig. 1A). A small coil carrying
current IS generated a vertical bias field Bz and
supported the condensates against gravity with
a vertical magnetic field gradient, Bz

� � 2 mg/

Department of Physics, MIT-Harvard Center for Ultra-
cold Atoms, and Research Laboratory of Electronics,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge,
MA 02139, USA.
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